920119-1a
May 14, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and John Coleman
A BROAD RANGE OF INFORMATION
TIME
00:00
00:53
01:59
02:57
06:02
06:32
10:03
11:12
12:54
13:51
18:07
21:24
22:12
23:16
24:24
27:13
30:05
32:38
34:21
37:13
38:40
38:51
39:28
40:04
41:19
46:21

SUBJECT
A Broad Range of Information
Hatonn to start rebutting the critics
Lanto, Elysian Dawn
New Age movement
Discretion is going to be your shield
Committee of 300, Club of Rome, Trilateralists
Kissinger- Chile
Irving Stone motion pictures
Gunther Russbacher alias Robert Walker
Rayelan Russbacher represents a way into this group
Sister Thedra worked two years to discount this group
Mystical fogbank---is it true?
Mission: work through mental avenues of the human being
Time of hearing
Spreading the work in Canada competing with the Royals doings
A radio system like the one in Cuba to be put in Mojave Desert
John Coleman presented document written in 1989
Y. Neeman, archeologist, Father of Israel's atomic bomb program
Trading hostages for weapons and cash
Israel to be in charge of Middle East oil supply
Plan to attack Libya
U.S. President beating the war drums
Saddam Hussein considered to be dangerous--Middle East fraught with peril
If Ariel Sharon elected president, expect war
Kennedy assassination, Oliver Stone, Coleman offers information on rifles and Oswald to Oliver Stone
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920119-1b

920119-1b
May 20, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and John Coleman
A WEALTH OF INFORMATION
TIME
00:00
00:26
01:23
03:27
04:56
05:16
07:30
09:52
11:04
12:13
13:19
15:00
15:57
19:56
21:02
22:40
23:54
25:44
26:09
26:30
29:10
30:27
32:39
35:15
36:23
44:10
45:50
46:07

SUBJECT
A Wealth of Information
Conspiracy to create a Holy War
John Coleman wrote "Russia 1991, The Second Revolution Has Begun"
Specific Russian officers do oppose a one world government
Two dangerous situations developing in the Soviet Union and in the Middle East
California State Board of Equalization has gone berserk
We have a terrorist government
Situation in Algeria
Muslim brotherhood ruled by Committee of 300
"The Plan" has been in force for hundreds of years
Syria: leader’s self-interest comes first
Israel, Evangelicals and Fundamentalists
Temple of Solomon has to be rebuilt first
North and South Korea
Croatia--Yugoslavia
U-2 bombers--United Nations
Lee Harvey Oswald
Plane shot down carried nuclear warhead missile
Major enemy: our government--mother England
Cosmospheres
Bear from the North
Plane, Kal-007, shot down--no deaths--all imprisoned
Planes carrying massive equipment for new projects have arrived
Where are your soldiers? What is going on?
Canada--St John of Jerusalem
Inoculations--meningitis is an adjunct of aids
This is the purification and cleansing
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920119-2a

920119-2a
May 24, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and John Coleman
ARE YOU WORTHY TO COME ABOARD A CRAFT?
TIME
00:00
00:12
00:59
03;23
04:29
06:51
07:30
08:10
10:52
12:44
13:08
13:53
15:46
16:11
21:37
26:39
26:55
27:32
31:00
33:15
35:12
41:43
42:37
43:49
45:34
45:45

SUBJECT
Are You Worthy to Come Aboard a Craft?
Unless "The Plan" is turned around, the timeline in the Book of Revelations will manifest
We are locked into a physical experience
The closing down of a hypnotherapist giving weight loss and smoking information
This is the period of tribulation
So goes America, Hatonn promises, so goes Canada as well
The new and chosen world will rise up against "them"
The ADL is a British intelligence operation
Rand Research Institute
Information on CIA will be coming out
Publicity is a protection
Heart attacks are what "they" give
Free energy--"they" have it
Explosion at Stanford Research Institute
Heavy water and Cold fusion
Everything is totally related
Henry Kissinger
Project at Pine Gap completed
The remnant
Large numbers of soul-less beings
Replicas
You are blessed
Sananda said, except by me will you come into the house of God
Are you worthy to come aboard a craft?
Balance--Unbalance
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920119-2b

920119-2b
May 28, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ALL WE NEED IS TO KEEP THE GOAL IN SIGHT
TIME
00:00
00:55
01:15
01:43
02:35
03:15
04:04
04:34
05:03

SUBJECT
All We Need Is To Keep the Goal in Sight
Ours is to awaken man to recognize his worthiness his Godness
You have a planet in trouble
It only matters according to your soul
All we need is the goal--never lose sight of it
I cannot express how I feel about you
We came to do it and we will do it
I get to see a part of you that you cannot see
END OF MEETING

920222-1a
May 30, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
TELECONFERENCE: G.C. Hatonn and Suzie Ward
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
TIME
00:00
08:10
11:20
12:20
14:12
16:20
16:50
22:53
25:32
28:42
30:52
35:28
36:26
39:50
40:47
41:57
42:02
44:00
45:09

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers
Hatonn welcomes listeners on the line
There are always frequencies attained when one asks for the Light Shield
Keep your soul in balance with God
There is light and sound imperceptible to the physical but perceptible to your soul being, these are the
ones you call into play when asking for protection of the Light
This is the time of evolvement, a time of transition and the laws are the laws are the laws
Sananda means arriving at Godness
We get trapped into the physicalness without ability to discern the difference
The Word is getting out to the proper ones in the proper sequence
Unless you know what went wrong, there is not a prayer of you changing it
The Khazars had a regal empire for over 300 years
Turn your thoughts to the positive things you might do
The first migration already took place, and you are back
It seems like the adversary is winning, no, he has already lost, but the play must be finished
You may not, as servants of God, force anyone to do anything
If you are serving, it does not matter where you are, you will be in the right place anyway
Cities are going to be a horrendous place to be
Course in Miracles
TELECONFERENCE CONTINUES ON TAPE 920222-1b

920222-1b
June 13, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
TELECONFERENCE: G.C. Hatonn and Suzie Ward
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Questions and Answers (Continued)
01:42 Antidote for AIDS is being kept from us so we will not save anyone, created by man to depopulate a
given segment of human beings
13:38 We do not have a depletion of an ozone layer, the government was to close the hole because it is where
the Russian cosmospheres and Light Command come and go
14:11 We are being radiated to death
16:15 If the radiation belt is ignited, we will have about 3 days of totally, permanently blinding light
21:13 We are already marked by the beast
24:46 With massive immunization, they are injecting microdots
26:35 Physical ascension through a light beam to get aboard ship is the only way there is to do it
32:33 Ascension takes place through the Light
36:17 Hatonn's major thrust is to make contact with the ground crew
36:24 There is a connection made when you see the strobe lights, they take on colors for recognition of ships
39:00 They are building their story now to interject robotoid beings upon us and planning heinous things for
our major cities and will blame it on Space Command
42:17 Animals have been taken from Earth to another place
42:33 Everything will be stocked according to how we live to make the transition bearable
44:30 There are cobalt (dirty) bombs planted in strategic places
44:13 TELECONFERENCE CONTINUES ON TAPE 920222-2a

920222-2a
June 13, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
TELECONFERENCE: G.C. Hatonn and Suzie Ward
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME
00:00
00:56
06:50
07:34
09:34
09:54
12:00
13:23
16:13
17:30
19:00
27:32
32:30
33:03
34:00
44:22
45:14

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
What our enemies plan to do, earthquakes, etc.
With 6 billion people dead, the earth will be so contaminated it can only be cleansed by the oceans
A new breed of scavenger bird (buzzard) has been introduced and readied to clean up the bodies
If you start pulverizing the planet so that it goes to pieces, it will not be allowed into space
All possible ones will be evacuated, those left will be the robotoids who have no soul
You must make your evolution according to your growth
Your nervous systems are being impacted more and more by the beam systems, they like to use low
frequencies because they cause cardiac arrest and great massive depression
They can specifically pinpoint a beam from the moon and focus on a business card
They cannot and will not stand against the Light
Dan Quayle and his handlers, Henry Kissinger answers to the Committee of 300 which is headed by the
Royal family of Great Britain
You are innately intelligent and will know Truth when you see it
God does not turn from man, man turns from God
Hell is the absence of God and Light, for God is Light and the Word
Flu shots, chemical and biological warfare
So far, the Cosmospheres are keeping peace in the world
TELECONFERENCE CONTINUES ON TAPE 920222-2b

920222-2b
June 20, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
TELECONFERENCE: G.C. Hatonn and Suzie Ward
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME
00:00
03:20
04:51
07:55
10:05
11:27
13:09
14:49
16:31
25:16
30:15
30:56
32:06
36:08
39:37
40:45
40:51
42:04
43:06
44:25
45:13

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
You do not need to go anywhere to come into atunement with God, except into the silence of self
On judgment day, no-one is going to judge you save self and the God within
You do stand to answer for your behavior even though it is illusion
Evil is only that of the human/physical expression
In the higher cosmic councils, moving into God's realms, the adversary does not exist
Maitreya is frequently projected in holographic form
It is the time of experiencing transition; a great cycle in the universe is taking place
Millions of energies would give so much to have our place
It is very confusing to the consciousness to speak to God one minute and speak earthly things the next
Kali Yuga is a time of chaos, total confusion, and moving towards darkness
This is a time of total rule by darkness; a total absence of God in the operating order of the planet
Christ is being removed from Christmas
God always wins in the end
The first migration has already taken place
Hatonn can hold everyone on the Phoenix
It is not easy from the physical aspect to get us aboard
Depending on your stability, Hatonn will have to lift us off from 150 miles
If you make it physically through the light beam, you will move into the higher 3rd and 4th dimensions
We experience miracles every breath we take
TELECONFERENCE CONTINUES ON TAPE 920222-3a

920222-3a
June 20, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
TELECONFERENCE: G.C. Hatonn and Suzie Ward
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME
00:00
02:05
04:24
05:12
06:00
06:50
07:44
08:47
08:51
12:22
14:00
18:30
19:56
20:41
22:32
23:26
24:46
26:18
27:00
29:14
29:36
29:42
30:32

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
You forget to ask for the shielding. The moment you deny God, the shielding is removed
Many Pleiadians are high level 3rd dimension, evolved to a different kind of balanced society
Most Pleiadians who travel aboard the fleet qualify as 4th dimensional beings
Aliens in the place where you are; you are the Aliens!
You volunteered, you just do not remember
Hell is the absence of God
You are back to serve because you have served before
You will know what to do when the proper sequence arrives
Each individual has a contract with God
Recognition of loved ones in spirit form
Evil has a low level of enlightenment and understanding
There will be massive rolling, so what is now above water will be under water
This is a time of spiritually sorting good and evil
Radioactivity is not an illusion and not of our thought form
Keep in the Light; it is that God energy that protects you
The Light sets up a frequency that stops the completion of a pulse beam
Most dangerous time is while you are trying to make up your mind
You cannot do anything for anyone else
If their intent is Godly, they will be shielded but only partially
Each must stand responsible for self
All children will be brought into the security of God
TELECONFERENCE CONTINUES ON TAPE 920222-3b

920222-3b
June 20, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
TELECONFERENCE: G.C. Hatonn and Suzie Ward
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME
00:00
00:33
01:51
03:20
03:36
08:45
12:45
15:03
15:36
17:20
21:06
21:51
22:02
22:15
23:19
25:46
27:20
28:36
29:00
30:33

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
Do not force anybody, force is not of God
If someone is captured in a trap, you can from a distance send light and love to protect them
When you, in the spiritual form, float in the astral plane, you are unable to reason
Some become entrapped in that astral plane; you can release them by calling the higher energies to lead
them
To know a teacher of truth, you must read everything they give to you
Do not trust the Journals as coming from Space Command
At the onset of the Russian dispersion, Yeltsin was not yet a double or a robotoid
The Yeltsin running around now is a member of the Elite
It is impossible to take a Godly person and turn him into evil
By coming into truth and knowing what it is, you can then do something about it
We need to support ones such as Oliver Stone
When you have truth, the vipers come out of their pits
Humanity is basically good; it means basically Godly
War is not of God, defense is, but always act within the Laws of God
The seven Challenger astronauts are aboard Hatonn's craft
Hatonn removed the astronauts as they went aboard the shuttle
You had Pearl Harbor bombed deliberately without warning to accomplish political ends
Robotoids
TELECONFERENCE CONTINUES ON TAPE 920222-4a

920222-4a
July 11, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
TELECONFERENCE: G.C. Hatonn and Suzie Ward
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME
00:00
01:59
02:10
02:28
04:15
05:06
06:53
07:10
08:53
08:59
11:01
11:41
12:48
15:49
17:00
18:30
22:14
23:19
23:28
25:20
25:55
26:04
30:09
30:53

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
Sananda is not a label; it is a state of being
Aton means the One Lighted Source, especially connected with Shan
All the galaxies have suns
The Christ being, having experienced, has come into total perfection and is now recognized as Sananda
He said "I have come to reclaim my Father's Kingdom"
Compression holds you together
You agreed to come and serve in this capacity
The higher teachers of the Pleiades are etheric
That means thought transference, thought transportation
The Protocols of Zion go back as long as we have history
It is simply a blueprint for global control
They called themselves the Serpent people
To sacrifice anything to atone for our sins is the lie
The best thing to do is read the Laws, there are 10
In Pleiades there is no sin, just lack of knowledge
You can nail the adversary by his lack of Godness
They are the Satanic forces
You are going to find it always comes back to England
Satan was bound to a physical plane
All of you are terrified to make that transition
You are on a prison planet, you cannot get off
You have no enemies from outer space
TELECONFERENCE CONTINUES ON TAPE 920222-4b

920222-4b
July 11, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
TELECONFERENCE: G.C. Hatonn and Suzie Ward
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME
00:00
00:52
01:03
01:26
02:43
03:43
04:10
06:53
08:12
09:53
09:57
10:21
10:54
13:11
13:35
13:46
14:26
17:41
18:18
20:08

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
They have created entities that can literally dissolve and go through substance
They have technologically created things they cannot get rid of
They are brilliant robotoids, but do not have thought processes to handle life as such
If you are on God's team, you do not have enemies anywhere
They have beam systems that can blast a whole city off the map
Your government, your leadership, your planet has become evil and they have put you to sleep
You have various levels practicing Satanism
Your leaders take the power from you and you just hand it over
The Skull & Bones Society robbed the tomb of an Indian Chief and stole the skull
In initiations, they bring a cadaver, label it Jesus Christ and each take turns stabbing it
It is the epitome of evil
It is not easy in the beginning to bring truth, for it will be denounced and denied
At the end of this journey is Pure Light
You cannot make wise choices without truthful information
Part of your mission is to scatter The Word
Your enemies know what they are up against
All you have is this instant, this split second
When you can close your eyes and know God is there, then you have arrived
END OF TELECONFERENCE

920314-1a
May 19, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE UNTIL YOU LEARN THE TRUTH OF IT
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 You Will Experience Until You Learn the Truth of It
00:25 Hatonn present in Light, in service, heavy lessons today, come to the point wherein your mission will
unfold more clearly for you
02:54 New participants of the group meeting introducing
themselves
07:00 Hatonn's instructions to group
09:15 Things going on in Bakersfield, every city has evil and evil has come to rule your planet, Bakersfield
elite have satanic services, gathering of some of your judges, many high ranking politicians and
members of police force participate in satanic ritual, alcohol, and drugs
13:30 You will experience until you learn the truth of it, get off the evil practices and move back into and
within the laws of God and Creation
16:40 Remembering has been blocked, through generations of time, you have been trained and retrained to
serve the elite conspirators
20:10 Either you are in grave danger or in the hands of God
21:40 War, Iraq, surgical bombing, scud missiles at Israel
24:30 Colonel Bo Gritz, President Bush, Pat Buchanan
26:00 Father for my best and highest good, Thy will be done
26:15 Massive effort to divide a nation, constant input from the adversarial forces, always chaos, confusion,
hatred
27:30 Constitutional Law Center, constitutional rights, Jimmy Baker, Mr. Smith, Clarence Thomas, Mike
Tyson, Leona Helmsley, unfair hearings
38:18 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920314-1b

920314-1b
May 19, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: Aton/G.C. Hatonn
EXPRESSION OF EXPERIENCE, A WRITING FROM ATON
TIME
00:00
00:03
09:45
39:45
40:53

42:00
43:21
45:45
51:40
54:58

SUBJECT
Expression of Experience, A Writing from Aton
Aton "Writing" read by Oberli
Tape restarts with Oberli reading
End of "Writing", Hatonn speaking now
Unto God there is nothing you can do in the physical plane to make yourself important, you are
important when you were perfect, at the point of your creation, before you started tearing that wondrous
perfection apart
Expression of experience
King of deceit, liar
Information comes through daily to give credence of these things that I tell you, you need to hear
confirmations from man
Many energy forms have worked for generations to allow some strength to be left for this time of
transition, so the masses of humanity can find itself again
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920314-2A

920314-2a
May 24, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and John Coleman
ELITE CONSPIRATORS AND THE MIDDLE EAST
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Elite Conspirators and the Middle East
00:38 Corrupt criminal in the White House, functioning on total blackmail, BCCI, Bushes, Bahrain, Bill
Clinton
02:17 John Coleman's book, original lie, evolvement of lie, adversary, little aliens
04:00 Elite conspirators have learned to tinker with life itself, punishment will fit crimes, that is justness
05:50 Underground facilities, safety shelters
08:43 Middle East, Israel selling patriot missiles, Africa
09:28 Committee of 300, Jeb Bush running drug cartel in Florida, Cuba and Fidel Castro
10:00 Truth can be faced, the lie will kill you
14:39 Underground bases, Marine Air Terminal at Cherry Point, North Carolina
20:47 Israeli government, Iraq, scud attack, U.N., David Kay, CIA, Station Chief in Jerusalem, nuclear
weapons in Iraq, advanced scud missiles to Iran and Syria
23:31 Russian biological, chemical, and bacteria warfare weapons, expanding facilities, Soviet Armed Forces
25:16 Means of delivery was lacking, Chinese supplied long range scuds
27:00 Russia has massive arsenal, 27,000 ICBM'S
29:00 Mr. Yeltsin came to power by minority rule, underground facilities stocked with 3 years supply of food,
weapons
35:43 Surgical bombing, smart bombs, carpet bombing, Baghdad civilian infrastructure destroyed
38:44 Bush administration built up Iraq's war machine, gave them billions of dollars, George Bush and
Saddam Hussein shared the same checking account
39:46 U.S. economy, current economical state of affair
44:46 Corrupt organization called Bank of America
46:37 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920314-2b

920314-2b
May 24, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ELITE CONTROL AND COMMITTEE OF 300
TIME
00:00
00:44
02:30
03:05
08:50
10:17
13:47
15:50
16:15
18:32
21:32
24:57
26:30
27:27
28:02
38:35
41:30
46:15

SUBJECT
Elite Control and Committee of 300
Federal Reserve, Justice Department, elite controllers
No code of ethics, no integrity, planned for centuries, vow is against all goodness
You are against the adversary, recognize your power of Godness, cannot lessen intent of your mission,
commitment
Anthrax, nuclear weapons
Death of a planet
Bo Gritz, constitution protection, and rights
You cannot legislate morality
Must bring back soverignty to yourself
Generals and Admirals have betrayed oath, replicas, vile to start with, CIA
Align with God and unite your energy with thrust against this monster, respond in wisdom
George Bush, two shield deflectors, low frequency radiation
Elections in November, Bush, Clinton
South Africa, killings, Zulu party fighting ANC Mendela's group
Price of gold tied to price of opium, Mendela puppet, Committee of 300
Police now trained by KGB and Mossad, working with CIA trainers at least since the '50s
They would rather have Clinton than Bush, Clinton is one of them, groomed by them, he is part of the
Committee
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920314-3a

920314-3a
May 25, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ELITE CONTROLLERS, VIETNAM WAR, COSMOSPHERES
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Elite Controllers, Vietnam War, Cosmospheres
0:36 Consciousness is low, come into the time of the evolvement of man, most of the ones will not be
salvaged
03:30 Planet was made for 500 million people, all but that number is fully intended to be annihilated, will do it
with worst virus, anthrax, aids, war
05:20 Either God is or God isn't, there is nothing to quarrel about
10:00 Not a society structured to serve the children, thrust is made to teach them not to believe what they were
birthed knowing
12:20 Vietnam--a drug war, each one implanted with a micro chip, mind controllers, experiment of the most
heinous kind, pulse beam systems
15:50 War designed not to be won, keep the money away from space exploration
16:53 Movie Jacobs Ladder most clear, factual demonstration of what was done to our men in Vietnam
20:00 Russia never stopped their space program, space cosmospheres, elite plan to attack cosmospheres
22:38 Earth, one of the most unhappy, miserable planets in the universe, one of the most gifted and beautiful
places ever created but radiates no light
24:22 Sister planet, parallel planet
31:19 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920314-3b

920314-3b
May 25, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
KNOWLEDGE OF TRUTH, PHILLIPINE GOLD, COMMITTEE OF 300
TIME
00:00
00:15
00:53
03:22
08:46
09:30
13:00
13:45
14:45
15:07
17:45
20:01
23:25
26:20
29:00
31:16

SUBJECT
Knowledge of Truth, Philippine Gold, Committee of 300
Old souls, there are no new ones, varying and sundry ages of experiencing bodies
You don't want to fail self again
Demonology, Whitley Strieber, a gifted writer, communion transformation
Experience of coming into knowledge versus ignorance
Once into knowing, cannot go back into unknowing
A golden coin in your hand will not buy peace for your soul
Against the Truth you can measure everything
Ignorance is not bliss, it is destruction
Refusal of truth bears a great penalty, creates karma
Philippines, nothing accidental about upheavals, Committee of 300, Philippines a strategic place, is
riddled with gold
Old continent of Lemuria, gold stashed there, Marcos family
Political factions, eight mile deep hole
Philippine gold, Committee of 300, insurance broker Hank Greenberg, overthrow of Marcos family
Japan became trilateral player, drug laundering and counterfeiting
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920314-4a

920314-4a
May 25, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PHILIPPINE GOLD, TEHACHAPI CRYSTAL AND HISTORICAL ORIGIN
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Philippine Gold, Tehachapi Crystal and Historical Origin
01:10 Historical mythology, treasure of El Dorado, cycles of civilization, shifting of the poles, healing and
rebuilding from inside, destruction of civilization
05:28 Philippines, in hills is a pyramid of gold
07:30 Ones who tend the gold waiting for a sign, wealth to rebuild their civilization
11:00 Crystal formation in Tehachapi, for communication and navigation, over two miles in diameter
13:30 Edwards Air Force Base
14:40 Tehachapi Mountains
16:25 All man-made documents have been tempered with
19:40 Native American oral traditions, historical origin
20:20 Original four corners, crystal formation
21:15 Distrust any man until he proves otherwise, have faith in God
22:47 Blessed valley of radiance
24:08 Nothing is a coincidence
26:25 Work from mathematical probability and provide for the possibilities
30:21 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920314-4b

920314-4b
May 25, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF THE GOAL
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Never Lose Sight of the Goal
00:40 Hatonn as Commander, not to instill awe, to awaken man to recognize his worthiness, his Godness
01:05 Life is illusion of thought process, your experience in that manifested format that has consequence, only
matters according to your soul
02:14 We are the physical hands, all in it together
02:35 Never lose sight of the goal
04:00 We came to do it, we will do it
04:55 END OF MEETING

920321-1a
June 23, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPAE: G.C. Hatonn
BANK OF AMERICA, DAVID COPPERFIELD, AND QUESTIONS
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Bank of America, David Copperfield, and Questions
00:30 Bank of America is one that will survive, owned by Trilateral commission participants. Committee of
300 intent is to bring banks into 5 units
02:37 Smaller banks phased out, charged against FDIC
04:20 Japanese banks ready to collapse
05:23 Resolution Trust Corp, Federal Reserve, BIS
08:45 Earthquake preparedness and getting money out of banks
10:30 Children circulating through have shelter and protection of Hatonn
12:28 Come into understanding of your own truth. Your government is your enemy
13:50 Do not limit God, greatest error you will ever make
17:12 David Copperfield and his magic, going to fly for you
18:30 What is an illusion? You are already an illusion, all you have to do is adjust your illusion
20:30 Fragrance in the room, recognition of signs and signals of energy forms
23:00 Strange colors in sky near Edwards Air Force Base
24:25 Very large craft sighted and Sipapu Odyssey connection
29:33 Wallinda of circus fame
32:12 Northrup Corp, correctional institution with underground facilities employing many prisoners
36:56 Parts of todays writing were read
37:15 Bush arrogance, Ross Perot, THRO
39:19 Saddam Hussein, Iraq and change
41:00 Khazars and Royal family genealogy
43:14 Soviet bases in the United States
46:27 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920321-1b

920321-1b
June 23, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TODAY'S WATCH READ AND QUESTIONS (Continued)
TIME
00:00
00:10
00:15
02:00
04:00
05:50
09:14
10:00
12:00
14:30
15:10
19:20
21:10
22:00
23:30
28:00
29:50
32:00
34:00
34:55
36:10
37:03
41:25
45:11

SUBJECT
Today's Watch Read and Questions (Continued)
Today's Watch writing read
Northrup facilities underneath the prison
How to get these audio tapes
Response to letter from Terry regarding Vietnam and what happened to soldiers, injected with
microchips, microdots, impacted with pulse beams
CIA running the war and experimental drug war
Drugs introduced in a coordinated way and then tested
Reading of meeting questions
All citizenry under surveillance, all phone lines tapped
Dark element puts you under attack all the time, adversary wants your soul
What does it mean to be a volunteer? Etheric levels for this evolvement and commitment against this
day
This is the testing, must grow beyond this density
Portals of Light, conclaves
Hatonn had to be here in Tehachapi
Conclaves to meet with others in Higher Realms
Mystery schools, there is no royal hierarchy in heaven, mislead by higher teachers, God is at your level
Lord Ashtar means higher teacher, Ashtar Command and evacuation
Listen to all others and then discern
Laws of Creation and errors in judgment
John F. Kennedy and the time of turn-around
Mystics and the Truth
Story read about past life experience
Live in this time, there is only now, only projection of thought, you are creating it
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920321-2a

920321-2a
June 23, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME
00:00
01:45
03:59
04:20
06:00
07:00
09:35
11:55
15:00
16:20
18:20
20:20
20:35
22:50
23:45
25:20
27:05
30:30
33:14
39:55
41:00
42:30
46:21

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
Priesthood under the order of Melchizedek, validity of vows, rituals, and sacraments
Everything is intent within
Can God hate, despise, and have negative emotions?
Use of word "Pagan", discernment of the Bible
Examples using Abraham, Isaac, and King Solomon
Cloning of a man
Wall of separation between church and state as set up in Constitution and First Amendment
South Africa and the capture of their wealth
Sedona and underground installations
Patience, Dharma and Desiree's differing jobs
Cross each bridge of growth as you reach it
Community Church, Christian churches in Tehachapi
An idea changed the world
Bo Gritz availability and locations
Vietnam war, microchip implant effectiveness, only one weapon which is Truth
Star Trek, Next Generation, positive aspect of our space connection, open perception to new possibilities
Former soldier and his prior experiences with drugs, etc
Cigarette wrappers laced with opium
It is just you and God
Explanation of separated church and state, plan was to separate God out of your life
Must be undivided under God
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920321-2b

920321-2b
June 23, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Questions and Answers (Continued
00:10 Experiencing as a remnant, aboriginal ancient lineage, in the ending and beginning you have the Word,
you must know the Word or you do not know what your journey is
02:56 Parallel planet, higher experience of life of a planet
04:00 Time and space, measure according to sequence, experience you have chosen, perception of it is the
only important thing
07:50 Great graduation of the planet, the species, and soul energies, establish next manifested cycle, it is
infinite dimensions
10:45 Destruction, pulverize planet, infinite universe, shifting of planet, ignite atmosphere, then have
immediate shifting of poles
16:35 Same people tearing down civilizations, same cycles
17:13 Book of Enoch
19:00 Ignite atmosphere, transition, light beam, planet evacuation, many will perish
22:35 SisterThedea, must discern in every instance, reality
25:45 Biosphere experiment in Arizona
28:15 Explosion in Northern Russia 1984, particle beam experiment, suffered backfeed, dozen crew members
on craft, nine perished, Space Command assisted
31:05 Description of cosmospheres, three above Edwards AFB
33:14 Alien connection with cosmospheres
34:45 Hitler took technology, same ones causing every war
37:00 World view of Americans
38:48 END OF MEETING

920328-1a
June 26, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SERIOUS STUFF
TIME
00:00
02:14
03:19
03:57
07:20
08:08
08:26
11:01
11:56
12:20
14:12
16:20
16:59
18:26
21:14
22:26
24:26
30:36
34.44
43:49
45:30
45:45

SUBJECT
Serious Stuff
Meetings and writings are now all critical
Wendell Hoffman has paid one of the highest prices for bucking the system
Book: "Committee of 300" is a gift to the world
Hatonn requires everything be done within the laws of God and the laws of man
Hatonn brings current the decades of decadence
Regular army being replaced by enforcers (CIA, KDB, Mossad, etc.) in service to the U.N.
Nation is at all out war
"They" know that they can tell you anything and you eat it like candy--it is poison
From Edwards Air Force Base, we shot out a Russian platform in space
Bush gives billions to Russia in order to purchase advanced space technology
What is really going on in space?
Space Command had to come in and stabilize what we started in the electronic field
Bilderberger meeting to present Bill Clinton as their next president
We do not have any way to rebuild our industries
We have military bases occupied and completely run by the Soviets
What God has created He can rip asunder in a split second of an eye-blink--do not push God
Live by the Word of God
Planet could pulverize if radiation belt hit
KGB training our police departments
The Constitution for all practical purposes is gone
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920328-1b

920328-1b
July 10, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
OUR JOB IS AT HAND
TIME
00:00
01:18
02:33
03:18
06:30
08:16
09:42
11:06
11:53
13:03
14:03
15:48
16:49
17:50
20:25
21:03
21:47
22:50
23:51
24:55
26:00
28:26
32:49
33:45
34:35

SUBJECT
Our Job Is At Hand
Dead martyrs are of no value, need live people to get word and instructions out
In this place, Tehachapi, our work can be preserved
Truth is written in the mind of the ancients, called oral tradition or dreamtime
Hatonn wants you to find your own talents and purpose
That which is infinite must become your guide
Where you soul goes
Did you pick the wrong master?
Give everything you have to Self and God
Hatonn only gives info, man decides how to use it
The Laws of God are given unto man, thinking stewards of His other creations
God gives you free will
Billions of planets are in our star galaxy
Venus is totally uninhabitable, man destroyed it
When we lose ships in order to help you, it is held against you
Civilization after civilization has perished time after time
We are using weapons that destroy the soul, that is unacceptable
Evil will do what it does, it will not be brought into God's kingdom
The better part of intelligence is to keep your mouth shut
Absolutely instant sorting
Getting ready to bring the great teacher back
Creator would not leave you with lesser than an incredible plan of recovery
The world is coming apart
The people are not intended to see
END OF MEETING

920404-1a
July 21, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
KEYS TO REMEMBER
TIME
00:00
03:17
04:45
06:07
06:42
07:37
08:46
10:01
10:45
13:30
14:20
16:10
17:13
19:29
20:14
21:53
22:42
24:14
26:49
27:51
28:37
30:43
36:21
38:46
40:31
41:20
45:44
46:13

SUBJECT
Keys to Remember
Hatonn defines "Wait upon the Lord"
If you do not believe
Getting the word out
If you do not study your homework, how do you know?
We are here to work and respond to your needs and petitions
How do you answer the question: "What is an anti-Semite?"
What have you lost?
Looking at and understanding our information
You have only one thing to deal with--you and God
Who told you there would be a great rapture?
Only energy form is valid--you just do not know yet how to use it
Are you one brought back to get this job done?
We have the greatest gift--reason and choice
If you expect failure, God will let you have it
Will you be perfect?
Reason for those laws
Only through action can an idea be measured
What is justice?
Only God has the right to un-create
Critical time with incredible things going on right now
We are at war
Stay close to God for protection
Constitution and states have been set aside
God needs some living people
No one it seems can tell Hatonn "who" said it
Think always of the whole and the goal
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920404-1b

920404-1b
July 21, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FROM BANKSTERS TO GURUS
TIME
00:00
00:45
01:06
02:10
03:13
03:44
05:11
06:20
07:14
09:20
12:15
14:13
15:53
18:35
21:13
25:16
28:14
30:05
36:28
37:00
39:10
41:11
43:24
46:03

SUBJECT
From Banksters to Gurus
There will be only five banks, the favorite being Bank of America
You will have to stay anonymous as much as possible; open a Nevada corporation
Mexican Bank National, Chase Manhattan, Del Oro--banks the elite use
Joint bank accounts of George Herbert Walker Bush and Saddam Hussein
BCCI, BIS--petty cash fund for Committee of 300 and Queen Elizabeth
You have to watch what "they" are doing
Santa Barbara Savings and Loan and RTC
B of A and the International Mafia to purchase only good assets
S & L's problems cannot be salvaged
Command has command of a lot of things
"They" want you to have the information, but not the information that will stop them
"They" are willing to sacrifice the entire Northern Hemisphere
Give them a way to give you what you need and want
Walk along as instructions come, listen and be flexible
"They" have nothing big enough to stop Hatonn
The United Nations is in control
Why didn't you hear it when they wrote it?
Ramtha
"New Age" is a stolen term
Be suspect of everything that comes into your attention
Mafu
Ram Dass
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920404-2a

920404-2a
July 23, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HATONN ON US HUMANS ALONG WITH QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
TIME
00:00
01:02
01:43
02:32
03:29
06:17
07:14
08:52
09:35
10:13
16:29
24:54
27:54
34:18
42:56
44:55
45:22
46:11

SUBJECT
Hatonn on Us Humans Along With Questions and Answers
Which is your trip--being or doing
More programming will only get you locked in more soundly to the confusion factor
Why did you get fat in the first place?
Get out of prison, look at what they are doing, reason with your mind
God put things on your place for your use
You dishonor the cow by wasting the meat
You are the highest of creations--do not insult God
Dolphins and whales are not souled energy forms
Do I have an implant? How can I negate its influence?
My wife will not look at this wonderful work, what can I do?
Can I use visualization to find underground metals and so on?
Asks for verification about writers, groups, etc., also about the Essenes--Hatonn answers about the
Essenes
What about persons who send manuscripts to Hatonn and/or America West?
What can be done and what can people do about explosions in Marin County?
When one comes into the Light, is it true that more information flows?
What of the massive troop movement on I-15? FEMA?
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920404-2b

920404-2b
July 23, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
TIME
00:00
00:48
01:31
08:47
14:18
16:39
21:49
22:47
23:56
24:30
27:12
28:29
29:44
30:20
31:19
32:18
35:54
38:59
42:11
45:18

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers
Study, become knowledgeable and your purpose will be opened unto you
What about calling House Representative Louis Stokes about JFK Assassination Committee?
In the Constitution, what was meant in referring to the whites?
Discussion about healing boxes, frequencies, and microscopes
What is Ozone? What is its function? What does it serve? Is it normal or man-made? Is there danger
from UV rays under normal exposure to the sun?
Questions about King Edward VIII and his abdication
Univision questions about its inventor and its formula
Enlightened human's ascension into 3rd, 4th, or 5th dimension and what it means
Meaning of ascension versus migration
Co-creation of physical experience, love for others, and God's love, reality or illusion?
What dimension is earth ascending into?
What is 1st density 2nd dimension, 2nd density 3rd dimension, and 3rd density 4th dimension?
Is earth an illusion? Will earth disappear?
Collective free-will of the masses regarding nuclear war, accidents, radioactivity damage, is it
preventable?
At what stage is the reality of God's creation shown to us?
Are Sharulla & Shield and their followers influenced by Satan?
What really happened to G.H.W. Bush in Japan?
Robotoid programming
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920404-3a

920404-3a
July 23, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME
00:00
00:30
01:48
2:30
04:00
05:10
07:00
09:00
10:00
11:34
12:30
13:50
15:56
18:00
23:20
23:50
26:27
26:56
28:30
28:54
30:51

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
Since time and space are an illusion, are our lifetimes by each of us happening simultaneously?
Illusion, timelessness, spacelessness is too big to comprehend
Dealing with what is here and trying to figure out what might be
What you perceive can only be perceived in time segments
Talk of the magic of the Far East, the true mysticism, the unraveling of great mysteries and flight
Experiencing all of it, infinity, total stillness with God, and everything else as spirals
What are you looking for? Why haven't you found it?
Dreams, sorting, and beyond the veil
Ashtar Command--how this is established and functions
Korton, Communications Director, works closely with Ashtar Command
The Akashic Records are the DNA of God
Of all the democratic candidates, which is least awful?
Presidential candidates Jerry Brown, Pat Buchanan, Bo Gritz, and Ross Perot
Vote for, do not vote against
Bo Gritz story about his Vietnam experience
An organizational chart is requested of the elite cartel and globalists
Who are primary individuals, and groups behind computer tracking, mind control, global currency,etc.?
Jesse Jackson and Colin Powell are members of the elite
Significance of Perot's interim vice presidential pick
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920404-3b

920404-3b
July 24, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Continued)
TIME
00:00
01:49
05:06
06:42
07:32
10:40
13:28
14:15
14:43
15:01
15:38
18:03
20:09
20:40
21:43
25:20
29:43

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
Comments on the Larry King interview with Kissinger
Bank of America's prominence as one of major banks and status of First Interstate Bank
What is best procedure to protect yourself financially?
Oberli tells story of buried gold
Gold in the Philippines and information regarding precious metals
Has the gold situation ever happened before in history?
Is the pyramid in Egypt a space station?
What about Melchizedek priesthood? Do they cooperate with the Brothers of Light?
Will Ross Perot be protected?
The timing regarding steps to remove oneself out of the IRS octopus
Sharing all this information with loved ones
James Bond movies written from British Intelligence files
Equipment from China that was sent to Iran
Finances and taxation questions
Nevada corporations with perfect paper trails
END OF MEETING

920412-1a
August 1, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
COMMUNITY CHURCH CLASS IN TEHACHAPI
TIME
00:00
00:20
03:35
06:12
07:30
08:20
09:20
12:10
13:40
14:20
18:10
19:00
20:49
24:30
26:30
25:42
27:30
31:55
33:45
36:00
38:00
40:00
41:40
45:43

SUBJECT
Community Church Class in Tehachapi
Rev. Kuykendall gives introduction to class
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn introduces himself and Dharma
Little to celebrate as only a breath away from all out war
Evil will not be allowed in the places of God
To lie, cheat, steal, and sleep around is not of God
Adversarial governments are working for a One World Government and plan to enslave the people
If you study the Laws of God and Creation as given and follow the Golden Rule, all the rest is pure
gravy
Reincarnation and the Bible
You could not be here if there was not reincarnation
Soviet Union, adversary of yours, has cosmospheres and much stronger weapons than you
If you are serving God with intent, you have no enemies, they cannot touch you
How Hatonn communicates with demonstration
You must take full responsibility for self
Holy Bible is only a guideline
If you knew God was in the room, would you be looking at your clock?
Demonstration of different Bibles being used
The Talmud and the Protocols of Zion, Zionism is racism and the lineage of the Khazars
Khazarian tribes which are Russian, Nordic and Mongol inhabited various places and finally took
Palestine
This land has no justice system anymore, you have a New World Order
Twenty-eight men died in a barracks because they were going to come back and tell you the Truth
The CIA wars, JFK, and Henry Kissinger
The media is fixed and lying to you
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920412-1b

920412-1b
August 1, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
COMMUNITY CHURCH CLASS IN TEHACHAPI
TIME
00:00
00:20
02:40
03:48
04:20
04:45
06:00
07:28
08:00
08:43
09:45
10:10
11:40
15:30
27:10
33:40
34:00
36:00
38:56
40:50
41:00
42:29
46:50

SUBJECT
Community Church Class in Tehachapi
Different interpretations of the Holy Bible
God's gift, free will choices and the ability to reason
You were birthed the perfect Light of God
You are encouraged to see it all, I did not say to experience it all
Laws given by God to every planet housing human species, a set of rules for total balance and harmony
Aids, anthrax, missiles from China to Iran
Absolutely no purpose to this journey if there were not reincarnation, birthed knowing the Laws of God-what will you do with it?
KGB and Mossad training your police academies
United Nations Treaty
You must find your way to God in your actions
New state of America with ten districts now in use
Patriot Congressional Hearings recorded from C-Span
A portion played on accuracy of the patriot missiles
Israeli's evacuated Tel Aviv to avoid missiles
Soviet Union has cobalt bombs lining U.S. fault lines
Now have particle beam & pulse systems, prana waves
Difference between Jesus and Christ, difference in physical and spiritual
World government is evil, it is antichrist, call themselves atheist, skull and bones is most evil society
What do you do in secret?
He who chooses the path of darkness will remain in the path and in the darkness; the absence of God,
Light and Truth is Hell
At close of great, great cycles, one becomes perfection in Godness, that is the one coming back, he
captains the ship, the ship is bigger than this planet
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920412-2a

920412-2a
August 1, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
COMMUNITY CHURCH CLASS IN TEHACHAPI
TIME
00:00
00:20
02:30
03:00
04:00
06:00
07:43
07:49
08:40
09:47
10:30
13:00
14:45
15:15
17:00
18:20
19:35
20:10
21:20
24:33
24:40
29:15
30:42

SUBJECT
Community Church Class in Tehachapi
God has prepared a place for you, everything is an illusion, and memory is all you have
Reincarnation, to be willing to lay your life down a second time, that your brother might find his way
Getting to experience the absolute glory of the evolution of a planet and a species
Remnant must salvage the Constitution as it was written under God
Skull and bones initiation
Lucifer was the bright morning star who fell
Place of experience, if there were no bad you would not recognize good
What do you want to meet God with?
Coming into Truth, you come into responsibility
What is killing you physically and spiritually?
Reincarnation was taken out of the Bible, satanic worshippers only believe in the physical
Will evil return as evil?
Ultimate goal of man is to begin his journey back to God
You cannot know the contract of another, so don't judge them
You will never be reincarnated as anything less
You who are higher in understanding of God are the guides and stewards of the physical plane
Everything stays in motion until it rests in God
Physical experience is where you make your growth, set wrongs to right, then release it to God
Abide by the laws and the cosmos and we honor God
Question regarding Joan of Arc, souls and walk-ins
Get your spirit attached to the whole purpose and not an action
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920412-2b

920412-2b
August 1, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
COMMUNITY CHURCH CLASS IN TEHACHAPI
TIME
00:00
00:28
01:30
01:41
01:59
02:54
03:13
03:30
04:00
04:15
05:05
05:17
05:55
06:20
07:20
07:40
07:50
08:40
09:10
09:40
10:14
10:34
11:30
13:28
15:15
16:15
17:00
17:38

SUBJECT
Community Church Class in Tehachapi
Have to dream to set goals, know where you are headed
Learning and knowing Truth gives you freedom
Evil will not stand in the Light of God
Unless you have a pass to the underground in Australia, you are not on their list to live
They have built an army
Never try to prejudge where your help is coming from
We shot out one of their cosmospheres
Battle of Armageddon will begin in the Middle East
Islamic nations and Christians are who they want to wipe out
The whole world knows but you, that you are the victims of the lie
The good news is God has come to you and this Nation
They built in Australia because it was part of old Mu
They built many craft, have taken DNA's, and then have replicated a bunch of little mechanical beings
No monsters out there, they are all here with you
A time of confronting God, of sorting and a time of Kali
Pulse beams in entire cities, controlling your frequencies
I don't have a Doctrine, I have God
Hatonn asked to explain the Staff of Life
Hatonn likes Joshua better than Moses, he listened
Harmonics tumbled the Wall of Jericho
Natural Laws of Creation are unbending
God measures soul intent
God does not restrict but encourages
How would you know God if he shows up?
Retarded child/person harbors no hate, only love
Unworthiness insults God, you are His reflection
END OF MEETING

920413 - 1a
22 March 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHAT IS A SEMITE?
TIME
00:00
02:43
03:36
05:43
07:47
08:08
08:16
09:42
18:38
11:30
16:30
19:12
19:43
20:44
22:02
22:23
23:06
26:17
26:43
30:25

SUBJECT

What Is a Semite?
Elite "Global Plan 2000", by the year 2000
Early biblical writings put forth to deceive us
Gain control of your media and press. Only that which THEY want you to hear can come into your ears
All twelve tribes of Israel were from Shem
All descendants of Shem made up bulk of white race
Descendants of Ham were black. Noah's son's people were golden or bronze
All men were created equal and all spoke Hebrew
Today there are 2,200,000 Sephardic Jews, descendants of Esu Edom, they are Semites
King James Bible changes
We all come from one of these tribes
Entwined with the Edomites are people from Turkey, these ones are called the Khazars
In 1740AD, Turkish Khazars converted to Judaism
They are the anti-Semites, if not of them, you are Semite
The Holy Bible has been tampered with and adjusted to fill the needs of these elite deceivers
80 - 90% of the world's Jewry are these Turkish Khazars
This group intends to take your world from you
Jewry fallen into new religion, they go by book, Talmud
From this group of elders, came the protocols for the taking of the world
A new species of buzzard, multiplying very rapidly, as they sense the time of cleansing is upon the
world
42:44 Those who call themselves Jews and are not, are elder Talmudists, calling themselves Jews so they can
hide in their heritage of Israel and King David
43:21 It has been the secret of the ages and very well kept in its confusion
45:08 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920413-1b

920413-1b
10 April 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHAT IS A SEMITE? Continued
TIME
00:00
00:24
01:12
02:36
04:10
05:47
07:13
07:39
11:10
13:10
17:28
23:31
29:00
30:40
31:50
36:47
37:08
39:10
40:00
41:40
43:27

SUBJECT
What is a Semite? Continued
Edoms today call themselves Sephardic Jews
Edom never was in bondage, only 12 tribes of Israel
Who is Gog? All descendants of Sem/Shem
You are the Semites, and Jews and Khazars are not, they are Zionists
All Judeans hated Herod
Until you can come into balance with that which is, you cannot change what might be
Hatonn reads the Jewish plan of world domination
Chosen leaders of Judah to meet at least once in each century around tomb of Master Kalek
Gold is the greatest power in the world
They are the masters of the money market everywhere
Each war, each revolution, each political or religious shock brings them closer to their goals
Frequent questions regarding evangelical movement
Many of you will have contributed to the scam of the Trinity Broadcasting system so that you can open
up more evangelical stations throughout the world and preach that which is erroneous
A little of Eustace Mullin's dissertation from book "The Curse of Canaan"
This is the time of The Coming again, of the Reclamation
You were promised by Creator in this time of the ending chaos that the Word would be brought forth
unto your planet
Fear cannot be a part of your existence if you dwell within the Promise
A time of separation and sorting
There WILL be the remnant, Hatonn and Hosts shall not be stopped. Remember that in the end, God
wins
MEETING ENDS

920417-1a
10 April 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FIRST CHRISTIANS
TIME
00:00
01:29
01:56
02:59
03:58
04:48
06:16
11:16
15:24
15:38
16:56
17:49
18:40
20:10
23:22
24:39
25:26
25:36
27:00
29:30
30:29

SUBJECT
First Christians
Easter established long before there was a Christ
Easter celebrated on the same day as Passover
The Master's journey on Earth was for a very specific reason of teaching that there is no such thing as
death
There is only infinite journey of soul
First Christians were simply Jewish reformers
How did Christianity begin?
First Christians saw themselves not as founders of a new religion, but rather reformers of Judaism
They did not pull away from the Old Testament, nor did they develop the Talmud
They practice a form of Christianity that today we would not recognize
Christian movement began the transformation of that Jewish sect to be a separate and distinct religion
The ones traveling and teaching were always at great odds with the Palestinian Jews
Stephen--the first Christian martyr
As Christianity spread, it was exposed to many different ideas and interpretations
With all the confusion of this late day Christian belief, Hatonn is denounced as satanic
You can only know Truth from that Godness which is within
The results would prove momentous in all time to come
It was the politicians who took the religion and turned it to their own purposes
Christ was a state of being
The Pharisees and Luciferian Sect
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920417-1b

920417-1b
10 April 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FIRST CHRISTIANS (CONTINUED)
TIME
00:00
01:37
01:37
04:00
07:28
08:36
11:20
12:45
13:01
19:07
21:15:
22:06
23:39
23:44
24:32
27:30
29:17
31:00
31:32

SUBJECT
First Christians Continued
All those letters sent to the churches were not from the Christ, they were from Paul, Saul of Tarsus
Mass conversion of Gentiles played a major role in distancing Christianity from its Jewish roots
The term "Messiah"
Christian message which encouragingly seemed to depart from Jewish law meant a lot of opposition
Paul did not teach the teachings of Jesus, he taught his own - the doctrine of Paul
Rapture is not so much as even mentioned in the Bible
As God has always promised, man will know the Truth before the final days into judgment
Paul literally formed the doctrines and set the rules for what we do this day
When Zionism is Talmudism, it is a political party for One World Control
You have long since forgotten even how to pray unto God
Easter, a pagan holiday, a worshiping of many Gods
God is not of force or coercion
You will come into your knowledge, but will it be in time?
God creates and you are His most wondrous creation, gifted with ability to reason and think
God has prepared a place, to fill your needs from physical to spiritual and you cling to easter eggs
God is waiting - how long will He continue to wait?
Only within shall ye hear God
END OF MEETING

920425-1a
April 23, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PHOTON BELT
TIME
00:00
01:15
02:00
03:07
03:15
03:30
08:25
11:05
11:25
13:52
16:30
18:12
19:00
19:27
20:38
25:26
26:05
28:00
30:22

SUBJECT
Photon Belt
Mission in this place is to bring knowledge which is suitable unto the multitudes
Elder beings honored, shadow years, experienced years of change
God answers all prayers and perhaps adversary is praying too
Wisdom and justice are always from two varying directions
God is about your soul progression
Photon Belt, foundation has been laid in Pleiades Connection Journals
Solar system about to enter a cosmic cloud, part of a 12,000-year cycle, or so man on Earth is projecting
Article written in 1981 out of Australia, Aboriginal calendar ended August 17, 1987
Prophets of doom or prophets of hope and fulfillment
Vortex, everything in your universe is like a cycle, a circle, a spiral, great vacuum, spiral leading
downward
God is simplicity, completely open, nothing mystical related to God, elusive until you grasp
understanding
Unless you get out of this vortex, you cannot move into a more positive future
Thought processes outlined by Germain in the Pleiades Connection, start with one atom and those cute
little electrons that run around it
Dr. Carl David Anderson, insightful writings in the 1930s
Planet cannot continue in its abuse, it is damaged
A belt or band was discovered in outer space in 1961
Pleiades is called the Seven Sisters by any language, 500 light years from Planet Earth
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920425-1b

920425-1b
April 23, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PHOTON BELT (CONTINUED)
TIME
00:00
00:17
00:53
02:27
03:15
03:20
04:20
05:44
07:53
11:40
11:46
13:30
14:00
15:00
17:30
20:54
22:59
29:30
29:55

SUBJECT
Photon Belt Continued
Much of your populations come from Pleiades, source of ancestry
Some astronomers getting attention as phenomenon comes from the heavens
Dr. Halley noted at least 3 stars were not in same spots in Pleiades as recorded by the Greeks
Under mental control/authority you can move anything
Starships can move very rapidly by speed of thought
A discovery of a photon belt or monastic ring
You are poised to enter this Photon Belt, it is inevitable
Earth scientists projections of what will take place, if Earth enters first versus if the Sun enters first
It is not mystical, it has foundation of pure physics
Expected that the rotation of Earth will diminish. speed will change, impacts will occur, temperature
will become cooler, ice caps expected to extend down to a latitude of 40 in both hemispheres
Three types of people in the cosmos-- corporeal, atmospherian, and etherians
Humans will experience a jolt, electric, transformation will be complete, change from a corporeal person
to an atmospherian person, and changed to immortality
Theologians have written on Bible characters, assert they have lived in the period of light, Nostradamus
prediction, Aboriginal myth
Space travelers use photon belt, easier to travel, thought is a projection of light
Remnants and what happened to the Mayans
Release of nuclear energy can devastate the planet, photon rockets on experimental craft
Only the Truth can help you make it through transition ignorance will not see you through it
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920425-2a

920425-2a
April 23, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CONTINUED SUBJECT OF COSMIC CLOUD, PHOTON BELT
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Continued Subject of Cosmic Cloud, Photon Belt
01:05 Reaction of the particulate and it's electrical charges, will have even more radio activity falling back to
Earth
02:50 Dimensional changes, manifestation, timelessness, or a spacelessness
04:20 In outer dimension, everything occurs according to sequence of events
05:00 Physical plane cannot effect the spiritual plane
06:08 No zone, electromagnetic zone, energy vacuum, absence of electromagnetic fields
06:35 Solar systems, cosmic cloud, Photon Belt or monasic ring, 24,000 year cycle, revolves around Alcyone
08:50 Expand and contract, null zone influence, magnetic interference, about 120 hours (4-5 days)
10:06 Strange lighting, strange colors in the sky, gradual darkening of the planet, early animal hibernation
12:00 Tinnitus, humming sound, more UFO experiences
13:15 Space-Time Overlap, building up torque, manifesting as earthquakes and volcanic activity
15:00 Pay attention to what adversary does
16:20 A new type of Light coming in
17:00 Final process of space-time overlapping
18:00 Which will enter into Photon Belt first--the Planet or Sun
18:38 Sun first, immediate darkness for 120 hours and then continuous Light
19:50 Earth first, Light comes and you will be seriously damaged as invisible Light causes blindness
23:50 Planet literally being moved into a different location in the galaxy--get Light from two Suns
27:00 Genetic files being returned to assist and heal damaged Planet and beings
30:17 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920425-2b

920425-2b
April 23, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON PHOTON BELT
TIME
00:00
00:10
01:00
02:16
03:20
04:44
05:27
06:16

07:35
10:20
11:15
13:00
14:00
18:00
18:58
19:30
20:30
22:31
23:27
24:30
25:20
28:00
28:50
29:30
29:40

SUBJECT
Continued Discussion on Photon Belt
Adequate food, water, heat source and lighting
As shock hits, everything will be jolted, earthquakes, geographic types of incidents, 4 to 7 days
People will panic, stay indoors, some can be blinded
Earth scientists time projection
Electromagnetic pulse system
Adversary has perfected technology to utilize to his own advantage, know your enemy, Global Plan
2000
Reference to prior writing on life, experience, you are a portion of the whole, any segment of which can
change the whole, projection of manifestation of Creator, of Creation, under right circumstances this
could all be called off, simply uncreated
You are in the process of shifting into the higher level of solar orbiting
After period of time, everything will work out well
All bodies are continuous, never cease but reverse their potential--day and night, breathing in and out
What is daylight? What is dark?
Reincarnation, an imperishable idea
Null time cycle, experiencing difficulty
The cause of all effect is eternal
One voidance point where all is at rest
Understanding through the soul, not the physical
Political arena with elections
C-130 transport plane crash and uses
Coming into high integration with the Brotherhood
Gulf War and New World Order
You will believe exactly what you are being told
No we will not intervene, you will go through the cycles
Wondrous journey but you need to know what to expect
END OF MEETING

920426-1a
July 25, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LIGHT IS THE SOURCE OF ALL THINGS
TIME
00:00
01:11
01:14
02:28
04:45
06:18
06:48
07:00
07:15
09:03
16:16
17:41
23:03
23:38
24:39
25:02
29:40
31:29
36:16
36:36
39:05
41:42

SUBJECT
Light Is the Source of ALL Things
Light is God, God is Light
Through the projection of His Lighted Thought, are you manifest
They are going to try and prove to you there are beings from outer space
The only way that you can be prepared is to know the Truth of it
Many great and wondrous things are going to be happening
You have three kinds of beings on Earth
There are ones you can touch and feel--these are corporeal
Atmospherians--these are higher frequency beings
The Etherians are invisible beings with the capability of being whatever they choose to be
You are going to pass through and into the Photon Belt
They are trying to clean up the atmosphere so we do not make it into the Photon Belt
They want to ignite the radioactive belt around the earth
If our Sun moves into the belt first, we will go into immediate darkness
If Earth hits the belt first, the sky will light up
It will appear as if the atmosphere is on fire
All electrons are balanced in the null zone, no electromagnetic pulses
You are not going to have electricity; that means all systems go down, generators will not work
Our planet is a mess and it has to be changed
You will all experience different sounds hitting your head
You are the eternal idea of which visibility and invisibility are part of our cycle
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920426-1b

920426-1b
July 25, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DNA AND GENETIC ALTERATIONS
TIME
00:00
04:01
09:03
11:56
14:20
19:51
21:10
24:24
25:15
28:35
28:48
29:54
30:12
30:54
32:02
33:00
34:03
34:11
35:59
37:00
38:39
44:50

SUBJECT
DNA and Genetic Alterations
Scientists taking DNA from plastic and put into plants
Information for receivers
Ones on our place that are not of our place
Energies do not go, bodies come and go
Getting into the frequencies where you can feel, see and recognize them
You have come back as guides to the human element
When sleeping, visualization is hard to separate from the dream state
Bo Gritz and Ross Perot differences
A group of aliens that experience back and forth
A friendly group of aliens with an exchange program in South Africa
Pleiades have some asset bases in Peru
We have had alien interchange for a long time
Uri Geller question
You are so scattered that they do not let you think, much less focus
What he can do, you can do also as you are one
You had to be conditioned to murder in any form
This keeps God's energy from making entrance
If there were no evil, you would not have anything to balance against
You are birthed in total perfection of soul
You must grow back into the perfection of God
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920426-2a

920426-2a
August 1, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THOU SHALT NOT KILL
TIME
00:00
00:49
01:20
01:24
03:34
03:43
07:28
08:40
13:43
14:51
16:00
20:07
21:19
22:41
23:32
24:11
24:52
30:11
30:26
32:08
37:14
39:43
41:14
42:00
45:06

SUBJECT
Thou Shalt Not Kill
You will never recycle into a lower life form
God is not careless, He knows what He is doing
The order in the universe is perfection
His name was not Jesus, it was Esu Immanuel
He did not die for us, we murdered him
It points you back to God, where you begin to remember what you are capable of doing and being
Aborigines means original HUman
Projected thought
When you can have healing, it is the higher energy that has been called upon, and the one receiving has
accepted it
It is mind, it is thought projection, and we all have it
Crystals can have a very mechanical use, and should be left where they are
You can give punishment, but you have no right to kill
The law of God says "Thou shalt not kill"
The moment the sperm hits the egg, life begins
You have governments who are going to depopulate
Your soul punishes you
What Moses came down with were computer chips of emerald, known as the emerald tablets
They hold the story of the universe
The ancients held the Truth and they, just like us, drifted away from it
If the intent is not there, it has no enemy
There are a million ways, but only one path
Man is birthed and does innately know good from bad
Why was John Fitzgerald Kennedy killed?
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920426-2b

920426-2b
August 1, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOU HAVE LIMITED YOUR VISION
TIME
00:00
02:41
04:34
06:50
08:00
10:48
11:35
12:42
13:46
14:02
17:20
18:00
21:56
23:42
24:36
28:06
31:41
31:56
32:07
35:17
38:20
40:02
40:56
42:00
45:34

SUBJECT
You have limited your vision
Alpha Centauri--there is no such place or being
Nobody from the higher realms comes down to experience anything physical
You cannot depend on another to fulfill your needs
Question about the Philippines, Marcos' and the gold
Things were not going well in the Philippines
The agreement was that they would let Imelda go back if the Elite could still control those bases
She still has a lot of gold and they have not figured out how to steal it from her
The Elite fully intend to bring down into total destruction South Africa and claim all the natural
resources
The Elite bankers plan to hold all precious metals
Philippines will rise and become part of Lemuria
Question regarding the number 22
You have contributed billions towards building that temple
No sheep killing is going to get your sins removed
The Royal family are Khazarian Jews--British Israelites
David Rockefeller, G.H.W. Bush, Henry Kissinger
As you move from physical plane into higher source, you are going to be a little more physically
perfected
You are also steadily going to become less visible
When you understand that, you will understand timelessness and spacelessness
Everybody is sent from God
New World Order has already steamrolled over you
They are sending ones to San Luis Obispo, California for training on survival
The dumber you are, the easier you are to manage
Lyndon Larouche
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920426-3a

920426-3a
August 15, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHAT IS A VIRUS AND MUCH MORE
TIME
00:00
01:40
03:14
04:31
05:41
07:16
07:50
08:20
09:06
11:31
11:49
12:15
13:42
16:56
17:17
18:59
21:56
22:37
23:00
25:17
27:43
28:03
28:14
30:01

SUBJECT
What is a Virus and Much More
Survival preparation--you cannot do it for everyone
It gives you opportunity to plan what your needs are
Knowing what life is
A virus is a crystalline life form, created from a DNA and can be used to do anything
What you are dealing with are man constructed microbes, etc.
You literally harm your bodies through vaccinations
Chemotherapy and radiation therapy kill everything
HIV is a lazy little son-of-a-gun, tucks itself away in the T-cell and sits there and you can't budge it
There will be a time when pharmaceutical houses will not allow you to have anything
They already have folic acid to keep you from enhancing your immune system
Chlorella is best source for beta carotene
Pleiadians live to a 1000 years without batting an eye
Man can be so incredibly vile
There are cobalt bombs underlying New York City
It is all evil, all anti-Christ, anti-God, working for the same goal and that is control of the planet
They were attempting to cause an encounter of some kind, hoping to trigger the radioactive belt
You are running into a lot of airplanes coming down
JFK assassination
There are human beings on some planets who do not respond emotionally, strictly reasoning/logic
beings
In the beginning the purpose of the writings of the Bible was to set you up
You are now at the apex of the pendulum swing
You could have overridden those prophesies
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920426-3b

920426-3b
August 15, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
TIME
00:00
00:18
02:04
03:13
04:14
05:25
06:11
07:12
07:26
08:40
11:58
15:42
18:27
23:49
26:17
27:20
28:37
29:23
30:01

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers
Henry Kissinger, the most evil man around
As these photons congregate, it will be as if the entire sky and stars are falling
You are not seeing stars and planets moving into your system, you are moving upward into theirs
Through the TV programs, the music, colors, everything is geared for the purpose to impact you
You cannot be hypnotized unless you allow it
You can get a manual from the government on how to survive atomic war
The magnetic fields reverse and you do not really notice the difference
A pole shift happens a lot of times, regularly
The Brotherhood has been balancing your poles
The water will throw you so off balance
Citizenship and the 14th Amendment
They have photon phasers that will just dissolve you
On any given night when you are not covered with clouds, the craft are there
Most of the time if you see specific cloud patterns, that will be an alien craft
They will sit there for 2 hours, after you acknowledge them, then in the next 5 minutes they are gone
Most communications coming through will be heard in the head, not really in the ears
When you pass through this belt, you will be hearing more and more humming
MEETING ENDS

920501-1a
April 27, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
L.A. RIOTS AND ELITE PLAN 2000
TIME
00:00
00:45
02:30
04:41
05:30
07:32
10:40
11:30
12:35
13:45
14:45
17:30
18:00
22:55
24:00
26:00
27:49
30:50

SUBJECT
L.A. Riots and Elite Plan 2000
Confusion, destruction, power control, unfolding of the Elite Plan 2000 in Los Angeles and U.S.A.
Pressed by unrest, bias, and hostile attitude, racial war between ethnic groups
Time to test your own perception, wisdom and insight
Judicial system in disarray, Rodney King trial, Korean shop owner, Kennedy/Smith trial, Mike Tyson,
and Constitutional Law Center
Building a wall of hate
Federal trial at hands of Elite administration
Utilize conflict to put our Nation down
President has put Federal troops on alert, United Nations involved, central One World Government
Jessie Jackson, three generations of black children have passed with only violence, drugs and
persecution
Purpose of Elite is to rally the right to arms against the citizens, all geared to happen on that day of the
week and the month, no mail delivery preventing food stamp delivery
Black and gay communities forming a coalition
Bread a group of welfare recipients who resent the system
Divide and conquer is one of the protocols, break down the family, retrain the kids, get control of the
media, control of the currency, control all facets of life
White supremacy group opens the gates of Hell
Create chaos, distraction and disorder to gain control
Attempts to trigger San Andreas Fault from both ends
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920501-1b

920501-1b
April 27, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
L.A. RIOTS AND ELITE PLAN 2000 (CONTINUED)
TIME
00:00
00:06
04:15
05:00
06:30
09:30
10:30
11:30
12:00
12:28
13:50
17:45
18:40
20:59
23:00
26:10
27:00
28:15

SUBJECT
L.A. Riots and Elite Plan 2000 Continued
Media saturation, Rodney King beating, jury trial, judicial system, laws that allow that level of violence
Come into understanding, this is a mass conspiracy and higher plan to pull down your Nation
Remnant, you need confirmation, information, support, wisdom and only through Truth can you move
into freedom
Half billion dollar plane goes down with no mention, media feeds violence, plan is to control media
Time of absolute international chaos to isolate, divide you, confrontations, insight you to riot
Grid is active, being pulsed instructions for confusion, depression and chaos
Violence does not work, 1966 Watts riot, Detroit, MI
Do not win anything by destroying it, and that is what we have done to our planet
Go to prior Journals for reflection on protocols, New World Order laid same form
City's will become ghettos of terror and destruction
Add natural disasters to the already oppressed and you have them under control, free trade industry left
your Nation, only people left to control
Christian, religious movements, incites more violence, then pray, lack of wisdom and reason
Elite intend to win, they intend the masses to lose
L.A. is being shown throughout the globe, leading newspapers, L.A. burning
Go within, listen to your higher guidance and then make your actions be within wisdom
You have a mission, you have a purpose
END OF MEETING

920502-1a
March 14, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
JUDICIAL SYSTEM, CHLORELLA, L.A. RIOTS, GLOBAL 2000
TIME
00:00
04:52
07:25
08:40
10:54
11:30
12:51
13:58
20:03
25:33
26:09
35:00
36:42
37:29
38:52
39:00
41:13
44:00
45:25

SUBJECT
Judicial System, Chlorella, L.A. Riots, Global Plan 2000
Judicial system at work, not supporting Mr. Buchanan
Adam's Street property and Ekkers hit with lawsuit
You are in the system, they hold the key
You have no judicial system
Your ability to control your response is what separates you from the animal kingdom
Earthquakes in area where chlorella ponds are
Chlorella upcoming product for survival
Report given on greenhouses, hydroponics and domes
Potato and tomato are a night shade and they are basically poison
Proposals to banks and their process going forward
Conversation on the L.A. riots, Global Plan 2000
Chief Gates and the L.A. riots
Paid rebel rousers, police trained by Mossad, KGB
Jesse Jackson, three generations of violence, welfare, bigotry
Had to be end of month because of welfare society
Rodney King, 56 blows, 82 seconds, trial moved, others in car with Rodney
Global Plan 2000, get control of the money, the media and the press
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920502-1b

920502-1b
March 14, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHAT YOU SAW WAS NOT WHAT YOU GOT, L.A. RIOTS
TIME
00:00
01:30
02:14
07:24
07:50
15:39
16:28
17:08
19:20
19:58
22:14
25:57
34:27
34:40
39:21
40:20

SUBJECT
What You Saw Was Not What You Got, L.A. Riots
Plan to pull San Andreas fault wide open, tried on both ends to trigger it and it did not go
Mr. Henry Kissinger
Movie "Red Dawn (1984)", Russia, airplanes, airports, little town U.S.A.
A letter read from Ohio
"We will take your nation and we won't have to fire a shot"
Look at Arthur Robinson's book "Fighting Chance - 10 Feet to Survival"
Dr. Robinson, underground shelter for children
Northrop sending spacecraft out
One half a billion dollars crashed on Edwards Air Force Base runway four days ago
August 17, 1987 we had round craft with five crew members at Yucca Flats, transported to Edwards Air
Force Base then Nellis
What you saw was not what you got as Hatonn asks for opinions on L.A. riots
Seventeen million people in greater Los Angeles area must listen to own warnings
Riots on front page of international papers, it is political how far along the plan has progressed
Hatonn will not apologize to Dr. Coleman for what he perceives as damage to his name
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920502-2a

920502-2a
March 14, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
JESSIE JACKSON, BLACK ELEMENT, BIGOTRY, EARTHQUAKES
TIME
00:00
00:52
02:48
03:57
05:04
06:33
07:23
08:30
10:14
12:40
14:30
15:56
19:20
22:30
24:53
25:58
26:22
30:24

SUBJECT
Jessie Jackson, Black Element, Bigotry, Earthquakes
Two sets of leaders, Jessie Jackson as an example, who is a member of the Council of Foreign Relations
A goodly man, but a replica, totally a tool
Hierarchy of black element pushing to get equality but cannot because too unequal up until now
Bigotry in this country more at White House level then on the streets
Tried to trigger San Andreas fault, it did not go, it did not slip, tried again on another fault near Gorman
Hatonn interfered with attempt at Gorman yesterday it could have been a possible 12 point earthquake
Japan, Mt. Unzen, Pinatubo, all man-caused eruptions
Situation in New York City more volatile
With whole west coast ripped off, about the same time blow New York, infrastructure old, one good
shake will pulverize it
Help out Russia, $24 billion, International Monetary Fund and World Bank
Earthquake would have taken out San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Maria and Santa Barbara
Rioters hitting Korean markets in L.A. because they were overcharging
Government deliberately kept them unemployed, kept them restless, and infiltrated with drugs
They have a plan, it's called Global Plan 2000
New York has cobalt bombs planted under the City
You have irrational behavior, violence, gangs, no sense of life or death, no goals
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920502-2b

920502-2b
March 14, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
JUSTICE SYSTEM, PHILIPPINES, KISSINGER'S CIA
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Justice System, Philippines, Kissinger's CIA
00:30 Do not ever look at anything the way it appears to be, always ponder it, there are always other
alternatives
02:14 In each experience you can only measure it by what you learn from it
03:22 Supreme Court of California, you have no justice system
04:57 Judges make law, but who are there to interpret the law
06:10 D'Oench, Duhme Doctrine will allow any mortgage company to foreclose for any reason on any
homeowner and evict immediately without a hearing
13:20 Philippines, thousands of tons of gold, political structure and pressure to maintain military bases
16:44 Massive underground city off shore from Philippine Islands, inhabited by atmospherians out of Pleiades
19:55 Continent of Lemuria coming up again, all of Australia was originally Mu and didn't sink. Aborigines
original humans
21:49 Confines of caves, openings into city, treasure house
22:29 As you pass through tunnels you become atmospherian otherwise you cannot stand the frequency of the
place
25:49 A base bigger than Edwards over at China Lake
26:05 Aliens, spacecraft, and submarines under San Bernardino, California
26:36 Kissinger's CIA and George Bush never have Dharma lower than number 2 on their list to silence her
28:31 You have all the time you need to get whatever will be done, done
30:03 You are in the greatest evolution of a planet
30:34 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920502-3a

920502-3a
March 14, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LEARN THE SECRET OF THE MOMENT
TIME
00:00
00:20
01:06
01:56
04:15
05:23
07:00
09:06
10:32
12:35
14:44
16:19
21:16
21:25
24:51
25:05
26:49
27:30
29:00
30:40

SUBJECT
Learn the Secret of the Moment
You have your prophecies tampered with, truth buried
King James objected to portions of the Bible he didn't like, so he had it rewritten
There are 12 tribes of Israel, Judaism is a religion, Zionism is a political party, neither of which makes
Jewish a blood race
Hidden in the Revelation is the truth
Not enough of you have awakened to change it
Never utilize that which is others, only that which is yours
Learn the secret of the moment, God holds no secrets
With each civilization that has gone down, always a few remnants are left
This evolution more important because there is the possibility of destroying the planet
Knowledge known by the elite for building facilities in particular areas, i.e., Mojave desert
The Philippines, atmospherians, underwater tunnels
Philippine Islands, parts of Malaysia are some of the most sacred places on the planet itself
There is a higher purpose for everything
Australia and parts of Peru were of old Lemuria
Philippines are located where center of knowledge was, you called the tribes Bird people and they travel
to and from Pleiades, your ancestral place
Phoenix is your symbol
All things cycle, periodically will come the Bird Tribes again, Hatonn and you are the Bird Tribes
The ones who are to hear, will hear
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920502-3b

920502-3b
March 14, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS, MEANING OF CHRISTED BEING, BIRD TRIBES
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Philippine Islands, Meaning of Christed Being, Bird Tribes
00:27 Philippine Islands are blessed indeed, access within the mountains, sea, cities, the technologies were left
there, ones have forgotten how to use them
02:12 When Birdmen stopped coming to and from, the memories faded
04:30 Being pious is a facade
06:29 Grid system is up, connected and active and has been since New Years Day
08:44 Man must be pulled upward into the Light, not drag the Lighted portions down into the darkness
13:37 What you can conceive, is basic Truth
14:51 Sananda, Christ, what does that mean?
15:40 Only in physical manifestation do you have evil
16:29 Christed state, become one with Creator
17:30 Not faulty creation that allows evil, man's free will choice
19:20 Results of what you manifest as man must periodically be cleansed
21:56 Bird Tribes are not rooted anywhere on this planet
28:06 Appreciate your guides, love them, listen to them
28:32 END OF MEETING

920508-1a
April 5, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Dave Horton, Radio Host of KPTL Radio, Carson City, Nevada
PHOTON BELT AND PRESERVING THE CONSTITUTION
TIME
00:00
01:17
02:36
03:00
04:40
06:08
07:35
15:12
25:56
27:44
29:38
30:13
30:46

SUBJECT
Photon Belt and Preserving the Constitution
Communication link by telephone line from radio studio to Tehachapi, California
Photon Belt---the why and what to expect
Hatonn receives many petitions on information about the Photon Belt, never gives specific dates as to
event
Photon Belt is made up of electrons, positrons, and negative charge particles
Connections between Earth and Pleiades
Explanation of what may occur at impact of boundary layer, about 110 hours to pass through entry belt,
and preparations you can make
It will negate all power: electrical, electronic, and battery
Saving our Constitution
Globe is now coming under control of the elite controllers, Plan 2000
The America's were founded and were chosen by God to bring forth Light of freedom thereby World
would have guidelines
Errors in the Constitution, rectified by Bill of Rights
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUED ON TAPE 920508-1b

920508-1b
April 5, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Dave Horton, Radio Host of KPTL Radio, Carson City, Nevada
WORLD BANKING SYSTEM AND FEDERAL BANKING SYSTEM
TIME
00:00
00:17
01:16
01:57
03:05
09:40
12:00
16:40
17:08
20:10
21:00
22:33
25:48
27:28

SUBJECT
World Banking System and Federal Banking System
Rothschilds goal, banking institutions, and Federal Reserve
Elite plan to get down to 5 banks and control all currency
Birthed into the system of the beast
Financial system in Japan, World banking system
U.S. has been hurt by Japan buying our debt
Global Plan 2000, plan to bring into play FEMA regulations, emergency banking regulations, and worst
case scenario
Given away our sovereignty by allowing executive orders to be signed, our President is a full-blown
accepted dictator
Within last month U.N. resolution signed and ratified by voice vote in the Senate, nothing in
government supersedes a treaty
Federal banking system, Nevada banks, challenge legislatively
Protect self by privacy of Nevada corporation or by having cash on hand in small bills
Nevada silver coins, silver and gold coins
Hatonn asks Dave for opportunity to tell listeners how He communicates
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUED ON TAPE 920508-2A

920508-2a
April 5, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Dave Horton, Radio Host of KPTL Radio, Carson City, Nevada
BANK SYSTEM, HATONN'S COMMUNICATION, CONSTITUTION
TIME
00:00
00:10
01:40
06:29
06:50
09:24
12:20
14:50
15:43
19:18
20:20
20:55
22:06
27:38
30:19

SUBJECT
Bank System, Hatonn's Communication, Constitution
At onset of structuring the banks, Rothschilds grandfathered themselves
Hatonn explains his communication link, by radio frequency, what he is about as it is not mystical
Radio Host will take some calls from listeners
Book called "Uncommon Sense"
How to get written material
Question regarding family owned Federal Reserve System and the general population's lack of
awareness and Truth
Our Nation is divided into 10 districts, Federal regions without state boundaries
Henry Kissinger is a dangerous entity, brought in Ross Perot, to block Bo Gritz
Nevada public lands ownership act of 1979
Nevada silver coin bill
Congress is 65% totally controlled by political action committees
Using state legislative powers
Constitutional Law Center created, can be contacted by that name through Sacramento, will be moved to
Nevada, set up as a Nevada Corporation
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUED ON TAPE 920508-2b

920508-2b
April 5, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Dave Horton, Radio Host of KPTL Radio, Carson City, Nevada
PRESERVING THE CONSTITUTION, TREATIES, AND COMMANDER HATONN
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Preserving the Constitution, Treaties, and Commander Hatonn
00:17 Constitution and Constitutional Law Center continued
04:17 Treaties supersede everything, making treaties with U.N., Russia, China, but breaking treaties with our
own Native Aboriginal people
06:30 Learn what is happening, confront it and solutions will flow
06:40 Be the Chamber of Commerce for the State of Nevada, the only State structured to do it and set an
example
07:20 Nevada's corporate structure, sheltered corporations as sovereign citizens of the State of Nevada
11:00 Hatonn explains his Commander position
12:30 Tehachapi, California importance due to very large crystal formation utilized for communication
systems and navigation for this sector within universal order
15:15 Forty level underground facility attached to Edwards Air Force Base, launch craft flying discs, launch
wars against our space command
16:45 Economy, interest rates, unemployment rates, Committee of 300
18:22 Time projection of Photon Belt from scientific studies done in Australia
21:24 Incas, utilization of money and currency
29:46 South Africa is the most important country to watch, it has gone the way America will go, it is lost
30:23 END OF RADIO INTERVIEW

920509-1a
September 13, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GURU GOSSIP
TIME
00:00
01:08
02:07
03:44
05:35
08:44
12:26
13:37
16:29
17:50
21:20
23:14
24:02
26:09
28:07
28:46
31:56
36:29
38:27
41:02
42:40
43:38

SUBJECT
Guru Gossip
Working with the new communication system
More on yesterday's Photon Belt interview
Bo Gritz is groomed to serve
Failed brakes on car lead to lessons in dealing with neighbors; use caution in what you reveal
Ed Young has moved; he shares stories
Things worked on previously now beginning to take form
Listening is more important than ever; LISTEN WITHIN
Remnant projects not to be discussed; you have the enemy among you
What is happening to the Ramtha group?
Penny Torres, Mafu and what happened?
We put elite in power through ignorance
Wally Gentleman and Mafu
When J.Z. Knight folds, so folds all involved
Photon Belt and higher frequencies
Take your goggles
NWO; George Bush; Los Angeles riots
Domes for HUD
We are trying to get housing for the homeless
Do not deviate from the Laws of God
Ross Perot
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920509-1b

920509-1b
September 14, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PLANS AND CONTINGENCY PLANS
TIME
00:00
00:25
01:28
05:56
07:10
08:12
13:50
17:54
18:39
22:14
24:24
26:05
26:27
27:35
33:46
36:40
40:13
40:57
42:06

SUBJECT
Plans and Contingency Plans
Election of a President
Kissinger on Larry King regarding Ross Perot
Bush's power, Clinton is the choice of Democratic Party
Bo Gritz will continue to get the word out
Photon Belt and your goggles
Igniting the Van Allen Belt
There will be 15-20 minutes to get to security
Null zone--be prepared
What happens if we ignite the Belt first?
Gold only valuable until you get there and can use it
Los Angeles riots were only a test run
CIA is the planning, enforcing division of government
Today's writing--justice/injustice system; the secret court and the Constitution and their new powers
Shah of Iran; surveillance court
Executive order #12333
Adversary always looks good
Government has never lost a single case in the secret court
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920509-2a

920509-2a
September 15, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW
TIME
00:00
00:48
02:25
03:00
06:00
08:25
09:19
11:20
11:54
15:38
17:30
19:00
19:57
20:15
21:05
22:01
23:45
24:36
25:18
26:12
29:50
31:13
32:42
33:21
43:44
43:56

SUBJECT
Things You Need To Know
Mr. Gonzales, head of banking committee, brought to public attention, the arms deals
Young Kennedy on committee organized by Gonzales
An oxymoron
John Coleman--is he offended?
Hatonn honors integrity and that which is valid
Hatonn does not play favorites
President is guilty--acted on advice of Kissinger
Gates and the CIA
Kathy, a child having a baby
Nuclear thrust systems moved to New Mexico by the Russians
Gorbachev visiting his property in the U.S.--Yeltsin comes in June
Questions
Executive Order # 12038
You need to be upset with treaty implementation
United Nations
A treaty supersedes everything unless it is our Federal Government
Two sisters want their land back--it has gold on it
During null time, will the computers lose data and programming? (Have backup and hope.)
How do we delay entry into the Photon Belt?
Will we have an ice age?
Is there movement toward Alcyone?
We are coming into period of multiple suns
How will the bright light affect our bodies?
Illuminati--current information--Club of Rome
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920509-2b

920509-2b
September 18, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHY? AND WHY NOT?
TIME
00:00
00:55
01:51
02:49
06:33
08:31
09:37
10:22
10:32
13;25
14:35
16:00
17:00
20:51
22:35
24:33
26:27
28:28
35:05
36:46
39:33
43:44

SUBJECT
Why? and Why Not?
The reasons for silent weapons/silent wars
Why adversary allows Oliver Stone movies like JFK and Jacobs Ladder
Why were the National Guard troops called to the Los Angeles riots
Traveling during ignition of radioactive belt or during null time
Why is the Florida National Guard training in Panama?
You are at war; your weapons are different now
Truth does have its out
How does radiation from x-rays effect us?
You can get an ionization gage to measure radiation
How will null time affect a nuclear power plant facility?
You are entering hell
What creates a pole shift?
If the poles shift, you are done for
You cannot contain the forces of nature
Lemuria and Atlantis are coming up
What is meant by outside causes?
Explaining Bo Gritz and Ross Perot as presidential candidates
The 144,000 is the remnant
How to protect self against the dark energies if you live in the Philippines
How to protect babies and children against witches
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920509-3a

920509-3a
October 8, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE WAY IT IS
TIME
00:00
00:33
01:07
02:28
03:22
05:00
06:48
08:01
09:21
10:53
11:41
12:21
13:00
15:23
16:27
17:53
18:45
20:16
22:34
24:00
26:12
27:00
27:40
28:39
29:28
29:41

SUBJECT
The Way It Is
This is the planet where you have free will expression
You ask "How can God let children suffer?" Look at who is doing it
How/why does God allow?
Why do you allow? It was your job as stewards of the Earth
One of the hardest things you will ever experience is having to let ones go
Creating a living thought form--that is why curses work
At least 6 billion will not go--Hatonn will take babies
The best and the worst of ancient civilizations is in the Philippines
There is to be a time when total evil will rule
You CAN change your own scenario
You are moving out of illusion into reality
Homosexuality
God is energy and emotion
This is the cycle of sorting
This is the time of reaping and of planting
Whatever you can rectify in the moment, do it
Hatonn guards the heavenly realm--no evil allowed
When evil ones are rebirthed the evil is worse
There was a time when if you were birthed into a Jewish or Catholic family, that is what you remained
About curses--do not accept them
Ask God for protection not the White Light
Evil intent works the same way as Godly intent
You can do anything, if you believe you can
Passing through the Photon Belt, the energy will change your vibration
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920509-3b

920509-3b
October 11, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
COMING INTO THE TIME OF LIGHT
TIME
00:00
00:12
01:10
02:58
03:57
04:49
06:27
07:33
08:20
09:00
11:46
14:29
15:07
19:27
21:20
21:59
26:08
27:30
28:36

SUBJECT
Coming Into the Time of Light
What happens when we come into the time of Light?
When you do not have darkness
Look at your intent
Necessity of goggles versus dark glasses for protecting the eyes
We have a beam (military weapon) that blinds when focused upon the eyes
You will be able to see through a heavy cloth garment covering the head
Will we be picked up after going through the Photon Belt?
We are moving into a time of 2000 years of Light
A fourteen year old asks a question about frequency #169443
Hatonn speaks of a family of 6 children, home schooled, who write and ask Hatonn not to give up on
them--Hatonn speaks well of the family
Sir Francis Bacon/St. Germain, founder of Freemasonry
The possibility of Hatonn making an error
Hatonn explains his frequency #169443--frequencies above that are invisible
Can we come into that frequency in order to communicate with Hatonn?
Ascending--ascension
Ascending--you better know where you want to go
You will know when you know
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920509-4a

920509-4a
October 14, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LISTEN, LISTEN, LISTEN
TIME
00:00
00:22
02:07
03:00
03:50
04:45
05:25
06:25
07:50
09:00
09:20
09:50
10:37
11:53
15:19
16:50
18:11
20:13
21:30
21:40
24:30
26:13
27:55
29:22

SUBJECT
Listen, Listen, Listen
This is a time of sharing of thoughts and expressing opinions
You are the product of whatever it is you have studied
You will listen to a perceived authority--you cannot let go of your opinions
God is open--truth stands
Hatonn will not give you what you ask for
Hatonn can see right through us as though we do not exist
When ATON takes over there will be no errors--when He speaks you will listen
Except through the Christ you are not going to make it
Your soul intent and action measured with self and God alone does it
Christ is the life and shows the way
We are sharing opinions and memories
Bo Gritz--search for God
Methods of recording history of indigenous people
Hatonn will never intentionally mislead us
Sometime you will recognize your power is the same as Hatonn
God has already won
Koreans and blacks did not war with each other in LA
Some will want to stay on earth to help loved ones
Where is the original soul energy of a robotoid?
Earth bound souls
Tampering occurs when receivers do not clear space
You will believe in space command when you see the beam and the ship
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920509-4b

920509-4b
October 18, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BITS AND PIECES
TIME
00:00
01"18
04:42
05:19
08:25
09:59
10:47
12:05
13:08
16:04
17:19
17:45
21:58
23:17
24:01
24:59
26:39
27:51
28:46

SUBJECT
Bits and Pieces
Have we lost our children? Why? Three generations lost
Hatonn relates just fine to the children
About the place that has been prepared for us by Sananda
Visiting your previous abode will not matter if you cannot remember
NASA, moon mission, military payload
Can soul essence be repaired in case of nuclear event?
You have infinite bodies and infinite expression
Moroni, the Prophet--Josef Smith, Freemasonry
Atlantis eight miles deep off the Island of Crete
Atlantis in the area of Bermuda
National Citi Bank, Bank of Ohio, Bank of America, Federal Reserve, Chase Manhattan, holding
companies, bank regulations
America West catalogue
Pyramids and face on Mars
Crop circles, meanings and messages
Philadelphia Experiment, validity of memories
Regressions, abductions
Interacting with space brothers while in the Photon Belt
END OF MEETING

920511-1a
October 19, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SILENT WARS (Document printed in CONTACT 09-17-03, Part 1)
TIME
00:00
01:40
03:00
06:44
08:02
10:23
11:15
12:50
13:44
15:10
18:48
20:57
22:20
23:21
23:40
26:01
27:14
33:39
34:23
41:39
45:02

SUBJECT
Silent Wars
Bible's book of Revelation states in the final time of transition, we will move into a lighted environment
Moving into a time of change in the universal plan; into the Photon Belt
Absence of Light, absence of Knowing, and absence of God---that is called Hell
To understand, you need to understand and comprehend God
You were birthed knowing Truth
The following presentation is about the control over you by the Elite
The Plan 2000
Silent Weapons, Quiet Wars, a working training manual, May 1979 #74-1120
Conspiracies against Jesus, Caesar, Rome, Anne Frank, Hitler's Diary, etc.
The accidentally leaked document marked "ABOVE TOP SECRET"
Document found, that story would make a good motion picture
An introductory programming technical manual #TM-SW7905.1, "Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars"
Mathematical equations proving the subject matter
Security--read from manual
This publication marks the 25th Anniversary of the 3rd World War, called the "Quiet War"
Historical introduction--read from manual
Political introduction--read from manual
Energy--read from manual
Descriptive introduction of the "Silent Weapons" read from manual
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920511-1b

920511-1b
October 20, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SILENT WARS (Document printed in CONTACT 09-24-03, Part 1)
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Silent Wars
01:05 Theoretical Introduction
02:10 General Energy Concepts
07:27 Mr. Rothschild's Energy Discovery
10:31 Apparent Capital As "Paper Inductor"
13:05 Breakthrough
14:28 Application in Economics
17:19 Summary
20:06 The Economics Model
29:24 Aggregation
29:44 The E-Model
31:06 Economic Inductance
33:01 Inductive Factors To Consider
33:28 Translation and Examples
35:01 Time-Flow Relationships and Self-Destructive Oscillations
43:25 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920511-2a
NOTE: RECOMMEND YOU LISTEN TO TAPE AND ALSO READ THE CONTACT NEWSPAPER TO
GET FULL IMPACT OF SUBJECT MATTER

920511-2a
October 20, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SILENT WARS (Document printed in CONTACT 09-24-03, Part 2)
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Silent Wars
01:25 Original writing May of 1979
01:48 Continue Time-Flow Relationships from previous tape 920511-1b
05:28 The Household Industry
06:07 Household Models
17:21 Introduction to Economic Amplifiers
23:42 Short Lists of Inputs
26:28 The Personal Paper Trail
30:26 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920511-2b
NOTE: RECOMMEND YOU LISTEN TO TAPE AND ALSO READ THE CONTACT NEWSPAPER TO
GET FULL IMPACT OF SUBJECT MATTER

920511-2b
October 21, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SILENT WARS (Document printed in CONTACT 09-24-03, Part 2)
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Silent Wars
00:20 Government Sources
01:51 Habit Patterns--Programming
07:19 National Input Information
08:21 Short List of Outputs
12:20 Diversion, The Primary Strategy--plus much extra input
20:59 Diversion Summary
24:05 Consent, The Primary Victory
27:10 Amplification Energy Sources
30:06 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920511-3a
NOTE: RECOMMEND YOU LISTEN TO TAPE AND ALSO READ THE CONTACT NEWSPAPER TO
GET FULL IMPACT OF SUBJECT MATTER

920511-3a
October 21, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SILENT WARS (Document printed in CONTACT 09-24-03, Part 2)
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Silent Wars
00:35 Amplification Energy Sources continued
02:00 Logistics
03:19 The Artificial Womb
04:17 The Political Structure
06:54 Action/Offense
07:50 Responsibility
09:20 Summary
12:58 System Analysis
13:26 The Draft (As Military Service)
17:29 Factor II--Father
18:27 Factor III--Mother
22:48 Factor IV--Junior
23:56 Factor V--Sister
26:00 Factor VI--Cattle
27:30 That was the Introductive portion of the manual
28:17 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920511-3b
NOTE: RECOMMEND YOU LISTEN TO TAPE AND ALSO READ THE CONTACT NEWSPAPER TO
GET FULL IMPACT OF SUBJECT MATTER

920511-3b
October 21, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SILENT WARS
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Silent Wars
00:20 I, Hatonn would be remiss if I did not tell you that all that was laid out in the foregoing manual has
come to pass
01:29 Mr. Rothschild brought plans into fulfillment
02:20 It will require unity if anything is to be changed
03:00 In 1920 the French press made public the plans to control world population and gain assets of all
physical property
04:53 Goals were as set forth as #1: Get the Gold--gold equals power
06:51 The press/media made public the guidelines
08:29 Dividing the Christians into political parties--forcing wars
09:50 Possession of land to create debt
11:29 World owned by a Central Bank of the "Elite 300"
13:19 We shall prepare revolutions--Russians now occupy our military bases
14:41 You did not know what "Anti-Christ" meant
15:02 Attack your religions to prove our superiority
16:23 Monopolize education
17:21 The Supreme Court now makes the laws
18:06 You will always be in debt
19:16 They are going to pull it off
20:03 Revolution--time to turn back to God and the teachings of Truth
20:25 Elite power fits very well with the protocols
21:54 Response to letter written to Grand Satraps and Rabbis, November 1489
25:10 A remnant must survive--the promised Host is here
27:10 I can only offer what I have--a higher level of insight
28:41 Go within and speak with God
28:57 END OF MEETING

920513-1a
August 22, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TRUTH WILL GO EVERYWHERE
TIME
00:00
01:00
04:57
06:00
10:32
12:00
13:13
13:41
15:37
17:03
17:30
21:42
24:21
25:23
27:00
28:00
28:44
29:35
30:16
30:31

SUBJECT
Truth Will Go Everywhere
Dharma shares how and why she receives
Gordon Cooper, the astronaut, saw flying craft
George and Desiree Green's beginning relationship with Ekkers and Hatonn
You have a satellite filled to overflowing with anthrax
Hatonn will maintain total control of the Journals and papers as to content
Hatonn and crew are not religious, they are Godly beings here to interact with us
We are a part of their solar system
Truth will go everywhere
The disks and black helicopters seen are right out of Northrup facilities
Submarines under San Bernardino and a massive base in China Lake area
The point is to get man informed
As a globe, we are under attack by the Committee of 300 that is headed by the British Royal Family
The British Crown is the loftiest investor and owner in American business
Constitution was written assuming we would function under God
You are birthed into this world, then the original memory goes, and you have to serve a purpose
Pleiadians have given us eight volumes about what God is and how things work
It is wrong to enslave, you are not free when they can take your property for taxes
The Constitution is no longer being recognized, 100% of it has been set aside
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920513-1b

920513-1b
August 22, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION, UFOs, KARMA, ETC.
TIME
00:00
01:40
02:27
03:49
04:30
05:21
08:27
09:37
10:18
10:41
16:19
16:46
17:03
17:11
19:58
22:05
27:00
28:00
28:30
30:03
30:31

SUBJECT
Constitutional Convention, UFO's, Karma, etc.
Plans to dismantle the Constitution
Location of central crystal for entire solar system
Elite's plan to depopulate the world to 500 million
UFO bases
Soviets have total control of space through cosmic platforms, cosmospheres, Moon and Mars bases
Elites run this world through the Trilateral Commission, Council of Foreign Relations (CFR) and
Bilderbergers
Intent is to get rid of the Christian
When you go into their secret rituals, they are about as evil as you can get
The Muslims base their belief on a Higher Power
You are going to go into a mass of robotoid idiots, zombies; they are living dead
The Protocols of Zion has been the plan since the beginning of life on this planet
It began through the Rothschilds, banking community and Zionists
The Protocols now taught to some intelligence groups
Question about karma and the meaning of the lessons
This is the biggest, final major evolution of the planet itself
The Jews are not Semites
The Jews declared war against Germany
Death camp pictures are from Eisenhower and Churchill camps taken after the war, of the Germans
They have taken your heritage, your history and brought you away from God
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920513-2a

920513-2a
September 5, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOU ARE VICTIMS OF THE LIE
TIME
00:00
00:20
03:36
04:18
05:47
06:01
07:01
08:28
09:14
12:16
13:29
15:10
19:01
19:43
20:07
21:29
23:18
23:36
24:08
27:22
31:03

SUBJECT
You Are Victims of the Lie
Holocaust discussion continues
The Pope of Rome and the Holy Church sold gas to the Germans to be used for delousing
The magnitude of the lies is shocking
The Rockefellers and bankers financed the war
The Jewish element had moved into Germany
Always this group seeks public sympathy
Zionism is nothing but a political party
Zionists are basically Khazars who are Nordic, Russian and Mongol
It is going to happen very much like Nostradamus has shown you
When asleep, astrally, or soul-wise, you travel
You will have many nations involved in Armageddon
You do not know but that you may live in the middle of this earth
The soul will make its evolution according to its growth
You came back to serve in a specific mission, each with higher knowledge and serving lower knowledge
God promised before the ending of this cycle, man would again have Truth brought to him
You do not need nuclear weapons anymore, you have pulse systems, phasers, etc.
The Russians thrust is not the same as the elite bankers
War will break out, it is not only destined, it is planned
There must be a remnant to get through
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920513-2b

920513-2b
September 5, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FREEDOM CAN ONLY COME FROM KNOWING
TIME
00:00
01:10
03:21
03:49
05:01
05:23
07:58
08:17
09:4
09:37
12:41
13:46
15:57
16:25
17:43
17:57
22:32
25:29
29:17
31:29

SUBJECT
Freedom Can Only Come From Knowing
You are into the times of the Revelations
Enlightenment is not an instant light bulb turning on
You do not understand what God is
Is it possible for Hatonn to beam us up to the craft?
You have to be changed into a frequency that disperses molecules and then you have to be reassembled
Nobody from the fleet touches anybody unless there is a pre-arranged contract to do so
Ones from all over the universe have the capability of getting here
Nuclear substance, radioactive nuclear material damages soul energy; it disperses it
This kind of death to the body is detrimental to the soul
They have created an entire army of little greys that are functional robotoids taken from the DNA
particle of grey aliens who have come to earth
They do not have life form; they do not have soul energy
There are cobalt bombs planted under New York City
Evil is not coming from space, evil is here
The ultimate battle is between good and evil--God and anti-God
The anti-God wants complete control of physical manifestation
Freedom can only come from knowing
Hatonn will bring back Christ, because He will inherit the planet and set it to right again
In these closing days, there are many false teachers
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920513-3a

920513-3a
September 5, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE PRINCE OF LIES, HOMOSEXUALS AND HIV
TIME
00:00
00:09
00:19
00:29
03:40
04:28
05:09
06:17
07:09
07:44
09:25
10:22
10:39
11:24
11:29
13:00
13:38

SUBJECT
The Prince of Lies, Homosexuals, and HIV
Legitimate teachers will come and identify themselves
Once you know the rules and the clues, it is up to you to sort them out
You can demand of them that they identify themselves
Voting in equality of homosexuals
There is nothing greater than friend-ship
Utilized properly, the sexual act is a gift to allow for procreation and equal expression of love
In the male semen there is very little HIV virus, but what would be there, can pass right through a
condom
Homosexuals are apt to have an open injury, directing HIV into the blood stream
Man dies from the tertiary diseases from mutations of cells
You can transmit it more readily through spittle
Great Britain wants to have all of Africa, all of the minerals, wealth and resources
The way to accomplish that is to get rid of the blacks
HIV was created by a cross between the sheep visna virus and bovine leukemia virus
The World Health Organization did a massive inoculation of the Africans
The Zionist organization totally controls Canada
MEETING ENDS

920516-1a
September 12, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HOCUS POCUS AND EMOTIONS
TIME
00:00
03:03
03:28
04:34
05:31
06:09
08:00
11:30
13:40
14:36
18:08
20:00
22:39
24:24
29:09
31:35
33:39
35:24
36:52
38:01
39:48
42:10
45:43

SUBJECT
Hocus Pocus and Emotions
Some 23 satellites launched from around the globe
Instrument of death put into orbit
It is to achieve ends that will destroy the world
Keep those dark glasses handy
The entire mammoth structure of Pleiades of the central sun goes through this Photon Belt
Hatonn honoring special ones
Possible Photon Belt scenarios
Communications satellite
Everything about our lifestyle is now completely controlled by computers; 30 entries before birth
Russians toying with idea of destroying all the satellites that were launched
Suppressing emotions for greater intelligence
You cannot expect to receive love until you learn to give it
Full thrust ahead to brainwash man
You can give love, but you do not know what to do with it when it comes back to you
You have got to have unrest in order to take over the world
Hatonn recommends keeping proper iodine on hand
Meditation is a relaxation and setting aside consciousness to allow higher knowing to enter
If you will be quiet for a while, you may hear something
If radioactive belt not ignited, no massive dose of x-ray
Every 2 years government issues a current survival and atomic fall-out in atomic war radiation guide
No electricity through the null-zone
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920516-1b

920516-1b
September 12, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE GEORGIA GUIDESTONES AND MORE
TIME
00:00
01:00
03:34
04:06
05:36
06:03
09:20
13:28
15:11
18:12
19:16
21:00
28:11
30:19
39:15
41:16
44:00
44:34

SUBJECT
The Georgia Guidestones and More
Mathematically, the Holocaust could not have happened as presented
This is what you are here for, to get the word out and the transition done
Our solar system is known as the Shan Sun system
Pleiades is defined as a universe and we are 7th out
Most of everything travels in an elliptical orbit
Replication briefly explained
You must have something to do with this transition, or you would not be here
Perot is a Rockefeller friend and is one of the Elite
The Georgia Guidestones, Elberton, Georgia
America's Stonehenge
They contain messages and mysteries for the conservation of mankind
The Guides are inscribed in 8 different languages
Languages and 10 messages explained
A standing monument to guide us
Infinity holds the Soul
Importance of Atlanta, Georgia
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920516-2a

920516-2a
October 3, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EARTH CHANGES
TIME
00:00
00:18
02:29
03:16
04:28
07:32
08:46
11:28
12:54
16:05
18:54
19:40
22:30
23:50
25:07
28:32
29:40
37:40
45:43

SUBJECT
Earth Changes
Seeing an island that used to be your western and eastern hemisphere of your nation
You have been sent to hold Shan's hand and guide her through
Will man as human being vanish from the face of the universe?
Evil has already prevailed
Dharma shares what she sees
You volunteered for something and you are not going to get off of here
There will be massive uprising of a continent where the Atlantic is and another one where the Pacific is
What is a Christian doctrine? A Jewish Bible? A Christian Bible?
The Jews rejected Jesus because he was not Jewish
Jesus was birthed a man, bearing the soul knowledge of a Christed Being
No wonder your children wander off to create their own spiritual expression
The Judaists had Elders write the Talmud which has replaced the Judean Hebrew Bible
Zionism is a political party
Only knowledge will allow you to move forward in sanity
God does not do magic, nor miracles; He needs to touch your heart
Is a Messiah headed for Israel?
Article on Geneva, Switzerland and an embassy for space aliens
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920516-2b

920516-2b
October 3, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MAITREYA, TEACHERS, TRUTH AND DISCERNMENT
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Maitreya, Teachers, Truth and Discernment
00:42 Adversary does not care how you breed; pure mind control, mind warping, mis-focusing and
distraction
03:27 Spielberg and George Lucas have been exposed to the Truth
07:27 We must get over church doctrine
09:27 Is space-man that far ahead of us?
11:17 Without deviation, without hesitation, Hatonn is of God
13:49 Maitreya simply means God; Christ, Sananda is a state of being
14:38 You must decide what is valid and what is invalid
14:52 Use the guidelines written within your soul
16:13 Maitreya and what is projected
18:30 Reading of material on Maitreya
24:43 Age of Aquarius is a new age term and is not sent forth by God; a coined phrase utilized by New Agers
25:31 Sananda is interested in your soul
28:24 If any man proclaims himself to be Christ in physical format, he is false
29:09 There will be many teachers, some valid, many false
34:14 You need the Truth and you need God and that is all
35:47 His name was Esu Jmmanuel, it was not Jesus
37:31 Names have very little importance as such
40:04 To whom do you give these tithes?
43:48 It is the intent within the heart that has any merit at all to God
44:38 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920516-3a

920516-3a
October 17, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHAT IS MAN? WHO ARE YOU? WHAT ARE YOU?
TIME
00:00
01:33
02:23
02:40
03:42
06:51
07:29
07:56
11:12
16:14
19:06
22:19
24:36
24:42
26:02
30:06
30:36
31:59
32:12
32:42
38:39

SUBJECT
What Is Man? Who Are You? What Are You?
When God told you He created you in His image, that image is pure unadulterated Light
You are the Church of God
LDS Church readings and questions
The guides of the lower energy forms must refer to the higher knowing ones
There is only one way to know if Hatonn brings Truth, and that is to test it
Only you will decide if this is of God or the adversary
Did Jesus die on the cross?
How errors are transmitted
If you contradict the doctrines of the church, it is going to be unacceptable
God brings truth to all ones and He brings it at no requirement--none
There are no angels who minister to this earth but those who do belong or have belonged to it
If God would send unto one, He would send unto all
In the ending there is only One; you again become one with God
The only protection you have is to give unto God enough time to hear the truth against that day
All you need is to come into balance and knowing within self, for every soul birthed knows
At some point man comes into his knowingness of that which is right and that which is wrong
The heart knows the truth of the Laws of God and Creation
All other falls into doctrines of church groups
To come into knowing requires responsibility of discernment
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920516-3b

920516-3b
October 17, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE TEMPLE OF GOD
TIME
00:00
01:30
02:19
03:25
04:19
05:21
06:54
08:12
12:30
16:05
22:43
24:02
24:18
27:34
28:38
29:11
29:33
32:15
33:41
38:23
39:34
39:50
40:51
43:15

SUBJECT
The Temple of God
Black men were not considered equal to white men
The Laws of Creation are those laws which stand forever unchanged
Hatonn is not here to put down any church, except the church of satan
Study the doctrine of all churches
Darkness will not stand in the presence of Light
There is only one church; it is within thine heart
The Mormon Church
Tithing
It is God that man must come into balance with
Today we talk of a traitor as a Judas
Judah Iscarioth remained the closest friend that the Master Teacher ever had
It was not he who hanged himself, but Judas Iharioth
Sin and error are transgressions against the Laws of God
Experience, read and study it all and then allow Truth to find its way
God will allow any man to do anything in the physical; it is a free-will planet
God allows, God does not force, He does not coerce
Tithing in monetary value is of man
God requires no rituals which need be kept secret
The Bible has been mistranslated on every subject
Some of you came by way of Mars
Most of the planets in the solar system have been inhabited at one time or another
You are an energy form; you are not the body
END OF MEETING

920523-1a
October 24, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GROUND CREW DIRECTION, ETC.
TIME
00:00
01:20
05:06
06:10
09:15
10:37
12:16
13:31
15:25
17:52
19:00
22:34
23:12
27:18
28:24
30:29
31:15
32:31
38:18
39:45
40:28
46:37

SUBJECT
Ground Crew Direction, etc.
The waiting will pay off; service returned 100-fold
God knows you can do it
Ones feeling a tug to their destiny with God
If pressures aren't put upon you, you don't act
John Coleman has been used badly
The running of the Liberator
This is not a cult, a church, or a subversive group
Jobs established according to talent
Desperate people do desperately foolish things
When opportunity is right to make changes, it will be offered
Reason will command audience and Truth will not be put down for very long
Your shield is up, your veil is up and you must re-remember
The etheric state is the most productive state of beingness as far as soul growth and experience is
concerned
Just because you pick up a voice in your ear or Ouija board, be careful
Spirit may cling to body for a period of 3 days
Many troubled spirits will not make it past the astral plane
They have no ability to reason in earth-bound plane
Do not judge your job by what another does
Hold strong in your intent, and the way will open to you
As the bombardment of the energies increase, you must make the effort to make the way smoother
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920523-1b

920523-1b
October 24, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
IT IS AN INCREDIBLE TIME TO BE ALIVE
TIME
00:00
01:27
02:50
03:17
04:12
04:16
08:46
09:34
11:26
12:46
13:59
14:54
17:25
19:55
21:09
23:19
24:20
25:35
27:45
29:30
40:52
42:12
45:09

SUBJECT
It Is an Incredible Time To Be Alive
Don't distance yourself from God, that is your problem
What "Grandfather" represents
Your children can read your confusion long before they can speak
Whatever lights your heart, is what God is
He will project to you in any form you need
Hatonn took Dharma aboard ship--she was totally at home
On two occasions, Dharma refused to return to the earth plane
Truth will always serve your purpose
Dharma could also remember her own creation
Many of you are directly from Pleiades
Sometimes you see sparkly things fly by--these are the fragments of the Photon Belt
NASA and Moon landings
Pat Robertson is fully integrated, totally in service to the Israeli Mossad
The Israelis furnished the money to bid on Associated Press
You already had moon bases, and the Russians took them out
You are not dealing with anything that is reasonable
Reaction to entry into the Photon Belt
Will we need a gold testing machine?
Letter from Dan Barnaby of Sedona, Arizona read
Letter to Hatonn from 8-year old Chela Andrew read
Discussion regarding Robert Martyr, a mentally disturbed gentleman
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920523-2a

920523-2a
October 24, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOU ARE COMING HOME TO GOD
TIME
00:00
00:30
05:29
08:10
11:56
13:15
15:00
17:54
18:18
18:50
20:25
21:07
21:30
21:42
22:00
22:37
22:43
23:00
23:16
24:21
24:25
24;32

SUBJECT
You Are Coming Home To God
Hatonn continues reading letter from Robert Martyr
He wanted to run ads in the Liberator
He shot three "scum-punks"
He thinks if he gets all the facts, he will believe
If he cannot see that it is incorrect to shoot anybody to death, he has missed his direction in life
When ones turn away from God, we honor it
Listen within, just quiet yourself and listen within
Transformation is light energy influx, absorption of Light to blood
The crystalline brain is the receiver of Light energy from God and Creation
Changing life structure which begins with your blood
You will experience panic as you begin to dissolve and the blood begins to stay
In the transferring back and forth, often these bubbles will plug the ears
It takes time for the air to re-absorb
You have changed into a Photon body in a Light form
To have breath removed is to us, death
It is increased at the moment of dispersion, because you will watch yourself dissolving
Only knowledge can give you comfort and allow you freedom to make this transition
You ones are now coming and going regularly
You are coming home to God
Hatonn is not going to leave without us
END OF MEETING

920530-1a
January 3, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE DIVINE PLAN (Journal 50, Chapter 1)
TIME
00:00
01:03
02:09
03:30
05:56
08:57
09:20
10:04
11:00
13:47
14:20
16:19
18:56
20:14
21:01
22:23
24:21
26:15
28:07
30:28
31:50
32:50
35:14
38:02
41:30
43:33
44:23

SUBJECT
The Divine Plan (Journal 50, Chapter 1)
ET's are here-Understanding continuity of instruction
Set your intent--past/future, centering self, listening
Your ticket home
Understanding that which has pulled you down
Rising of the Phoenix
Oral traditions bring Truth
Atlantis--what and why--Lemuria
Mastering the third dimension
Abuse of spiritual power
Georgia Guidestones--unearthing history
The Philippines: keys of transition, reformation, and rebuilding of Shan
Bird people
Atlantis-Lemuria--will we fail again to move forward?
Another change--Divine Plan based on infinite intelligence and will of God
Revolution of our solar system--Great Cycle Orbit
The age of understanding and higher knowledge
Understand cosmic consciousness--cycles
About other planets in our solar system
Communications between planets prior to fall
Do not doubt--There is a Divine Plan
Awakening
Unlearning the false
Adversary attempts to get on "the inside" to garner wealth and knowledge
Abundance will come in proper sequence
DIVINE PLAN CONTINUES ON TAPE 920530-1b

920530-1b
January 5, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE DIVINE PLAN (Edited Version, Journal 50, Chapter 2)
TIME
00:00
01:01
05:12
06:56
08:45
12:01
13:01
14:17
16:45
21:54
23:38
26:35
29:29
31:24
31:45
35:05
39:44
43:29
44:48

SUBJECT
The Divine Plan (Edited Version, Journal 50, Chapter 2)
The infinite--circle of infinity--sequence of events, endings, beginnings--circle of endless time
Christ Circle
Illusion of self and world come to an end
Knowledge, truth, knowing, returning into wholeness unto Source
Photon Light
Egypt--Aton--Light
Why was the Library at Alexandria destroyed?
Lies in writings--truth abides in memories
Knowledge is like a magnet, draws more knowledge to itself
The Brucheum, Museum of Antiquities
Temple of Serapis
Khazarian writings
The three disasters--libraries were not deliberately burned
Caesar, Cleopatra (Queen of the Sun), Mark Antony
Subsequent destructions for political reasons
Greater tragedy was the loss of factual fragments of history--Mayans
Alexander, Alexandria and the Khazars
DIVINE PLAN CONTINUES ON TAPE 920530-2a

920530-2a
January 8, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE DIVINE PLAN (Continued)
TIME
00:00
00:48
02:22
03:46
05:23
08:27
10:36
11:21
14:13
17:42
19:45
22:05
24:46
26:39
33:47
37:48
41:57
43:48

SUBJECT
The Divine Plan (Continued)
Cooperation and survival based on Truth
We who come from the sky--angels, Bird Tribes, higher selves, hoksedas, spirits of the stars, etc.
The complete human partnership is spirit/ego
We are sent to return your human circuitry unto its Creator and again into Knowing
Ego-ruled human beings about to be joined by their spirit-world counterparts--Us
Our spiritual intelligence is the missing dimension, the rejected aspect of your wholeness
It is your ego that makes your fear
Ego reflection
Understanding--love
When fear was enthroned as the God at the source of human motivation
You cannot find self outside of self--Firebird
Time of receiving the Great White roots of Peace
The Great Distinction--Tonal--Nagual--Great Line--Original Creators of Life--the great treasure
Individuals who have sought unsuccessfully to find this vast wealth
The real treasures...secret of overcoming death
Lessons of "management"
DIVINE PLAN CONTINUES ON TAPE 920530-2b

920530-2b
January 22, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE DIVINE PLAN (Continued)
TIME
00:00
01:47
05:04
09:10
10:57
12:35
14:23
16:10
17:33
19:17
20:32
22:33
26:41
28:33
29:32
30:28
31:47
33:10
38:02
41:00
43:00
44:24

SUBJECT
The Divine Plan (Continued)
Hearing the CALL
Shielding--custodian--guardians
Time for the "PLAN" to come into fruition
Many places where the "treasures" are kept
Turn to physical and miss the boat
The man of God shall always wear an open mind
All has been written in the Journals that you need
Mother Mary--messages
Fatima--the children giving the messages
The Photon Belt--3 days of light or darkness
Part of the "testing"--passing the "ULTIMATE TEST", temptations
Moving into the time of great change--energy belt
Proper sequence of events for the Plan 2000
Have craft now that exceeds the speed of sound and reach speed of light almost instantly
Politicians are playing the game
Programs--projects--rebuilding
Bank National--rebuild in Iraq--cash to Israel--misuse of funds
Photon, major curiosity--null time--many transitions made
Elite want to make their killing during photon experience
Massive population reduction
END OF MEETING TAPE

920601-1a
October 25, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PLACES IN-BETWEEN
TIME
00:00
00:52
11:24
12:51
13:45
16:30
18:55
20:13
21:42
23:16
25:08
27:31
28:34
29:20
29:53
30:30
34:51
36:56
38:24
45:28
46:23

SUBJECT
Places In-Between
Move into discernment regarding information coming forward
Great change coming--earth business--God business--confusion
Defining relationship with America West Publishers
The time is now for using skills acquired from past incarnations
Speaking of the 6 million lost in the holocaust and intent of the Elite to destroy additional millions and
shut down truth
"Committee of 300" by John Coleman, one of many such books
What can we do? Still opportunity to turn it about
The Divine Plan and places in-between
I, Hatonn have the biggest space ship around--my people will not be left
Satan has taken your world--man MUST see it
We will have a place for the children to learn
Keeping company with the elite--not good
There is no point in hoarding money
Developer of dome construction met personally with George Bush Sr.--in secret
Your President is informed about the Photon Belt
Testing Auroras--photon-powered craft; they have created a different form of energy--passage of nonlinear time; Philadelphia Experiment
We are caught in a time-space continuum
They want control of all our natural resources--and have ways of massively destroying us all
Army tanks on railroad cars in Las Vegas come via Mexico and are Russian built
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920601-1b

920601-1b
November 7, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HOME SWEET HOME
TIME
00:00
00:35
01:34
04:15
09:40
12:40
13:26
14:43
16:01
17:42
20:10
21:20
22:53
28:53
30:47
32:13
35:41
38:23
39:00
40:24
43:06
44:39
46:25

SUBJECT
Home Sweet Home
Riots set up by Maoists as a test
Stealth bomber, SR71, Aurora, Blackbirds
Vandenberg Air Force Base launches on average, a missile a day
Love is the guiding force
The future is only the past entered through a different door
Recognize the truth of your lineage
Do not shut door on your own journey home
New Age destroyers
Job 38-31, Pleiades; Amos 5-8, Orion--cluster of suns
The singular most common denominator is the cluster of the Seven Suns (sons)-Home of God
2690 BC, Emperor of China with consultants from Pleiades originated medium of currency exchange,
acupuncture
Hopi, Chukokan (phonetic), Cree, Lakota, Sioux, Navajo descended from the Pleiades or Seven Sisters
Red road is the path of truth; Osage, Iroquois
1980-81 tribal leaders, medicine men made exodus to Canton and Zurich to meet with a being from the
Seven Sisters
Hermes, Thomas Gold, Lucretius 99-55 BC, Dr. Felix Zigel, Javiar Garzon, Johannes
Lyra, Ring Nebula, referred to as Eye of God
Central storehouse remains intact in Philippines
Grey men
Earth became a prison planet eons ago
Working within Cosmic Law
Day of reckoning--God prepared a place for you
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920601-2a

920601-2a
January 22, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE AGE OF KALI
TIME
00:00
01:05
01:40
02:20
04:03
05:00
06:51
10:07
10:30
11:56
12:24
13:29
14:05
14:57
15:53
16:09
21:50
26:17
28:05
29:46
30:57
45:22

SUBJECT
The Age of Kali
You are not deserted--we are among you
Dark side deals with physical senses
Much reference to self
Don't assume one is the other--America West is not Hatonn
Book--The Committee of 300
George Green--Asket, from Dal Universe, Semjase
Tape interruption, Side B of Tape 3
Be discerning, don't confuse speakers with authors, be gentle
Word goes forth to summon those waiting for a call
You have to see what is wrong and purpose of journey
Your entire planet has become Sodom
The elite know of changes--Photon Belt--want complete control
Space war--you have succumbed to the lie
You shall individually stand before God in judgment
Hatonn describes the four virtues of the Lakota Sioux
You have been told of what is to come
Man must always come into Truth
Cleansing of the earth
You need only to take my hand
Hatonn speaks of the Age of Kali
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920601-2b

920601-2b
November 15, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE AGE OF KALI (CONTINUED)
TIME
00:00
0:27
01:10
01:22
08:11
08:42
10:17
11:05
12:14
12:48
13:10
13:55
15:57
17:50
19:18
20:25
22:04
23:17
26:50
32:17
34:53
41:01
42:57
46:00

SUBJECT
The Age of Kali (Continued)
We are dwelling in the final age of Kali (chaos)
"Take heed that no one lead you astray, many will come in my name saying that I am He"
Wars and rumors of wars
Interruption in tape----4th virtue
I Am that you might be
Interruption in tape---list of projects
Confusion will be more oppressive to you
Let the children tell you what they did last night
You are sent back to the planet to fulfill your mission
Break in the meeting
Back on the Air
FEMA, Mr. S, puppet of Mr. Kissinger and Brzezinski
Pat Robertson on Larry King; Ross Perot is friend of Rockefeller
Gorbachev, Protocols, Masonry
Bush, meeting at Camp David where he was offered protection--Skull and Bones Society
Evil defined
George Green--tanks in Las Vegas
Oath of Skull and Bones
Blocking Truth--asking for protection
Everything comes in logical order
Lindsay Williams
Rapture--we have made contact with ETs
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920601-3a

920601-3a
January 21, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PLANNING AND GROWING
TIME
00:00
00:10
01:51
03:25
04:03
05:04
06:20
07:05
08:18
12:20
14:21
16:03
17:37
20:50
22:58
33:29
34:50
36:04
37:12
39:54
40:19
41:30
45:45

SUBJECT
Planning and Growing
"Out there" is space--you don't see heaven, God is an ET, we are ET's to Pleiades
Products of chaos--90,000 freaks of nature with no goals
People must separate speaker/writer from the author
Be careful of voted in laws of church regarding God
Massive incredible awakening--ascending--descending
No one wants to live beyond a certain age
Set up your life in a corporation
List of what we must do, projects, etc.
Must learn to tend to your own business
We are going to get a remnant through
Plans of the elite--photon belt--things get better for us, not others
They are not ready to pull everything down
Wars, uprisings--Maoist-trained--businesses to be different
Tehachapi Product List
You will have what you need when you need it
This place, before it is over, will be an island
First make a self-sustaining business base--establish a work ethic
"They" already have plans for those bases--don't want an uprising--United Nations Army
"They" cannot stand the Light and the Truth--keep yourself shielded
Denial
Get right with GOD--get out the "WORD"
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920601-3b

920601-3b
January 22, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CHILD OFFERS HATONN A PARKING PLACE
TIME
00:00
00:03
01:58
04:36
17:47
19:19
19:37

SUBJECT

Child Offers Hatonn a Parking Place
Lee, Audrey and God's response
Audrey will have her convalescent/retirement home--contact information
Mother of seven children expresses her thanks to Hatonn--Journals
That is what it is about, to see the perfection that others would say is imperfect
Space brothers that are here for us have their lonely moment of homesickness
Bo Gritz asks, is there any "right" religion--he has been sealed in the Temple of the "Mormon" club
based on Free Masonry
21:51 Values have been offered to these children, not forced down their throats
22:31 END OF MEETING

920604-1a
February 1, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HATONN WILL NAME NAMES...NEXT TIME
TIME
00:00
01:06
02:34
06:05
07:30
09:04
19:13
21:46
25:22
26:15
27:50
29:57
30:45
32:30
34:37
36:04
39:06
40:07
44:40
45:34

SUBJECT
Hatonn Will Name Names...Next Time
You will have a collapsed world
Hatonn sets people straight regarding gossip
Outlining cosmic order—Sumar (Sumaria)--Mesopotamia--Iraq--Epic of Creation
Todays writing--letter from T.D.
Hatonn's response to T.D.--Walter Russell--George Green
Why can't we be kind to one another?
No more martyrs
How are we to get funding?
We are not going to stop the Liberator
Corporations--Nevada--new concepts in business
Time to give up things of childhood
You are to build a new world structure--the remnant must be
We come bringing God and the Christ--WE ARE THE HOSTS
If you perceive a problem--talk about it
Some of the CIA are planted among you
Hatonn will sit on the board of everything we do
Government has been nasty to you--they know all about that photon belt
Mark and Claire Prophet
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920604-1b

920604-1b
February 3, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHAT GOD HAS TO PUT UP WITH
TIME
00:00
00:50
02:16
02:56
06:50
08:12
10:00
12:30
14:36
15:05
16:10
20:50
22:42
27:29
30:59
32:15
33:41
35:57

SUBJECT

What God Has To Put Up With
Back in time there was a civilization from Marduk
ETs first appearance on earth documented by the Sumerians
Black race were created robotoids used for slave labor to mine gold for preservation of their planet
God decided one morning to create Light--and so He did
What is that large planet coming toward earth?
Elite know about coming planet--won't tell us
In knowing Truth we become free
CIA intervention in Korea, integrated with KGB and Mossad
British control--enemy equipment in our country
Keep records--scatter money about--use it to its fullest potential
We all have to grow--Hatonn has to grow
We have a young civilization
Celebrate life--get Word out to everyone
Bloodlines mean nothing, know what does have meaning
You must learn from experience--you answer only to self
Hatonn states that we are his family
A guest asks about UFO sighting in the Philippines--Hatonn speaks about ETs in Shasta and the
evacuation
40:57 Much has been moved out of Shasta to the Philippines
44:04 Identical teachings exist in the Philippines
45:36 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920604-2a

920604-2a
February 5, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ACCEPTING RESPONSIBILITY
TIME
00:00
01:03
03:32
04:21
05:30
07:51
08:29
11:40
12:16
13:52
16:02
17:38
18:40
19:17
19:47
21:52
25:42
39L22
31:26

SUBJECT
Accepting Responsibility
Responsibility comes with talent for visioning--use caution because you (specifically) are watched
There is a connection with the work here and work in the Philippines
Every one of you can hear the call--pay attention
Question: Are elections rigged? Absolutely!
Take the power and the control and change the entire scenario
Why Hatonn does not give dates for coming events
Pay attention to the signs--be prepared
The adversary is required to give you signs
Keep security around you, light shields and plasmic security blanket
Question regarding Galileo space probe and a controlled asteroid headed for earth
While attempting to shoot an asteroid, we brought down a Soviet cosmosphere
Evil will not be allowed in the cosmos
Each major cycle, there is opportunity to come into balance and join the HU-man brotherhood--each
time we have failed
In 1987, earth moved into her higher frequency
Why is earth a prison planet?
Absence of God
Are/were you a Christ?
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920604-2b

920604-2b
February 8, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PATIENCE
TIME
00:00
00:49
01:47
02:34
03:44
07:35
09:27
10:56
13:28
14:38
16:53
17:40
19:16
19:33
22:24
23:09
23:53
24:19
31:12

SUBJECT
Patience
You are waiting for signs of the times
Assumptions--prepare for receiving
Wally Gentleman
Belief--trust--patience--have a plan
Silence is best approach--relationship building
Col. Bo Gritz in Cambodia
You are worthy or you would not have been chosen for service
It is hell on earth--no joy
Expression of gratitude--Hatonn gives honor to Don
Hatonn brings remembering capabilities to us
You needed your past experiences to be here where you are now
Truth is
Service
The elder brother must guide the younger
We can see craft every night, they are out there
Evil is locked on this planet
Church of Scientology--says it all but....
END OF MEETING

920606-1a
February 10, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GETTING IT TOGETHER
TIME
00:00
03:18
03:31
08:37
09:37
12:04
12:27
24:45
26:07
27:30
29:30
29:42
30:25
30:50
33:23
35:07
38:57
41:21
53:06

SUBJECT
Getting It Together
Great things are beginning to happen
Must show the world a better way and be knowledgeable with what has gone before
You do need the wherewithal for survival on this planet
Corporations in Canada and elsewhere
When you ask God for help--expect an answer
Tape starts over
Lee asked and her desire was answered--be careful what you ask for--place it for highest good
How many of you have done the little things I asked you to do?
The Liberator stays in Tehachapi with Ed Young as editor
Gorbachev had Sipapu Odyssey before we started writing
You need to come into balance with your heritage and how your world began--creation and evolution
Waters in the firmament--above and below
Best records come out of Sumar (Iraq) about our beginnings
Room full of people, you cannot see who came to hear--TAPE BY HATONN
THE PHOTON BELT
Turn off the tape--Hatonn asks that we ponder what we are hearing about the Photon Belt
Document in L.A. Times regarding spacecraft to view hidden light of the universe
MEEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920606-1b

920606-1b
February 15, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DISTORTIONS OF TRUTH
TIME
00:00
00:05
01:30
03:24
03:57

SUBJECT

Distortions of Truth
Andean world--Pleiades cluster--seven sheep (seven sisters)
Letter to an editor regarding media under Zionist control (pro-Israeli)
Hatonn NOT anti-Jewish
1968 in Vietnam the "Tet" offensive took place--Hatonn reads an account--Afghanistan--Gorbachev-lies printed in press versus reality
11:24 New World Order--President Bush--United Nations
14:04 Hatonn reads and comments: Vice President Dan Quayle speech--Murphy Brown--New World Order-Protocols--media distortion
29:27 MEEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920606-2a

920606-2a
February 16, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SHORT BUT SWEET
TIME
00:00
00:35
04:21
05:51
08:13
09:19
09:48

SUBJECT
Short But Sweet
The Liberator--discuss ways of growing--needs to be a clearing house
We are the Hosts sent in preparation for the Master Teacher
Those who carry dirty laundry--reason for Dharma wearing dark glasses
Magnificent plan unfolding
The one gift given to man is FREEDOM OF WILL
MEETING CONTINUES ON 920606-2b

920606-2b
February 16, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CRITICAL INFORMATION
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Critical Information
02:12 Debt, interest, income tax; article on deficit, our debt is four trillion
06:26 We are in a depression--given conjured figures, industries moved elsewhere
09:24 Investment affects productivity, and subsequently, standard of living
11:23 Get out of debt by rescinding Federal Reserve--repudiate all debt
13:56 Talk of resuming nuclear weapons testing
15:37 Radiation in northeast UK has risen 50%
19:04 We are entering Photon Belt in near future
20:31 New World Order article with comments
23:29 You live in a human world--DO NOT LET GO OF LIGHTED SHIELD
26:20 Specific biblical verses that apply to now
28:40 We give from Old Sumerian text
30:07 Examiner (scandal sheet) article on UFO's
38:20 God gets all the blame--wait till He gets here!
39:40 Communism is not dead--the Beast of Revelations is communism, Dragon is China
43:51 Bush took out Strategic Air Command, Soviets can hit all major airports
46:06 Cosmic connections in the Bible
50:11 Corporations explained, management, etc.
01:00:01
Go within and get your own Truth about future
01:04:57
More information based on Sumerian texts--explains the rapture--crucifixion--Christ
01:10:23
Christ as Savior--higher Light of Photon experience--souls
01:14:56
Seeing Christ requirements--frequencies--fourth dimensional receiving
01:19:50
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920606-3a

920606-3a
February 17, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BEAM ME UP SCOTTIE
TIME
00:00
00:12
02:42
04:43
06:09
06:53
11:09
12:47
13:56
14:49
16:04
16:34
18:23
20:48
22:34
25:18
27:55
28:15
29:27

SUBJECT
Beam Me Up Scottie
If you make it to the "cloud"
Ashtar Command--Commander Ashtar
Our planet can be encapsulated if need be due to nuclear activity
You must confront self--you will go to level of growth you have achieved--God is just
The Teacher came as a messenger to tell you "there is no death"
Go somewhere where they are just giving you "Be", "Be", and "Be"
Our mission is to GET THE WORD OUT
The Photon Belt will probably arrive on time--null time
This is the ending of the Great Cycle--time to grow up
Ashtar will be the ONE in command of evacuation
Hatonn has over a million craft in his own command
It will be total chaos--Reticulan beings
Hatonn does not care if we disagree--He came to bring information
Equal space prepared for all, including Earth herself
It is not mystical--we are unveiling the mysteries
Light beam 100s of miles high
Rapture will be a big day
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920606-3b

920606-3b
February 18, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BEAMS--PHOTONS—FREQUENCIES
TIME
00:00
00:13
01:45
03:18
03:49
06:20
07:54
09:02
11:14
12:30
13:33
14:37
15:55
18:00
19:54
26:54
28:54
29:30

SUBJECT
Beams--Photons--Frequencies
Why focus is on Tehachapi, the Philippines
GOD POWER
Hatonn knows he can "fix it"--he will not
Photon Belt regarding the animals--God tends the animals--some will transition, others will already be
aboard ship
Dr. Fred Bell only has contact with his EGO
You are going to have to DISCERN
There are millions of energies in Hatonn's spaces--these ones sort themselves out
You ate of the tree of disinformation--read everything
Hatonn invited many from the UFO community here who did not show up
George and Desiree speak at many gatherings
Hatonn says "I will not change one iota--I will never bend--I share this command with the "Commander
in Chief"
Changing your frequencies during the time of the Photon Belt and knowledge will be greatly opened to
you
Governments have schemes for this time
Guest comments on Hatonn's information and offers his own information regarding Tesla and the UFO
community--there is nothing new, Hatonn agrees
If you had studied all the information we have given, you would have earned up to 25 college degrees
Mutilations--abductions
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920606-4a

920606-4a
February 19, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A GUEST SPEAKS OUT AND GETS A WARNING
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 A Guest Speaks Out and Gets A Warning
00:39 What you see is not what you have regarding Dharma
01:30 No one can understand all the information--we write for many, the curious, scientist, non-believers,
UFO buffs, etc.
02:38 Work of God will not bring great wealth
04:10 They will want to sue you--George and Desiree
06:41 You will not get to God if you do not understand the material
08:16 The UFO community
10:45 The Liberator is a conduit for the word--those who would plant a lie in it will reap the consequences
12:20 Tesla brought forward much that the adversary will not let you have
12:50 Robotoids, gene exchange, download memories—soul-less beings
15:13 Government plans for terrorizing us
16:19 Hitler had the right idea--he went to the Antarctic
18:50 Hatonn's ability to protect us--Kissinger carries the Liberator with him
20:00 Guest lays out specific information he wants on this tape to share with his friends and have Hatonn back
him up--Hatonn warns him of danger
30:51 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920606-4b

920606-4b
February 25, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FACING RESPONSIBILITY
TIME
00:00
00:15
02:41
04:56
06:25
08:05
08:55
10:22
10:50
12:07
13:31
19:40

SUBJECT
Facing Responsibility
It only matters WHAT you think
Anyone is welcome here that has an open mind
Solar x-rays are dangerous: they are photons and sunblockers will not stop them
Ashtar and Sananda have serious missions
The play is Divine--the plan is Divine
Will there be warning before the Photon Belt arrives?
Summer maneuvers
"They" said they would light up the sky, create a star, "they" can do it
Creating a shield of the Christ light--how it protects
As things begin to happen, you will panic--wise now to take precautions--will you have enough faith?
END OF MEETING

920613-1a
March 3, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
COSMIC CONNECTIONS
TIME
00:00
01:46
04:26
08:01
09:49
15:24
19:59
21:03
23:09
24:30
24:42
28:12
37:40
38:42
39:15
41:10
42:37

SUBJECT
Cosmic Connections
Making good legal progress on the property
Ronald Reagan, George Bush, Sr., William Clark--Dench Doom Doctrine
We have a 30-day stay--Constitutional Law Center making an impact
Lee, with her 10 dogs, will not be coming to Tehachapi
The Enz family will be moving to the Turner place
George and Desiree moving to Carson City, Nevada; Father Cleary will go to the Philippines/Hong
Kong to investigate information for Hatonn
The Philippines is where the "New City" will rise
There is interaction with cosmic objects--the Atmospherians, Nephilim--Cosmic Command--Galactic
Federation Fleet
Planned pickup of Ed and Mike diverted
New dome shaped buildings based on the eight directions
Ed speaks about the places of the lion and he and Mike's journey
Hatonn interjects information concerning different "clues" that show up
Again Hatonn warns about keeping the mouth shut or they cannot come
Complications of moving monies/products from physical to invisible explained
Imelda Marcos--money--wealth
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920613-1b

920613-1b
March 7, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GOOD--BAD—INDIFFERENT
TIME
00:00
00:26
01:03
02:27
04:11
05:27
10:20
15:34
16:33
18:42
22:26
23:23
24:40
26:22
28:00
37:40
39:40
40;25
41:38

SUBJECT
Good--Bad--Indifferent
Three parties are working on funding, some from Europe
Business in Nevada--businesses will be structured in a new way
Multiple investors and projects--borrowing--going in the hole
The government knows we are in Nevada and would even help us
Ed was going to Memphis, Rick was going to Colorado--they didn't go--Hatonn's tale of the two--Ed
comments
Mike continues to describe their travel in the Philippines--dome housing--Atmospherians
If you want to know what a Pleiadian looks like, turn and look to your right or left
Blocking your ability to receive
Tehachapi has grown into a bilious town
Massive event planned for the fourth of July
Scientists know about the Photon Belt and are rushing to build photon storage cells
Georgia Guidestones made from green granite which came from the South African tectonic plate
Tiamat headed here again
George Green states we may attack Russia--Nevada to change corporation laws--The Liberator-business in Nevada
Intent is to hook up with Skylink to reach more people without censoring
Semites came right over on Tiamat
More people turning to God--Sananda is the God coming back to your place
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920613-2a

920613-2a
March 14, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SHAMBALLA GROUP
TIME
00:00
01:40
03:40
05:15
05:02
06:48
23:20
24:10
24:52
29:38
30:25
34:30
35:20
37:09
39:50
41:01
42:01
42:45

SUBJECT
Shambala (Shambhala) Group
God wants to do it "YOUR" way
Methods of giving
Testing Hatonn
The message of Sandy Enz reached the four corners of the nation
As a result, a person from the Shambala Group wrote Hatonn--a very moving letter follows
Hatonn comments on groups such as this scattered over the world
Was Doreal wrong? No. His concept was just and correct
Members of that group are in a vipers pit--only truth can help--Hatonn comments about situation--group
does not want truth to get out
You can measure everything you are told by the Laws of God and Creation
Hatonn speaks of close friend to some here, who were devastated by his group when they kicked him
out, now hesitant about sitting with Hatonn
Why move to another place?
Take responsibility--don't hurt ones spiritually
Dharma leads a very isolated life
God is total abundance
The minute Dharma denied God, WHAM, "they" bombed the house
Gossip is as human as being alive--better watch yourself
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920613-2b

920613-2b
March 24, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MANY LESSONS
TIME
00:00
01:15
04:40
05:08
05:20
07:50
08:28
11:10
12:15
15:44
18:55
21:03
23:24
25:38
35:11
41:51

SUBJECT
Many Lessons
Good versus evil necessary to learn--need balance
You are lied to constantly
Are you going to make it?
Shambala (Shambhala): a city in the inner earth 600 miles down--are you on the inner side of earth?
What are you? Where are you?
Hopi know they came from the inner earth--plan to return there at death
Importance of myths and symbols--cycles--cataclysms--catastrophes
Dealing with Creation
Life is what you do with your Soul
How to get your job done
You are chosen--you are not elite, you are elected
You can make gas glow as in neon light
Connection with God--proper timing
Desiree asks about the bigger picture of connection of Nevada and Tehachapi
About sleep--Germain requires you in bed by 10:00 pm and begin work by 10:30--Hatonn by midnight-much work done in the sleep state
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920613-3a

920613-3a
March 25, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
REALITY THROUGH ILLUSION
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Reality through Illusion
00:05 Continuation of sleep--#1 mental work--coming back into body and #2-work being done in physical
state--disintegration and reassembling. Problems during evacuation--the bends
03:47 Bring back memories from the dream state--changes between two dimensions
06:04 There are no shortcuts to the three levels of consciousness
09:14 David Copperfield knows how to be in other dimensions
11:14 Astral travel--meditation
15:00 Photon Belt--dangerous information--a massive cover-up
23:05 Light form appears, what is it? Sign of going into Light
24:49 You are a thought projection moving toward reality
25:03 Seeing reality through the illusion--Ozone holes are good for you
27:24 Suspending gold particles in atmosphere
29:11 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920613-3b

920613-3b
March 25, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A BROADER VIEW
TIME
00:00
00:06
02:17
03:20
04:01
04:57
06:00
07:04
07:24
07:50
09:01
12:00
13:42
16:30
17:26
17:40
18:30
21:07
23:09
27:11
27:52

SUBJECT
A Broader View
Gold, molecular gold, planet Nibiru
When we can travel to other planets, we will mine space
Lead--we can make anything out of it
Volcanoes--the why and where
Need to understand the concept of how Earth was formed
After passing through the Photon Belt we come into higher knowing--time of cleansing--billions will not
make it
Evacuation is not a lie
Rapture is God's commitment to come for His people
You better get with God or you will be left
Harmonic reciprocal
We need rain in Tehachapi--your government controls the weather
You planet was created out of Tiamat which was a water planet
Where did all the people come from?
We cannot continue as we are
Pangea or Pan
Great times of chaos
Venus and other planets
What is Holy Spirit?
Photon Belt on fire
END OF MEETING

920621-1a
March 31, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE WORLD WE LIVE IN
TIME
00:00
01:14
03:59
07:50
09:10
11:38
12:25
14:20
15:10
19:20
20:29
25:02
26:00
29:34
34:30
36:00
42:03

SUBJECT
The World We Live In
Living in a dream world--chit/chat
About today's writing
EJ starts the reading: predictions--photon belt--war of nerves--Yeltsin, Gorbachev
Booms over west coast--central banking computer--Basel Switzerland--elite functions in China--cosmospheres now number in the thousands--Russians
Hatonn interrupts: Wilmington Trust--holder of gold
EJ continues: Mt. St. Helens--Nephilim evacuated from Mt. Shasta--particle beam games--moving
industry out of country
New York--cobalt bombs
New Madrid fault--San Andreas fault--major volcanoes in US and other strategic points--space
brotherhood to be blamed--depopulate the planet
Walter Russell material
Basic dimensions
Illusion
Einstein--AIDS--time travelers--reptilian forms
Thirteen month calendar--why the question
Seeing beyond the illusion
It is what it is--excuses--wake up the mind--sensual vs sexual vs spiritual--animal instinct
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920621-1b

920621-1b
April 4, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HATONN NOT YOUR "BELLHOP" IN THE SKY
TIME
00:00
01:24
02:21
05:02
06:20
07:13
10:47
13:34
15:35
17:08
18:40
21:06
24:05
25:43
26:23
28:37
32:35
34:53
36:55
38:26
40:45

SUBJECT
Hatonn Not Your "Bellhop" In The Sky
Be very careful what you ask for--base your decisions on sound reason
Physical plane is the hardest
Read, study, memorize, recite verbatim and have a perception of it or you are not an authority
Most planets have numbers rather than names--created for your experience
If you are truly seeking you will not be able to get this information out of your mind because it is truth
EJ reads yesterday's writing--introspection---suggestions--Hatonn confusing?--dozen ways to impact
null time--staying alive to serve
4th of July plans--you have your own guardian angels
You are in charge of your choices
What are those troops for?
Second writing--disinformation--watch for clues--names of God are used by the adversary--follow
guidelines for truth
Dealing with an enemy
Creator will do what He thinks is just
Where should I be?
The Philippines, place of the lion
I, Hatonn am head of the Hosts, I represent God
You hold in your hand the only salvation this planet has got as a prayer to make it
Cursing--if I say "god damn" then you better run
Practicing patience
You are old because you expect to be
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920621-2a

920621-2a
April 11, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SHORT QUESTION--LONG ANSWER
TIME
00:00
01:45
03:34
05:25
06:30
07:28
08:42
09:50
11:50
12:20
16:20
18:50
20:40
23:34
25:06
26:50
28:21
29:45
32:55
35:40
34:22
36:57
40:08
41:12
42:46

SUBJECT
Short Question--Long Answer
Putting your animals to sleep and Hatonn offers insightful information for guidance
The Photon Belt to Christness and subjects in-between--photons/electricity--null time
President of the world--Kissinger--Armageddon
Halley's Comet--Temple in Jerusalem
Creationists
Ozone holes--radiated--artificial photon system
Total power--over population
El Dorado treasure--Mother Nature
Gold--Silver--Duponts--Chase Manhattan Bank--Rockefeller
Confrontation--Year 2000--global government--death
Discount God
Ramtha--Mafu--mission--illusion
Christ--India--Rapture--Satan
Eternity in the consciousness
Lost entities--total reign of evil
Christness--a place prepared
Indians--Moslems--Jews--HOW IT IS
Kissinger--Committee of 300--Communism
Gog--Magog--Khazars--UN (blue turbans)--Israeli blue flag
Euphrates River--China--Israel--Turkey
Atomic bomb--Socialistic Fascism
China will precipitate the end
Earthquake from Black Sea across the continent
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920621-2b

920621-2b
April 20, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
REASON AND LOGIC
TIME
00:00
00:11
01:00
06:10
11:14
12:56
14:36
19:30
21:09
27:01
29:40
30:50
33:31
34:00
35:51
37:18
38:29
40:36
42:06

SUBJECT
Reason and Logic
Kissinger is not the top banana
Replication
Null time--use reason to determine your actions
Will a blindfold protect the eyes when Photon Belt arrives?
California earthquake
Photon Belt--uncreated?--null time is a period of nothing--coming into knowing, Truth and God
Everything is within the realm of God's prerogative
Travel during photon experience--facilitating safety for family and friends--Hatonn not responsible for
your decisions
Neither God nor the Master Christos knows when He will set foot on the planet again--your confusion
Assisting others with information--Divine test
Ten thousand years ago the "other" photon experience--at chaos comes destruction and rebirth
Sodom and Gomorrah was a time of chaos
Rain for 40 days--no rain for 2,000 years--upheavals
Body coming toward earth
You will be given clues--will you argue about it?
You are manifested in the physical environment
Why don't you fix it?
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920621-3a

920621-3a
May 1, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HATONN SPEAKS OUT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Hatonn Speaks Out
00:47 Hatonn takes exception to Suzy's question regarding confusion around the Photon Belt information-Leah, Tuella, Tuieta, Sister Thedra, Mafu--ozone holes--Liberator/Journal readers must know what you
are reading--very strong words from Hatonn
11:10 Larry Frank talks to Tuieta's husband regarding Photon Belt--Suzy pushes Hatonn's passion buttons
17:18 Changes in picture of Sananda while preparing for publication in the Liberator--pencil drawing more
accurate
20:37 Atmospherians--2,000 years of Light--come under influence of the seven suns of the Pleiades-neutralization of the globe--becoming photons
25:01 God's remnant has got to make it
25:21 Photon Belt is not a frequency
26:19 Tanks are placed strategically in all major cities--L.A. riots were set up; Asian gangs--panic during null
time
28:55 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920621-3b

920621-3b
May 1, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LIZARD LOOK-ALIKES
TIME
00:00
00:18
02:12
03:32

SUBJECT

Lizard Look-Alikes
What "they" want--manipulate the masses--earthquake scenario
Police officers in L.A. leaving state--prisons put under FEMA
Black helicopters--urban assault tactics--scenario will play out as written--political intrigue--go to rural
areas
07:47 FEMA taken over census taking--Thule Society--many different origins and societal differences-Nephilim brothers, origin of our species--Philippines--undersea guardians--Pleiadians most like us-Reptilian visits
21:00 Thank you expressed by several--placing responsibility
25:36 END OF MEETING

920627-1a
March 11, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HEARING THE CALL
TIME
00:00
02:00
06:09
07:30
07:47
10:38
19:10
20:20
21:13
23:42
24:40
25:20
33:20
34:25
36:48
39:47
42:06
42:56
44:13

SUBJECT
Hearing the Call
Entering next phase of our journey and mission
Honoring and releasing George and Desiree
"Today's Writing" read regarding segments of growth of journey
Passage of 25-year old Paul Andrews
Dharma sat to pen first Journal July 1988, now there are almost 60
End of "Today's Writing"
It is a time of chaos
For every door that shuts, another opens--flourish in quietness of production
Responsibility and the driving need to answer the call
Close to having rewards returned--can go on with your building--time for next step--ones frightened of
change
Business update given by Oberli on Jack Donohue's high-quality, energy-efficient, low cost housing
If you never lose the goal, you will achieve it
Update on Chlorella project and elderly care facility given by Rick
Other business updates
George Merkl (Inventory/Searcher) and Bob James to visit Tehachapi
Hatonn perceives our crossing the Great Barrier around 2011 to 2013
Space program and NASA are a fraud
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920627-1b

920627-1b
March 11, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LET'S HEAR IT FOR GOD
TIME
00:00
00:10
01:00
02:09
05:33
06:53
09:21
10:00
12:11
12:58
15:02
17:44
18:24
19:30
24:59
28:50
30:54
33:24
34:30
36:12
38:40
44:12

SUBJECT
Let's Hear It for God
Hatonn speaks and writes for almost 7 billion people
Study your material, your responsibility is to do for self
Preparation for passage through null time
If unions get out of control--emergency law
Domestic upheaval
Rodney King, a matter of responsibility
The meek shall inherit the earth after adversary has killed themselves off
Groups of beings--we are of Pleiades system
Creation is all--but it too, had to be created
Original pattern of reptilians came from Orion
Left a multitude of soulless beings and negative energy forms
Evil will not be brought into the houses of God
Human being with soul will learn lessons and grow--doesn't matter how long it takes
Eye opening events will begin to happen--moving military and nuclear bombs around
What do you have to offer as an example?
Books--The Immaculate Deception and Committee of 300
Lawsuit regarding Walter Russell material
Journals come forth as a log, magazine, news periodical in truth--cannot copyright truth
As of July 27, all books of the Pleiades Connection will be impounded by court order
George Green shares some information
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920627-2a

920627-2a
March 11, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TIMELESSNESS AND TIME TRAVEL
TIME
00:00
02:36
07:04
10:29
12:06
13:00
14:00
14:13
18:45
21:01
21:48
23:15
24:00
25:00
28:39
29:20
31:30
34:20
36:35
38:22
40:45
44:17

SUBJECT
Timelessness and Time Travel
The motion picture is making strides and progress
Someday humanity will learn its own power of reproduction
God knows your petitions
No one knows the contract of another
How little we know, moment we recognize that, we begin to learn
Don't misunderstand the journey or the goal
Seek your goal, know what it is
Photon Belt, null time can be removed
Bases on the Moon and also Mars
Defense initiative, sky satellites service as the beast to mark, depopulation plans, banking system
completed--debit cards
Plan to shoot down asteroids, Nibiru, Tiamat
Can't shoot down a photon
Philadelphia experiment, time travel
Pleiadians have thrust system, thought projection, easiest time during the Photon Belt
Electromagnetic fields, prana energy grids, scalar beams, ELF waves, woodpecker system
Time travel--frequency--visibility
Meaning of term "one with God"
Sananda is a term, above the learning of a "Christ", Christ is perfection
God and the Creation, God will be a governor, energy, entity to relate to, identify
The Creation is Natural Law, Creator God is total functioning order, Creation is the operating whole,
chaos is of man
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920627-2b

920627-2b
March 11, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CREATION—CREATOR
TIME
00:00
00:10
01:20
01:55
03:00
04:50
05:31
06:14
06:50
07:00
07:34
08:05
09:29
11:25
12:20
13:02
16:09
17:50
21:00
26:15
27:25
28:33
29:15
36:37
38:20

SUBJECT
Creation--Creator
Highest cause, Creator of Creation
Everything presents in duality--male/female
Separate out the Commandments
Your intent within is that which measures you for your passage
You are a perfect little cell mutating
Manifestation process, mind has no place, no time, no space, oneness with Creation
You have created with Creator your environment
It will produce for you what you demand, it will also produce evil for you
Therefore, be careful what you ask for in full intent, as you will get it
Intent must be for the best, and the highest cause
Theory of Creation works in either direction
Placement--judgment--transition
Those who have come from the Higher Realms have a greater responsibility
How will we recognize Jesus when He returns?
Time--space, only sequence of events
What you perceive, is NOT--only Light
Spacecraft size and how it is created
Transition--your responsibility
Humanoids versus human being
Twelve major areas of experience, learning, and growth
Michael is Guardian Angel of peace, harmony, and teacher of earth
Gabriel brought the seed of Immanuel, it was Gabriel's ship!
George and Desiree share before leaving area
END OF MEETING

920628-1a
March 5, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Charles Whitman, Radio Host of KTKK Radio, Salt Lake City, Utah
FLIRTING WITH DISASTER
TIME
00:00
00:10
03:40
05:20
06:50
08:00
10:30
11:47
13:07
14:35
16:00
18:00
22:55
27:10
28:59

SUBJECT

Flirting With Disaster
Introduction
Translator, transmit pulses at 1694.3 short bandwave
Sumerian tablets, Southern Iraq, archives of British Museum of London
Photon Belt, entire solar system revolves around central sun, null time-transition time
Earthquakes, tornados--not accidents
Allies of Soviet Union, communised, socialistic fascism--total control
Foreign troops and tanks
Good portion of congress is bought and paid for
Trying to create first strike against Soviet Union
Utah is one of the strongest in elite cartel
Master Teacher, God, out there somewhere, extraterrestrials
Space shuttle crew, Russian cosmospheres, space platforms, bases on Moon, Mars, shoot partical beams
Government control, Plan 2000
Plan for total global control has always been present, different factions, Khazarian group, reigned for
300 years
29:40 RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 920628-1b

920628-1b
March 5, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Charles Whitman, Radio Host of KTKK Radio, Salt Lake City, Utah
STAR WARS AND BANKING SYSTEM
TIME
00:00
00:10
02:35
02:55
04:02
04:57
06:15
06:42
08:02
10:45
13:15
18:10
22:00
25:50

SUBJECT
Star Wars and Banking System
Saudi oil money, Chase Manhattan-Rockefeller bank, planned to go bankrupt
Fort Knox, no gold, shipped out through Annapolis
Government knows everything about extraterrestrials, Hatonn has personally met with George Bush at
Camp David
Have had flying discs since Hitler, alien technology, most German scientists brought into the United
States
Ability to time travel
Population over 6 billion, point of aids, plagues, depopulation
Love is one thing, behavior is another
Planned to pulverize Los Angeles through liquefaction, the entire coastal area--earthquakes
Australian scientist, Photon Belt, projections
Ozone holes, damaging rays, causing cancer
Phoenix Journals, Pleiades Connection, government going to ban 9 Journals
First Amendment, free speech, media controlled and CNN is the worst
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 920628-2a

920628-2a
March 5, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Charles Whitman, Radio Host of KTKK Radio, Salt Lake City, Utah
THE ADVERSARIAL ROLE
TIME
00:00
02:25
03:15
05:25
10:30
14:07
15:10
17:20
20:00
23:38
25:00
27:55
29:50

SUBJECT
The Adversarial Role
Reason for One World Order--power, greed
Destruction of civilizations, Sodom and Gomorrah, total evil intent
Fault lines, earth upheavals, Utah earthquakes
Given information, confirmation flows in
Recommended books, "The Committee of 300", and "The Immaculate Deception"
Watergate--a conspiracy to cover up
Dark Brotherhood, George Bush, Skull and Bones Society of Yale
Earthquake tampering, ultra violet rays, ozone holes
Arced lights, photon particle beams, Aurora craft
Photon beams you can feel, and energy reaction
Duplication, robotoids built from DNA, DNA blueprint
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 920628-2b

920628-2b
March 5, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Charles Whitman, Radio Host of KTKK Radio, Salt Lake City, Utah
SIGNS OF THE TIMES
TIME
00:00
00:20
01:10
01:50
02:15
05:46
06:50
07:24
08:30
09:10
10:10
11:32
13:10
16:18
19:00
19:40
20:26

SUBJECT
Signs of the Times
Replica's, Fleishmann-Pons, cold fusion
Military first strike against Russia
UN troops into Yugoslavia today
Train loads of tanks, massive movements throughout the country, foreign troops, blue helmets
Confrontation with Hatonn's craft in 1987 over Vandenberg Air Force Base, military shot a heat seeking
missile in full view
Diablo Power Plant almost blown up
Horseshoe-shaped craft, craft strobing colored lights
Boomerang, cone or pyramid shaped craft
Shifting, melting of polar ice caps
Evacuation, if you create havoc that will destroy soul energy
Pleiades Command has around a million craft
Old Testament, many names of God
Time is at hand, this is the hope of the cycle changes, moving into reality
Golden Rule, man no longer expects to be treated well, first you must love self
God wins
END OF RADIO INTERVIEW

920704-1a
05-12-09
Chris/Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell
RADIO INTERVIEW ON NIBIRU, PHOTON BELT, TIME CYCLES
TIME
00:00
01:20
03:00
04:41
06:25
07:00`
07:45
09:50
13:00
15:22
17:56
18:20
19:00
20:47
22:00
23:26
24:36
25:00
26:00
27:00
28:30
29:00`

SUBJECT
Radio Interview on Nibiru, Photon Belt, Time Cycles
Hatonn's Ship location, earthquake in Yucca Valley
American radio unplugged to prevent Hatonn from speaking
Nibiru, Tiamat and magnetic pull, and Photon Belt
Nephilim and Elohim
Solar system orbiting Pleiades
Cycles of time--22,000 to 28,000 years
Photon Belt, no-time, null zone and 2000 years of Light
Ozone layer discussed
Earth's Hosts back because of serious circumstances
Canada banning this information
U.S. impounding of Journals written by Hatonn and Germain
Null zone, no-time, causing no electric current
Total news control and 27-mile tidal wave in Daytona Beach, FL
Nuclear power plant accidents in Philadelphia, PA and Omaha, NE
Massive underground bases
Scalar pulse, Prana beams causing earthquakes
Pulse grid completed, connected to satellite systems
Boris Yeltsin arrives in U.S.
Executive Orders and FEMA
New states created, World divided into districts
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUED ON 920704-1b

920704-1b
05-18-09
Chris/Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell
EARTHQUAKES, PULSE SYSTEMS, PRANA BEAMS, ETC.
TIME
00:00
00:08
00:36
01:24
01:57
02:22
03:05
03:10
03:22
03:55
05:30
05:40
06:00
07:10
09:00
10:10
11:20
13:40
15:00

SUBJECT
Earthquakes, Pulse Systems, Prana Beams, etc.
FEMA, most important agency
Henry Kissinger & Associates run the Government
Kissinger and Bush's financial interests in China
Earthquakes, pulse systems, phasers, bases on moon
Photon beams, electrons, lifewaves
Livermore Labs, particle beams
Woodpecker systems, Russia
Prana beams, manipulate the mind, destroy the planet
Reciprocals, tone sound waves, feedback to dangerous levels
Question regarding earth's equatorial bulge
Earth's pull against Tiamat
Discussion on astronomy & science from listener
Hatonn on factual ancient Sumerian texts, Sanskrit
Question on truth of astrological signs
Mankind is a fragment of God, free will creates environment
Hatonn observing earth for centuries, starship description
Question on Joseph Smith story, documents, secrecy, freemasonry
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUED ON 920704-2a

920704-2a
05-18-09
Chris/Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell
POLITICAL POWER PLAYS, MAN-MADE DISASTERS, BENEVOLENT INTERVENTION
TIME
00:00
01:35
01:53
02:45
03:57
04:12
04:30
04:50
05:12
06:19
06:50
07:00
07:52
08:15
09:00
11:00
11:11
13:20
15:00
16:12
16:39
17:03
18:20
20:00
20:36
22:10
24:38
25:29
25:47
26:08
29:10

SUBJECT
Political Power Plays, Man-Made Disasters, Benevolent Intervention
Soviet Union and America, coalition allies
One goal, Global Control
U.S. cargo ships bringing ammunition into Yugoslavia and landing C-30s
Russia wants funding, blackmails U.S.
G-7 to G-8, Mr. Bush said " no way"
Unseasonal weather, earthquakes, floods began
Federal Reserve lowers rates due to Russian blackmail
Japan will not go along
Pulses liquefy land after an earthquake
Committee of 300 power known to all governments
Lord Carrington, Chairman of Bilderberg Society
Resources of Eastern Block
United States has already lost their constitution
Colonel Bo Gritz, political help
MIA's and POW's still alive
Ross Perot, Council on Foreign Relations
Are there Godly candidates for the Senate?
How to survive
Government has given away grain supply and reserves
Nuclear bomb shelters, hot war, cold war
"Fighting Chance", book by Dr. Arthur Robinson
Credibility of William Cooper
DNA replications, Zeta 1, Zeta 2 races
Robotoids, duplicates, little greys, underground facilities
Crystal radio question, photon phase, photon energy
Hatonn good rapport with Russians (non-Bolshevik's)
Time travel, total shielding
Bases on Mars, dark side of the Moon
Hatonn given permission from Russia
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUED ON 920704-2b

920704-2b
06-18-09
Chris/Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell
PHOTON BELT, VAN ALLEN BELT, GEORGE BUSH
TIME
00:00
00:49
01:50
02:00
03:00
04:00
04:18
04:35
05:00
05:35
06:20
06:55
07:40
08:30
11:10
12:20
14:30
16:36
16:20
19:30

SUBJECT
Photon Belt, Van Allen Belt, George Bush
Photon Belt, time speculation, actions dictate passage
Photon Belt government's highest priority
Top scientists gag ordered under penalty of death
Australia, New Zealand largest underground installations
Photon energies, electrical current, pulses sensed
Government controlling pulse systems
Five days of Light, control null time
Plans to ignite Van Allen Belt
Weapon burns eyes out with blinding light
Burning Van Allen Belt drains off the photons
Military have MX missiles on rail cars
Moving targets for Soviet satellites
Hatonn meets Bush at Camp David
DNA duplicates, robotoids, genetic restructuring
Radio advertising for 2 minutes
Question asking Hatonn where he has lived before
Clarifying axis shift, 40th latitude
Explanation of earth changes
INTERVIEW ENDED

920712-1a
23 May 2009
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HATONN'S MISSION
TIME
00:00
01:57
02:30
04:00
05:59
06:32
06:57
07:55
09:12
10:18
10:41
12:30
12:52
14:30
18:36
21:02
21:25
21:39
22:44
24:21
28:47
32;59
33:39
36:44
36:59
37:54
38:16
44:40

SUBJECT
Hatonn's mission
Hatonn pulses in at frequency crossover between tone and light
Explanation of crossover and eyesight
Pulling you away from ego-centeredness
Hatonn, Commander of a Mission of Truth
Fourth dimensional creature
Arcturian belief of earth passes into 5th dimension
Fifth level of progression
Preparedness for disaster
Not having earthquakes but Prana waves
Major military underground installations completed
Everything is wired and monitored
Major strike at Edwards Marine Base at 29 Palms
Hatonn wrote treaty with U.S. Administration
No ozone problem
Sumerian texts, where were early Christians?
Hebrews took Sumerian texts and wrote their own religion
Jews are not Semites
Hatonn has come to gather God's people
Those who desire to serve, go to God with it
Finding your purpose
Sananda not Jewish, but Judean because of location
Death of communism is now democracy; only label changed
Ross Perot and his campaign
Hitlerian tactics and propaganda of Bush and Quayle
ADL, erroneously thought to be Jewish
Khazars stole Jewish heritage
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920712-1b

920712 - 1b
04 July 2009
Chris/Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE ADL, HEBREW RELIGION, AND EXCERPTS FROM PONTIUS PILOT
TIME
00:00
00:39
01:04
02:03
04:11
04:56
06:12
07:36
08:24
10:41
18:23
25:00
26:15
32:01
33:00
36:00
37:47
38:08
38:46
44:42

SUBJECT
The ADL, Hebrew Religion, and Excerpts from Pontius Pilot
ADL has rammed hate-crime bills through legislature
ADL flaunted gangster money to penetrate and subvert American judicial system
Key to ADL power in American banking system and economy
Earthquakes on or near Garlock fault to be watched carefully
Photon energy demonstrates need for extra dark goggles
Sumerians - lost civilization found
Hebrew culture and religion had been taken over by Sumerians
Hebrew religion became known as Judaism
Excerpts from Pontius Pilate report
The adversary knows the plan
You must be discerning
Act within The Laws of Creation
Understand heinous position God's people are in
Hatonn did not come to change our system-- we will change it through the Word
Nothing makes Hatonn greater, knowledge makes him wiser
Won't be long before enough of Brotherhood shows up
Ones in service must come into service under the old deal
Elohims & Nephilims coming forth to Earth, God and God's people in the Christ Light
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920712-2a

920712 - 2a
12 July 2009
Chris/Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TESTING HATONN AND SELF, KNOWING ONESELF AND GOD'S HELP
TIME
00:00
02:35
03:01
04:58
06:18
07:56
08:02
08:35
08:57
09:11
09:38
10:31
16:03
20:19
20:43
23:59
25:07
26:54
28:32
32:18
35:45
38:45
39:57
44:39

SUBJECT
Testing Hatonn and Self, Knowing Oneself and God's Help
No-one knows another's contract with God
Anger is fine - loss of control in anger and lashing out is error
Documentation from Ray Renick
Take your time to come into understanding and comprehension
It is a tremendous risk to play God's game
It is a worse risk to have been programmed, deprogrammed, sheep-dipped, and brainwashed
A Godly man cannot be deprogrammed
If not in consciousness of God, they can brainwash you
If you hold the memory of God uppermost, they cannot touch you
God is first, nation comes later
Your own government is in the heroin business
If you cannot manage your own personality, how can you manage God's Kingdom?
Pulling others from their path, that is evil
Sin in higher definition is simply an error
Hatonn honors the Truth William Cooper gave
Do not curse yourself for your humanness
God allows, can you not be big enough to allow also?
Hatonn reads ad for George, Desiree and John's seminar
Spiritual books will be the first to be impounded
God will never make error in His Divine Plan to lock in Truth
Banks intend to have everything
We are in the worst depression imaginable
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920712-2b

920712 - 2b
19 July 2009
Chris/Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PERCEPTION, PHOTON BELT, HOMOSEXUALITY
TIME
00:00
00:59
05:16
06:02
07:01
08:05
10:42
11:06
15:03
20:41
22:46
24:35
25:29
25:49
26:37
27:53
29:00
35:41
44:43

SUBJECT
Perception, Photon Belt, Homosexuality
It is perception in perspective about death
Greatest barrier is the Photon Belt in the Pleiades cycle system
The Aztec, Mayan and all Aboriginal calendars ended in 1987
A big change comes about the time of the millennium
Salamanders, Reptilians & Grey aliens are going to be presented to us
It never occurs to us that we have technology to produce earthquakes
Homosexuality is taught through society, AIDS sent in to kill us
Homosexual behavior does not give us our species
There are choices in every breath we take
Only way we can rise above the huMan level is to come into knowing
The Liberator and the Journals are not the same
You cannot manipulate your path unless you know where it is you are headed
Would God really give you such an imperfect plan?
Would He say "I go to prepare a place for you" and it is a fluffy radioactive cloud?
Hatonn's Commander in Chief is the Christ-being, Sananda
God allows, He does not say it is all right
They have the ability to create null-time which will kill millions
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920712-3a

920712-3a
July 23, 2009
Chris/Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WEATHER, TIME TRAVEL AND QUESTIONS
TIME
00:00
00:43
04:25
05:36
07:53
10:15
14:38
17:56
20:31
25:19
30:12

SUBJECT
Weather, Time Travel, and Questions
Unseasonal weather all across your nation
Time Travel and the elite
You were projected into a manifested form by Creator to play a role
Hatonn answers questions
Bashar channeling read and discussed
Nikola Tesla's shielding device
Question regarding the Photon Belt
Question about communication with Hatonn, a place on the Starship, getting rid of karma
A gentleman's misconceptions from a reader
MEETING CONTINUES ON 920712-3b

920712 - 3b
26 July 2009
Chris/Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
JUDAS ISCARIOTH, IRAQ AND 16th AMENDMENT
TIME
0:00
01:18
02:14
03:07
03:33
04:18
07:41
08:37
09:32
11:44
12:11
17:46
21:08
22:06
24:24
25:00
25:32
25:59
26:16
26:41
30:10

SUBJECT
Judas Iscarioth, Iraq, and 16th Amendment
Judas Iscarioth did not betray Jesus
The culprit was Judas Iharioth, a Pharisee
It is worth the time it takes to read the Journals
Part of your shielding comes from knowing what is in those books
Discussion on Ruth Norman
People from Pleiades are not superior, only older and a little wiser
New types of energy systems
Iraq and Saddam Hussein
China buying up massive weapons from Russia
Welcome to the USSR, one world global government, you have arrived
The 16th Amendment and Bill Benson
Support the ones who believe in God and Nation
ADL is not Jewish but British Intelligence, right out of the Committee of 300
US is being blackmailed by Russia
Bilderberger's grooming Clinton for President and Gore for Vice President
Bush's criminal activities catching up with him
Bush was dead not even 3 days and he came back
They will pull executive orders on you and emergency regulations
California earthquake planning
END OF MEETING

920718-1a
June 11, 2009
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell
GUNTHER RUSSBACHER, EARTHQUAKES, PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
TIME
00:00
01:20
02:49
06:00
10:28
10:40
11:49
12:20
13:15
13:35
14:09
15:00
15:38
16:08
16:29
17:12
17:45
18:28
19:39
28:30

SUBJECT
Gunther Russbacher, Earthquakes, Presidential Candidates
Hatonn's ship location and means of transmission
Information published by Yorktown Eagle on President Bush, Sr.
Hatonn comments on Gunther and Rayelan Russbacher
U.S. went arm and arm into Iraq war with Soviets
Sophisticated technology hooked up and workable in California
Tom Bearden's phase scalar technology or prana waves cause man-made earthquakes
Seismologists say San Andreas fault won't last 48 hours
Several U.S. Military bases turned over to Soviet operatives
Governments of U.S. and Soviet Union have been allies
No accident that Ross Perot dropped out of presidential race
Drug dealings covered by Bush family in Golden Triangle
NASA and FEMA planning for possible disaster on East Coast
Contingency plans for Madrid fault and Mississippi River
Blackmail and larceny by Soviets
Clinton and Gore were both members on the Council on Foreign Relations
New World Order
Bush trip to Paris, Iran hostages
Total control and censorship on news and media
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUED ON 920718-1b

920718-1b
June 11, 2009
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell
POWs, NEPHILIM, SUMERIANS
TIME
00:00
00:42
02:25
03:22
04:02
05:27
06:56
07:49
08:07
09:05
09:28
12:38
13:40
14:05
15:00
17:17

SUBJECT
POWs, Nephilim, Sumerians
POW cover up, story of Bo Gritz, Cambodia and Vietnam
U.S. Government officials flying in drugs at military bases
375 POWs left behind on tarmac
Yeltsin said Russia has some prisoners (POW's)
Nostradamus' prophecy on blue turban is U.N. helmets
Nephilim people are from planet Nibiru
Earth is 7th orbiting system out from Central Sun of Pleiades
Earth was pulled out from Nibiru, Tiamat
Coming in conjunction with photon belt entry
Elohim, Sumerian text, Hatonn discusses his mission
Zechariah Sitchin's book "Genesis Revisited"
Sumer is Southern Iraq and was Mesopotamia
Dead Sea Scrolls in the hands of the Israelis
Hatonn talks about bad experience on another network
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUED ON 920718-2a

920718-2a
June 16, 2009
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell
PRANA BEAMS, EARTHQUAKES, RIOT CONTROL, PHOTON ENERGY
TIME
00:00
01:00
02:24
03:18
04:22
05:01
06:17
07:36
08:0
08:19
09:30
10:00
11:15
11:46
12:20
13:33
14:18
14:30
15:30
17:59
21:20
27:56
29:08

SUBJECT
Prana Beams, Earthquakes, Riot Control, Photon Energy
Hatonn's location and means of transmission
U.S. Government built new electronic grid, pumps prana beams into earth
Grids controlled by Russian cosmosphere platforms or U.S. Military
Earthquake activity, some felt all the way to Salt Lake
Desert is liquefied, sink holes 20-50 miles wide, many, many miles long
Comment on John Coleman by Sam Russell
Cal-Tech seismologists
San Andres fault
Water table under Los Angeles dropped some 100 feet
Executive Orders, FEMA regulations, troops on alert
Reactivated Guard
U.N. troops, Plan 2000, U.N. Global Government
De-population to 550 million
AIDS, viruses, anthrax, small pox
Photon Belt projected next century
Fabrications can be man made
Discussion on photon energy
Frequency, ultra-violet rays, x-ray, radiation
Time of Great Barrier
Caller questions Hatonn's credibility
Salt Lake Valley was ancient sea on a major fault
RADIO INTERVIEW CONTINUED ON TAPE 920718-2b

920718-2b
June 16, 2009
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell
VOLCANIC ACTIVITY, PHOTON BEAMS
TIME
00:00
00:15
02:19
03:00
03:41
04:29
04:45
06:20
09:10
09:30
10:35
13:00
13:40
14:06
14:30
16:12

SUBJECT
Volcanic Activity, Photon Beams
Zechariah Sitchin's book on Nibiru, Anunnaki
Parallel universes, parallel planets
Creation is a projection of "Thought of God"
Everything past a split second is memory
Sun is emitting a different kind of ray
Caller has question about Hatonn's weight and body form
Everything in Universe is based on Light
Mono Lake area has underground volcanic bulge in Nevada and Utah
Molten radio-active material caused from testing
Caller has questions on the spiritual path of a soul being
Government is testing photon beam system
Military ships off Bahrain have long periods of electrical and electronic power outages
Scientific journals describe photon beam system
Photon beams can blind people, cause confusion, and neutralize all electrical and electronic power
END OF INTERVIEW

920726-1a
02 August 2009
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHO, WHAT, AND WHY YOU ARE HERE
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Who, What, and Why You Are Here
01:18 Upcoming war and precision-bombing
02:33 Agriculture Department and Department of Interior shipped out money and grain directly to Russia for
weapons
04:57 We should be attending God
05:54 Portions of your nation experienced total blackout for 4 hours yesterday when FEMA was in total
control of U.S. government
08:43 Hatonn is not here to fight any wars, His mission is to bring the Truth of your Divinity
11:00 Hatonn comes with the Teacher who is Commander-in-Chief, He comes in the service of God
17:54 EJ reads the morning's writing
19:04 Most are marching to the pipers to Zombie-land
20:09 Bush declared the first Iraq war from his usual office, the golf course
22:24 In the silence you can hear
34:00 You never see originals of the Dead Sea Scrolls
34:28 You who are of God are Semites
34:49 Truth coming from the Sumerian texts
35:21 Hatonn comes to rewrite what has already been rewritten to put it back to what it was before it was
tampered with
38:37 You volunteered to come back - you answered your call
45:31 MEETING CONTINUES ON 920726-1b

920726 - 1b
09 August 2009
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and Ray Renick, Guest Speaker
RAY RENICK ON ASSASSINATIONS AND MUCH MORE
TIME
00:00
01:28
03:26
03:51
05:39
10:04
10:27
11:20
12:19
20:08
21:37
22:24
26:03
27:12
28:58
30:05
33:21
34:42
40:36
42:57
44:01
45:32

SUBJECT
Ray Renick on Assassinations and Much More
The transformation of American society
Ray Renick's letter is read
Government's drug trafficking and assassinations
Journals & Liberators are the best resource at this time
Ray Renick speaks
A life-time of parallel studies to Hatonn's writings
FEMA announced an 80% chance of a very large earthquake in the next few weeks
Ray's research work done on JFK assassination and Bell Helicopter involvement
Werner von Braun, one of top dog scientists who came to the U.S.
Judge Wm. P. Clark and ranch in San Luis Obispo
Potomac plane stopped functioning altogether and fell into the water--could only be done by a beam
Korean Air 007 Crash
Passengers and crew were incarcerated in the Soviet Union
Vicky Morgan, her many tapes of high ranking people in the Reagan administration, her relationship
with Alfred Bloomingdale, and her murder in July 1983
MK Ultra is CIA's mind control program
SR71's (trans-atmospheric vehicle) used as high speed passenger aircraft for politicians
Aircraft appearance and features
Earthquakes triggered by underground explosions to create national disaster for martial law declaration
Elite can take control through an "Act of God"
You already function under the UN Charter
MEETING CONTINUES ON 920726-2a

920726-2a
March 17, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and Ray Renick, Guest Speaker
CONNECTING THE DOTS--PLACES AND PEOPLE
TIME
00:00
00:19
01:24
04:11
05:14
07:15
08:22
10:28
11:06
12:47
14:45
22:07
25:20
26:30
31:28
33:24
37:27
31:29
45:13

SUBJECT
Connecting the Dots--Places and People
Recommends book "The Underground Empire" by James Mills
Sweetsprings Bar, distribution network, Anzalone Ranch, a cocaine processing factory
Ronald Reagan, silent partner, seen at one of the ranches
Zapata Oil Co. [H. upgraded operations] used oil drilling platforms to unload drugs and take on guns for
Cuba
Castro sponsored by CIA, Ford Motor Co., and Pepsi Cola
John F. Kennedy, Richard Nixon
Cigarette papers contain opium (opiates)
Margaret Thatcher is a consultant to R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Skull and Bones, a part of their initiation is to dig up bones and skulls of famous persons
San Luis Obispo, California is main artery for drugs
There are more KGB agents in the CIA than CIA operatives
CSTI, "California Specialized Training Institute", set up by Ronald Reagan to deal with protestors
(Vietnam) and other dissidents
King Alfred Plan set up to eliminate blacks, precursor to martial law
Operation Night Train, was the plan for invasion of Nicaragua
George Orwell, author of the book "1984", has friends in the intelligence community
JFK and Robert Kennedy assassinations
E. Howard Hunt is involved in everything
TAPE CONTINUES ON 920726-2b

920726-2b
September 18, 2009
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and Ray Renick, Guest Speaker
YOU CAN CHANGE THE PROPHECIES
TIME
00:00
00:58
01:34
01:57
03:09
03:17
03:26
05:22
05:31
06:52
09:35
13:00
15:35
17:47
19:45
21:48
22:40
30:07
30:55
32:15
36:00
39:45

SUBJECT

You Can Change the Prophecies
You do not have to finish out the prophesies
The One World is the Anti-Christ
Evil is a construction of the human species
It is not great to be in ignorance from anything
Not knowing is not saving self--bliss does not come with ignorance
Lack of fear comes with knowledge
You must understand what is happening with Bush and the One World Order and global government
You can change the Plan 2000
The One World government plans to get all property
Underground facilities and San Luis Obispo plans for condominium project
Brent Scowcroft and Kuwait oil fields
Hard to keep up with the Elite--very fragmented and names change but always end up with same bunch
Purpose is to inform the people and take a stand
Mossad trains the KGB
Bilderberger's are right-arm of the Committee of 300
Steven Carr eyewitness to drug plans and was killed
Religions are tools
Do not experience everything but look at everything
Religion is nothing but indoctrinations, be careful of secret (and sacred)
Mt. St. Helens was final clue for the Ancients
Freemasons, Catholics, Mormons are all the same--they are your Anti-God using force, fear and power
to manipulate you
41:02 You cannot argue against reason
45:18 MEETING CONTINUES ON 920726-3a

920726 - 3a
27 September 2009
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and Ray Renick, Guest Speaker
MAN IS AT THE CROSSROADS
TIME
00:00
01:17
03:46
04:30
06:26
06:55
10:45
12:40
12:52
13:45
14:14
15:09
15:21
16:17
16:29
17:18
17:56
21:40
29:34

SUBJECT
Man Is At The Crossroads
Freemasons papers found in city dump.
Stop placing God in the limitation of your physical experience
If you progress, you know it is not in the physical format
Righteous people are all fighting among themselves
Egos are too big to bury their little differences
The protocols for world government are tested on us all the time
It is up to man, the individual, no man can do it for another
You are God's temple - what have you done with His temple?
Man is at the crossroads
Israel was the first to create a virus in a test tube
The Teacher came to tell you that there is eternal existence
In transition, you have to answer to those guidelines
Before you can get to Heaven, you have to come back within those guidelines
Whether you do it now or 32 eons from now is strictly up to you
Satan's prime tool is your ego
You have to know the truth of what God is and understand the Holy Godly Spirit
Betty tells her story
MEEETING CONTINUES ON 920726-3b

920726 - 3b
27 September 2009
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE GREAT BARRIER
TIME
00:00
02:04
03:23
05:11
05:20
05:44
06:17
07:25
08:24
09:30
10:45
13:14
13:22
13:37
15:25
15:30
15:59
17:16
18:50
23:06
26:04
28:00

SUBJECT
The Great Barrier
Hatonn realizes that we are kept from knowledge
You do not just move into a Photon Belt that lasts 2000 years
There will be a Photon Belt
Hatonn refers to it as a time of total Light, with no darkness, also called the Great Barrier
Everything electrical will cease to function, and batteries will not function
The further into the Earth, the lesser the impact of what will happen on the surface
You are already experiencing the fall-out from the Photon Belt
The Great Barrier (null zone) is scheduled somewhere down the line between 2010 and 2013
You are into the time where these particles are binding
The Elite knew it would not come off now
The Earth is alive with these pulses
Russians have total control of space
Get prepared and go about your life
Know that the Elite are out to get your world
They will use everything they can to mimic God so that we blame God and not them
They will make it look like a natural act
There are things that even Satan denounces and yet your Elite will do it
Right now you can go with the Ancients
FEMA, the Government and NASA have documents on the Photon Belt
Nephilim & Atmospherians have been encountered in the Philippines
END OF MEETING

920803-1a
May 31, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell, KTKK Radio in Salt Lake City, Utah
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
TIME
00:00
00:54
02:57
05:28
08:37
09:34
10:22
10:54
12:11
13:47
15:08
16:19
17:47
18:29
22:42
23:17
24:10
27:13
28:30
29:55

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers
Hatonn identifies self
Ship now hovering above China Lake area, the Christ energy rides on this ship
Regarding shuttle that is presently orbiting the Earth and the Russian Cosmospheres
Shuttle carries a sensing device that can detect atomic explosions, location and detonation point
We fund the Russians taking over our nation
Pulse systems and energy from photons
Photon Belt, igniting the Van Allen Radiation Belt
Disabling the Cosmospheres
Gridwork covering the planet, our enemies and our own
Entering the "null" time
We (Hatonn) are basically like you, Pleiadian diet can be synthesized, atmosphere similar, animals and
plant life came from Pleiades
Hatonn's favorite joke--"Planet Earth"
Why the missiles and beam systems on west side of Salt Lake valley?
Purpose of grid system--total control
Sending troops overseas leaving our country vulnerable
Programming our troops--methods used
Weapons that can completely immobilize an army
Sun and sky changing color
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 920803-1b

920803-1b
June 7, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell, KTKK Radio in Salt Lake City, Utah
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (CONTINUED)
TIME
00:00
00:02
01:09
03:03
05:21
07:10
08:20
09:28
10:00
15:41
16:49
18:50
20:37
21:51
23:50
25:12
27:40

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
More on photons
AIDS was created as a weapon for population control
(During break, previous tape activated)
Viruses
New name HICRV, which presents same symptoms as HIV
Our immune systems are now much weaker
New strain of TB--no treatment
Negative caller challenges Hatonn regarding engineered viruses
Understanding the dark and light energy forces
Creator Source is Light
The ultimate prize is the soul because it is infinite
Hatonn sent forth as a leader to bring Truth
Goal of all created beings is to return to and become one with Creator Source
Religions control the majority of man
Truth will stand alone for infinity
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 920803-2a

920803-2a
June 9, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell, KTKK Radio in Salt Lake City, Utah
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (CONTINUED)
TIME
00:00
00:09
03:27
04:02
06:35
09:10
09:44
12:11
14:25
15:10
17:30
19:28
22:58
32:24
39:41
41:19
44:38
44:55

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
Semites--line of Shem
Jesus Christ defined
Blue lights in sky, scientists leaving universities
Earthquakes and the grids, Kuwait
Shuttle orbiting makes a difference--underground facilities
Scowcroft is controlled by Henry Kissinger
Hatonn does not give exact timing of probable events
Document out of Cal Tech says thousands of earthquakes not reported, only those over 5.0
Confirmation from caller regarding AIDS and racial violence
FEMA in 100% control of your nation for one week now
Ray Renick, the San Luis Obispo, California Nazi connection, alien invasion
Yugoslavian group visions of Mary make statement regarding this time period
What happens when you die? Is there heaven and hell? From where does Hatonn originate?
Soul intent is very pure
Advice regarding meditation
About dreams
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 920803-2b

920803-2b
June 9, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell, KTKK Radio in Salt Lake City, Utah
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (CONTINUED)
TIME
00:00
00:05
01:06
03:56
05:45
07:09
08:49
10:18
12:53
16:05
17:47
18:56
20:54
23:30
24:08
25:14
26:40
28:58
30:35

SUBJECT
Questions and Answers (Continued)
Dream work
Reincarnation
Speaking in tongues
War in Middle East ends in nuclear war
Rapture
Jesus Christ now comes as Sananda
Can humans become pure vessels of light on physical plane?
Rothschilds, Russian Revolution, White and Black Russians
You do not know who your enemies are
Seth (Jane Roberts)
Underground facilities containing some 80 levels
Photon belt--religious projection--great barrier
Oral traditions
We are the seventh orbiting system from the central sun
Sumerian text of Creation buried in Southern Iraq
Walter Russell
Hatonn sees an awakening happening
END OF RADIO INTERVIEW

920808-1a
March 24, 2010
Adam/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BO GRITZ, POWs, JFK, ETC.
TIME
00:00
01:35
06:15
08:55
09:35
15:32
17:50
19:10
20:15
21:38
22:50
23:30
24:00
25:15
26:41
27:12
29:30
32:30
33:25
34:27
35:05
36:00
36:58
39:40
40:50
45:10

SUBJECT
Bo Gritz, PoWs, JFK, etc.
Communion with God precludes hesitation, know and learn to hear the call
Gritz is hope for the USA
Prisoners of war held below Hanoi and in Russian gulags
Release PoWs with help from God
Only great danger would discourage Gritz
Consider 1-day fast for PoWs
Fasting is focusing for a purpose
No-one eating in USA for 30 days would free PoWs
William Greer and JFK
Gun-shaped line on video not aimed at JFK
No driver scene in video version of "JFK" (the movie)
Remote-control device hidden in seat of JFK's car, car destroyed so no evidence
Greer fired a killer bullet along with E. Howard Hunt
"Suicide" of 200 people who witnessed shooting
The Anti-Christ possibilities
Boxed 'gift' set aside by Dharma
Africa is dead, they have stripped the land
Difference between pending and issued indictments
Pending Irangate indictments for Reagan and Bush stopped
Indicting Reagan would publicly indict Bush
Where does Perot fit in?
Problems between Mr. Kemp and Administration
Our goal is to be with God in transition of planet and species
Day's writing read to the group
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920808-1b

920808-1b
March 24, 2010
Adam/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PANDORA'S BOX
TIME
00:00
00:36
00:50
02:42
04:45
06:15
08:28
10:41
12:39
14:32
15:14
16:23
19:01
25:02
27:51
32:48
34:27
35:15
38:05
38:41
39:56
41:01
42:28
45:31

SUBJECT
Pandora's Box
Continuation of Day's writing and Pandora's Box
Over the Rainbow returns five Phoenix Journals
Evil always wears a clue
Hierarchy discussion and the Photon Belt
Hierarchies are of man, not the realms of God
Actions determine how it will be
Photon Belt not due until 2nd decade of new century
Better for man to face reality of Truth
Appreciate enemies for the lessons learned and shared
Use article cuttings provided by Over the Rainbow for insight and discernment
Consciousness, not spirit, gets confused
When one gives God what He needs, all else becomes irrelevant
Photon Belt/Time of Radiance will arrive on schedule
Help others to help themselves is a good rule, not a great law
Learn to discern Truth from garbage
Only one Truth; only one anything!
Another letter dealing with the Antichrist
Antichrist to take Russia by guile and arm himself
Abdul Koda Hachari (spelling uncertain) and ISF in Algeria
Involvement of ISF in assassination of Anwar Sadat
Antichrist to exceed Elite in evil
Coalesce thoughts into knowledge
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 920808-2a

920808-2a
March 24, 2010
Adam/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GOD NEEDS NO GO-BETWEENS
TIME
00:00
00:09
05:38
06:22
10:13
10:46
13:29
14:23
15:00
15:55
17:07
19:55
21:05
22:25
24:51
26:24
27:20
28:11
28:30
30:33
33:08
37:51
39:00
44:12

SUBJECT
God Needs No Go-Betweens
Remember all you have to do is to discern
Alternatives present in absence of fear, intimidation
Breathing, and life and death, are choices
Diligent attempts to ignite radioactive belt ended in failure
Color of sky shows saturation with photons
FEMA in complete control of US under UN Charter
Army sent to Middle East to be out of the way
Saddam and Bush joint venture through BNL, Chicago
Lessons remain if transition made without knowing
Barracks full of soldiers destroyed to silence them
Ted Turner's ten commandments
Elite who killed JFK still free and clear
UN force controlling US will be headed by a Russian
Federalist Papers best source of information about the Constitution
What you feel is not fear, but frustration, anxiety and pure terror
Do what you do for God, and nothing can touch you
Death means fulfillment of a consistently followed mission
Poor quality of recording begins
Most new diseases man-made, crystalline, viral housings for DNA
What if you are one of a few left?
Pay attention to the way God listens and answers
Discussion on inoculations and vaccinations
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920808-2b

920905 - 1a
18 October 2009
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EARTHQUAKES, VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS AND TEACHERS
TIME
00:00
00:15
01:08
04:00
12:44
13:28
14:06
14:39
15:39
16:22
18:06
20:17
20:24
28:47
29:47
33:21
34:14
38:23
45:19

SUBJECT
Earthquakes, Volcanic Eruptions and Teachers
Bush, Cheney and Baker all know Hatonn very well
All we do is totally open
Penny speaks with Germain as her teacher
John Coleman said Hatonn is nothing but a creature and fabrication of George Green and America West
People in desperation do not care who they pull down
Intent is always to stop the work; to stop the Word
Unless you receive from the Hosts, you may not really hear what Hatonn is saying
The Pacific Plate holds old Lemuria and even older Mu
Soltec is just as spiritual a teacher as Hatonn or Korton or Sananda
We are in the final days of our planet
You are in the middle of a time of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions
Soltec has knowledge of what is happening in the plate
The serpent is the symbol of evil
The serpent people are the ancient Khazars
The very first continent was all on one side of the world, that was Pan
Read everything with God in your presence
Chinese are furious with Bush
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920905-1b

920905 - 1b
01 November 2009
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
NEW, MIXED, AND DIS-INFORMATION
TIME
00:00
01:40
02:26
03:56
04:50
05:11
10:03
11:11
15:30
17:15
20:43
25:15
27:43
33:55
39:55

SUBJECT

New, Mixed, and Dis-Information
It is not nice to try and deceive Mother Nature or God
The adversary always deceives himself if left to unfolding of circumstances
This is typical of the adversary who uses and destroys
Senator Barbara McCluskey regarding FEMA actions and their failure to meet the needs of the people
All their time and resources preparing for nuclear war while they have put you to sleep
The adversary and globalists have the same goal
ADL is but a working faction of British Intelligence
Discern intent and judge actions
Hatonn has conversation with Patricia
Most things are beyond our own perception
Ones need spiritual unity
People need to go within and ask your own questions
If you can silence the mind and body long enough, you can win the war
If you really desire to communicate, have absolute focus and pure faith, you can communicate with the
Higher Dimensions
44:14 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920905-2a

920905 - 2a
29 November 2009
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE JOURNEY OF LEARNING AND GROWING
TIME
00:00
00:36
00:56
01:30
02:11
03:03
03:36
04:46
05:42
06:55
09:23
10:31
17:58
22:26
23:21
26:29
34:00
45:43

SUBJECT
The Journey of Learning and Growing
These children have come to lead you home
Each one, be it child or adult, must come into wholeness with self
Sometimes you are hungering for contact and you perceive it as loneliness
In the humanness, the physicalness is weak
The point of all experience is to grow, to learn; to again be One with and within God Creator
The symbol of the Highest God was the Sun
Until one with God, you cannot have perfection
Evil is anything that deliberately pulls you away from the Law of God
Sin is the falling short in the intent of perfection
It is a journey of learning, of growing beyond that which is physical
Lucifer was birthed in perfection
The Elite know who Hatonn is
Hatonn hears us crying out for help
Most common request Hatonn has is to blank out the television and come on the air
If you kill a robotoid, your intent was to kill a man
The story of Weaver and Bo Gritz
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 920905-2b

920905 - 2b
13 December 2009
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A TIME OF CHAOS, A TIME OF GLORY, A TIME OF TRANSITION
TIME
00:00
00:33
01:44
04:34
05:45
08:00
09:22
09:42
11:09
11:39
13:32
16:06
16:10
21:53
24:09
26:04
27:17
27:48
33:00
34:48
37:46

SUBJECT
A Time of Chaos, A Time of Glory, A Time of Transition
The Weavers at Ruby Ridge continued and plans to napalm the place
Vicki opened the door with the babe in her arms, they shot her right between the eyes
Recognize your enemy and that the assault is full blast upon you
Do not underestimate your enemy, he is good at what he does, he has had an eternity to get this clever
Our purpose is to let you know what exists
We have to have a remnant make it all the way
Hatonn is here to bring the Word and to get a remnant through
It is a time of chaos, it is a time of glory, it is a time of transition
You have the possibility of changing the ending of these cycles
War and murder are not parts of the solution in Godness
Stop asking God to fix things you have broken
He will show you how
If you have your brother's hand, you do not have room for a gun
It is known that God wins
Everyone must grow into the ability to be self-sustaining and then help neighbor
God has never lost
Quit being angry at God
Keep in balance
If you do not want aboard Hatonn's ship, you do not have to come
MEETING ENDS

920912 - 1a
17 January 2010
Irene/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell, KTKK Radio in Salt Lake City, Utah
WEAVER INCIDENT, EARTH CHANGES, CHINA AND MORE
TIME
00:00
03:02
04:21
05:48
07:42
09:29
11:36
13:41
17:09
17:59
19:06
20:51
21:09
21:26
21:56
23:13
25:40
26:26
28:39
29:00
29:29

SUBJECT
Weaver Incident, Earth Changes, China and more
Hatonn explains method of transmission on a pulse wave---wireless at a very high frequency
A high transmission band in the weather satellite will be able to receive the tones
All should tune in to interview of Jerry Spence on the Weaver incident
They broke all Constitutional Law and bore no warrant for his arrest
A full media blackout of the name of Bo Gritz
It was a staged set-up federal offense
Earth changes and shifting
They have opened a fissure all the way into Utah right up into Salt Lake
Much care not to intersect the San Andreas fault
Bush going to Camp David for repair and updating
Sixteen of your major technical satellites are going to China
Bush signed to sell F16's to Taiwan - Taiwan and Korea have formed an alliance
China very angry over sale of F16's, causing blackmail
Yeltsin has transcripts that were in the black box on KAL007 flight
Talk of POW's still being held in Russia, 25,000 of them
Florida tent city
Bush family intends to handle all real estate in Cuba
As long as you are blind to these things, you cannot know what it is you need to reclaim
Question regarding Area 51
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 920912-1b

920912 - 1b
17 January 2010
Irene/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell, KTKK Radio in Salt Lake City, Utah
AREA 51, PHOTONS AND GAMMA RAYS
TIME
00:00
00:12
01:22
03:51
04:29
04:43
05:54
06:02
06:11
10:28
10:45
12:34
12:40
14:17
15:17
15:54
16:02
16:07
16:22
19:23
21:24

SUBJECT
Area 51, Photons, and Gama Rays
Five of Hatonn's craft ended up at Nellis Field and funneled into Area 51
There are no cat-like people from Andromeda
There is no space or time
Everything in the Universe is created by The Source or The Great Light
When it is manifested you can call it a Thought of God
Government tinkering around with crystal life and photons
Gamma rays are a trillion times stronger than anything we have
Scientists saying these rays are coming in from a black hole four hundred million light years away
The whole economic system is due to collapse
Cash stashed in Fort Knox to be distributed when the currency collapses along with rationing coupons
Hatonn's reason for being here is that of Messenger
You have to know what is going on or you cannot move beyond what is happening to you
A lot of observers from other galaxies over Mexico City
The clue for more intensive involvement with you came with the full eclipse
If you go to war with space, you will bite off more than you can chew
The Russians control space
You are in the final battle between different factions who want to control the Earth
Hatonn is here to give information and help wherever they can in order to get a remnant through
There is an all-out effort to squelch whatever Tesla did
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 920912-2a

920912 - 2a
07 March 2010
Irene/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell, KTKK Radio in Salt Lake City, Utah
MR TESLA AND MR RUSSELL
TIME
00:00
01:49
02:02
02:17
02:33
02:45
04:32
05:00
06:49
08:21
08:35
08:50
10:36
10:49
11:20
11:42
18:15
23:23
25:00
26:00
29:41

SUBJECT
Mr Tesla and Mr Russell
Mr Tesla and Mr Russell had come to the conclusion that their work was only half completed
The future would deal in total Light frequency, Tesla knew that
The energy at Source is Light
Coleman is not what he appears to be, he has dozens of aliases
He was trained by the Mossad; he claimed to be with British Intelligence
God promised to send the Hosts and Messengers before the great cycles change
As you try to bring truth to a failing, falling world, it will get worse
Pleiadians are our brothers, they are the most like us
Hatonn's command craft is some 900 feet across
Mother craft is as large as our world
This planet was meant for 500 million
Each one of us have our own guides who help us through the transition
Hatonn's mission is to bring the Word
There is a battle for souls between the Light and the adversary
All teachings show that before the great cycle there will be total chaos where evil will rule the world
God is Light, God is All; Truth is All
In the very space where you have great truth comes the lie
Be perceptive and stay in the Lighted Shield; ask God into everything you do
Listen to the news, reverse it, and you will get it
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 920912-2b

920912 - 2b
07 March 2010
Irene/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell, KTKK Radio in Salt Lake City, Utah
THE TIME OF GOD IS AT HAND
TIME
00:00
00:12
00:24
00:59
01:05
02:36
02:41
03:21
03:41
05:11
05:37
06:25
07:02
08:19
09:33
10:31
13:08
14:18
14:29
15:16
16:50

SUBJECT
The Time Of God Is At Hand
Christ is a state of being
Bo Gritz does not believe in UFO's
The point is that the time of God is at hand
Hatonn comes as a Host and Messenger of God
God never turns away
Hatonn will remain as long as God wishes them to be here
Hatonn sees a massive destruction that allows the Government to take over completely
Clinton is groomed by the Bilderbergs & Committee of 300
It always boils down to what is your relationship with God
Your nation is in trouble
Some bodies do not have occupying souls, others are just experiencing, they come from everywhere
At least one-third to one-half are soulless beings
There is no life force in these beings
This is the place of experience; in the midst of hell comes the glory
You are coming into a time of oppression as your systems collapse
Truth is truth is truth, no matter where it comes from
Evil is a creation of the human
Evil is simply that which draws you away from your path to God
The only way to handle it is to be aware of it
INTERVIEW ENDS

921004-1a
September 8, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE CHRIST WITHIN
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 The Christ Within
00:20 Hatonn asks you to think differently about meaning of his identity; He expects you to have Christ
Within
02:17 Strive for that energy, you are looking for Christ
03:29 J.Z. Knight, Ramtha, activities that contaminate
04:07 You are your own enemy, your purpose, your dreams, you are only one who knows
08:45 Higher energies that come in Truth are stymied as to what to do
09:40 Without unity, you will go no where
10:45 Wrong perception
13:16 Be on your guard, the enemy is on the prowl
14:00 John Coleman is a very slick criminal
15:11 Stop blaming God for your own errors in discernment and judgment
17:20 Virus in your water supply, influenza, inoculations
18:20 They plan to get rid of six billion people
20:30 Pleiades communications, the Walter Russell material, banned books, University of Science and
Philosophy
24:08 You are the experience of God
27:30 What the seers are saying; Nostradamus predictions
29:00 Tornado, powerful forces at work, not innocent people, they have broken every law of God
30:50 Hatonn's mission is to get the word out and get a remnant through
31:24 Every man must have the right of choice
34:25 Have a safe place, put aside a food warehouse for survival
36:00 Apple orchards unattended; all prices set by NWO
38:48 Less than one week of food for this nation
40:45 Playing games to hide from your Spirit
42:43 Going to have to start a new nation under God
44:56 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 921004-1b

921004-1b
September 8, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FINDING GOD
TIME
00:00
00:20
03:40
04:05
06:00
08:20
09:40
10:06
13:00
14:20
15:45
16:16
17:40
18:05
19:20
20:50
22:23
23:20
25:30
27:40
28:30
30:00
32:49
35:25
36:18
42:50
43:21
44:55

SUBJECT
Finding God
Hot air balloon and stunts to introduce Bo Gritz
Children who will be flying craft to other planets and other galaxies
Educationally deficient world
Would like to have astronaut training for everyone
Go to church, trying to make connection with God
You are pinned to a finite existence
Abortion, pro-life, responsibility for self-action
Who is your enemy? CIA operatives, adversarial team
Serpent people from ancient Khazaria, evil entities
Evil is a creation, manufactured entity of human man
Evil will not be brought into the cosmos
Losing soul essence may require transport somewhere
Manifested energy forms must be accounted for
Your enemy has learned to control your mind
Making money, welfare, unemployment you pay for
You are already marked, survive within the Laws of God
Satanic groups, Club of Rome, Masonic Order
You cannot change what has been, you can only change what is, and you feel helpless to change
Pentecostal ministers preached hellfire and brimstone
This is the manifestation of what hell is
Al-out effort to bring every man, woman, and child into addiction of some kind
Running elections; Mr. Rooney; Randy Weaver
Patriot group ready to go to war
War is the only solution out of a depression
Progress through controversy and confrontation
Media blackout on Ruby Ridge
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 921004-2a

921004-2a
September 9, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHERE WILL YOU BE IN FOUR YEARS?
TIME
00:00
00:50
03:30
05:50
06:27
08:30
09:37
12:15
14:00
17:00
25:25
25:47
26:00
26:16
27:10
30:00
32:30
33:00
34:18
36:50
38:50
39:38
41:00
43:50
44:50

SUBJECT
Where Will You Be In Four Years?
Crystal Life, stigma of Aids, HIV, virus, immuno-suppressant
Hepatitis B epidemic, create hyperstrength
Shuttle flights for study of tadpoles and fruit flies
British Columbia, Canada, by court order require all children receive hepatitis inoculation
Crystal Life 3-4 times a day, food-grade hydrogen peroxide, more folic acid
Kombucha tea, chlorella
Energy forms and discernment
Edward H. Hart exposing banks and government hierarchy of New Zealand
Hatonn confronts John Coleman about identical, verbatim documents
Cannot ask children to carry the burden
Gonzales from banking commission
If no Armageddon, no way to salvage the nation
Michael Jackson's dancing, biggest thing in Romania
CNN, cable law, Ted Turner/Pat Robertson connection
Babies, abortion, Somalia is total breeding ground
After 3 generations, an idea is then firmly established
So. Africa is barren, dead, so many starving infants
Aids, HIV, virus lives for two weeks, deliberately being spread
Water supply not tested for viruses
The physical body is an electromagnetic electrolyte substance
Rotating crops five times a year on one piece of ground, everything is depleted
Hatonn would like more spotted owls than humans
Must be self-sustaining without food
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 921004-2b

921004-2b
September 12, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
STOP BEING ANGRY AT GOD
TIME
00:00
02:00
03:10
04:00
04:40
06:14
07:00
09:40
12:50
13:55
14:30
16:40
16:57
17:50
20:00
22:00
23:40
26:00
27:00
28:43
28:50
30:35
34:30
38:20
39:00
40:00
41:35
44:00
45:04

SUBJECT
Stop Being Angry At God
Why don't you have the money for projects? Where is it?
Your enemy is going to be up on everything
You are birthed with soul knowing within self the basic rules of God and the basic laws of Creation
Need to know relativity to fly a spacecraft
It is not just recognizing a craft at night
Looking at stars, discerning which are craft and then communicating with them
More on the apple orchard
Do not let God's gift just fall and rot on the ground
Stop getting angry at God
You don't know what you are dealing with
Nostradamus never gave the wrong date
Study sequence of events
A new fault line has been cut
Targeted areas
Reptilians and lizard people
Foolish is usually reality within government
Copies of Phoenix Journals will save you
Why Coleman quit coming
You are Pleiadians, you don't come from this place
You come from God
How much misbehavior are you going to let another get away with?
You don't know everything
You have offered to serve
You want physical strength in a Godly man--Bo Gritz
You are changing the World
You are the miracle--look what you have done
We offer scientific facts of what is God
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921004-3a

921004-3a
September 12, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HOW YOU ARRIVED AT WHERE YOU ARE
TIME
00:00
01:20
04:02
05:40
06:30
09:55
10:30
13:55
15:50
16:30
17:30
18:40
19:45
21:04
21:15
22:09
24:42
25:30
26:45
28:37
28:40

SUBJECT
How You Arrived At Where You Are
Phoenix Journals are dated truth Journals
You have an adversarial court system
Walter Russell and relationship with Lao
Spiritual versus humanist
Programmed to act exactly as you do
We are about learning responsibilities
Everything had to be to get you here
Truth only comes from within and knowing
Almost all of the books were written by our enemy
Christed being on a cross was the choice of that being
You have to come into your understanding enough to release it
Constitutional law of freedom for abortion, President can disagree but defend rights
World has to be turned about based on the Laws of God
It is the dimension of experience, level of growth, not a place
J.Z. Knight and early days of Ramtha
Along this line of exchange of communication, Hatonn encouraged knowing of Ramtha, Seth, Cayce
You are going to go back to real communication or the Nation will not survive as you know it
To give up spiritual truth for the human element that is demanding of you, is wrong
Wouldn't we be lucky if Truth were contagious
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 921004-3b

921004-3b
September 12, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HOW MUCH HAVE YOU SUFFERED?
TIME
00:00
00:10
01:22
02:00
03:36
04:00
07:47
08:20
09:30
17:13
17:46
19:09
20:00
23:15
25:30
27:00
27:36
28:41

SUBJECT
How Much Have You Suffered?
Bureaucracy and bureaucrats
Truth in spirituality knows no bounds, cannot bind it
They want to control your mind so that you will not look at truth
They are planned programmed beings headed for a goal
In October 1991, made public law #102-14 that puts you as a nation under the Talmud
In Baptist Church they are teaching Judeo Christian theology
Jew is a term conjured by the Khazarian antichrist adversary
Zionism is going to produce a master race
You have to balance everything that comes into your space relative to everything that you are
experiencing
Coming up out of a sump of darkness into a time of knowingness
Errors are fine to make, they are where you learn, but to continue to commit becomes an assault
Hatonn likes the 12 steps of the AA program better than the Ten Commandments
If you want to enter the Kingdom of God, intention is what God sees
You have been trained to be insecure and you are perfection; you are the reflection of God
Had you grown in the truth of God you would be traveling among the stars; no limit to placement
You must come again unto that knowledge of perfection
END OF MEETING

921010-1a
October 11, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RANDY WEAVER, BO GRITZ, HENRY KISSINGER
TIME
00:00
01:15
08:00
08:30
09:30
10:28
10:58
11:17
12:20
13:30
15:00
19:15
21:20
22:44
24:37
24:50
28:00
31:30
32:28
34:30
36:32
39:00
43:00
46:09

SUBJECT
Randy Weaver, Bo Gritz, Henry Kissinger
Attending to inquiries, input sharing, etc.
Always reasons for suffering a loss
Appreciation to all who have corresponded with Randy Weaver and Kevin in Idaho
Henry Kissinger; the order to take Randy came directly from Kissinger
Bo Gritz and his organization
All power taken from Bush
Kissinger Group is running the government
In the '80s Kissinger and Brzezinski taking over control of places for the U.N.
More on Randy Weaver and Bo Gritz
Create an incident to take them both out
Doesn't matter what name you call God
Original book of 300 by Dr. Coleman
Hearings for Weaver takes Gritz out of race
Depopulation of the globe
Receivers must be cautious and very discrete
Holy Bible makes people blinded to Truth
Told not to question the Bible
Pat Robertson is not on your team; he set Ted Turner up in business and bought a network
Jerry Falwell, Zionist movement is the anti-Christ movement
Zion is not a place
Letter from Randy Weaver read
More on Bo Gritz and Presidential debate
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921010-1b

921010-1b
October 11, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
Please see index for Meeting Tape 921010-2a as it is a duplicate of this tape.

921010-2a
October 11, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE BREATH OF LIFE; ROBOTOIDS; NOSTRADAMUS
TIME
00:00
00:49
01:59
02:40
03:23
04:20
05:09
06:25
08:23
08:55
10:23
22:15
25:12
26:49
27:30
28:30
32:30
33:28
34:30
37:30
40:44
42:30
45:37

SUBJECT
The Breath of Life; Robotoids, Nostradamus
Esu's return and expectations
Imitation always precedes the real one
Holographic form in first appearance
We are electromagnetic motor mechanisms
Robotoids can be given breath of life from God
Every created thing has its own uniqueness
Full blown army already built
Full intent is to depopulate
Nostradamus was never wrong, just never figured out
Letter from DJ read giving insight into Nostradamus--quatrains and anagrams
The great seers saw things that were not suitable for their minds to explain in their time
It is not as simple as Dolores Canon makes it seem
Is Nostradamus any different from Revelations?
New Testament written to pull you away from Old Mosaic laws taught in the Torah
Is God really goodness and Light?
What are you going to do to awaken yourselves from this illusion (dream)?
Ergotrate as an anesthetic--boggles the mind
Sub-conscious mind is never turned off
Contract with your surgeon and anesthesiologist prior to surgery
Question regarding rheumatoid arthritis
Insight into the term "Jew"
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921010-2b

921010-2b
November 3, 2010
Dan/Nicky
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BE AS WISE AS A DOVE
TIME
00:00
00:35
01:05
02:36
04:16
05:33
06:43
09:36
10:56
16:00
17:05
18:20
18:43
26:34
30:38
34:51
38:51
39:54

SUBJECT
Be As Wise As A Dove
Serpent people
Early Khazars--David al Roy--a messiah? (See Phoenix Express 1991-Volume X #11 for story)
Aramaic, Sanskrit, English biblical translations are from German
Go to your history books to better understand the Bible
Being Jewish
Sound on tape faulty
Mars is a poor pathetic planet; satellite not looking for anything
Walter and Lao Russell, University of Science and Philosophy, Mary Baker Eddy, claim to be
Humanistic
Hatonn's and Germain's intent is not to bring new knowledge
A person who can restore and re-mineralize a planet
Use of ground pumice
Hydrogen Peroxide, frequency environment, viruses, disease, Crystal Life
"They" don't want you cured, have banned folic acid, laetrile--soon Hepatitis B will be in everything
Letter carriers will be the informers--10 postal districts
Russian Cosmospheres, phasers, light particle beams
Many things you can do--get knowledge--understand self--THINK, BEFORE OPENING MOUTH
END OF MEETING

921017-1a
October 24, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell Radio Host of KTKK Radio, Salt Lake City, Utah
GOOD VERSUS EVIL
TIME
00:00
00:10
04:35
05:05
07:30
09:25
11:30
23:30
14:39
16:23
20:00
21:50
22:50
23:50
24:45
25:43
26:55

SUBJECT
Good Versus Evil
Hatonn identifies himself and his frequency
Randy Weaver, Ruby Creek area, Idaho
Ashland, Oregon, Maynard Campbell crisis
Secret indictment
Bo Gritz to be pulled into picture
Indictment charges
Columbia has major earthquake activity
Lake Elsinore and Saltan Sea area
San Bernardino and So. California gas lines
Final stages of election process for President
Brent Scowcroft funneling money into Serbia
Henry Kissinger & Associates run everything in New Zealand, Australia, Southeast Asia and China
along with Yugoslavia
Kissinger represents Rothschild's
Rockefeller brothers were killed, David is a replica
Bilderbergers, Trilateralists, Committee of 300 grooming Clinton
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 921017-1b

921017-1b
October 24, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell Host of KTKK Radio, Salt Lake City, Utah
UNITED NATIONS, ELECTIONS, AND MORE
TIME
00:00
00:20
01:22
04:00
04:46
06:25
07:50
09:20
12:00
17:19
18:50
22:30

SUBJECT
United Nations, Elections, and More
Banking Institutions, Ross Perot and Stockdale
Dan Quayle, pre-88 election
Training U.N. troops in Oregon, Washington, Utah, and Idaho, 3 bases in Montana
U.N. troops confiscating weapons in East Lansing, Michigan
Will not be a fair election
Bo Gritz and media silence
New bases built to incarcerate patriots
Totally controlled media
United Nations will be the ultimate world government and police force
Public law #102-14 passed by Congress in 1991
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 921017-2a

921017-2a
October 24, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell, Radio Host of KTKK Radio, Salt Lake City, Utah
ALWAYS THE MESSENGERS WILL COME
TIME
00:00
00:20
00:59
01:30
02:45
03:30
04:00
05:00
08:48
09:48
13:15
16:29
17:12
20:50
26:45

SUBJECT
Always The Messengers Will Come
Current pressing issues must be faced rather than talking about spirituality
Never underestimate the Plan of God
Commander's role
This is a major critical cycle of evolution
The Bible and the promise of Jesus the Christ
Always the messengers will come
Nothing in physical form that is not tampered with
What is Truth?
Christ is a state of being; there is only One
Human beings and ones without souls
Divine Plan Book 2--Anunnaki and Nephilim
Moving into a higher frequency
What or who is Anti-Christ?
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPAE 921017-2b

921017-2b
October 24, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Sam Russell, Radio Host of KTKK Radio, Salt Lake City, Utah
GOD IS LIGHT, TRUTH, LOVE
TIME
00:00
00:20
01:30
01:50
03:20
04:35
07:39
09:20
11:30
12:30
14:15
19:45
22:00
23:45

SUBJECT
God is Light, Truth, Love
Who created God?
Universal Laws of Creation
Evil has to be taught
The Liberator and Editor, Dr. Young
Gold and Fort Knox
Saddam Hussein, George Bush; doubles, actors and replicas
Book of Mormon and Bible both tampered with
Brent Scowcroft is the Mormon representative
Conspiracy theories and reincarnation
Law of karma--does not have to be
Man-made earthquakes
Each of you must discern Truth
END OF RADIO INTERVIEW

921024-1a
November 10, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RELATIONSHIP OF THE U.S.A. AND CLUES OF THE BEAST
TIME
00:00
02:00
04:20
07:30
10:00
11:10
14:30
19:07
19:55
24:25
26:15
27:44
29:03
31:10
31:30
32:00
36:46
39:20
39:57
42:45
44:30
44:30
46:50

SUBJECT
Relationship of the U.S.A. and Clues of the Beast
Worst political embroilment of career as a Nation
Be cautious of receiving and why
Christ energy, the God Light and Triune One
U.S.A. was birthed as a political entity
Webster's Dictionary is the linguistic major presentation of the beast
Truth upsets you if you believe otherwise
Look for the clues put forth by the beast
Italian satellite, particle beams, shuttle craft
Bo Gritz, Weaver trial, Scott Campbell
Federal SWAT team killing
Keep the weapons away from you
Always pray for God to please let me take second seat
Window of vulnerability
Input and power presented by Kissinger
Games as tools and numerology
Astrology--can be one of the best tools
Words assume meaning as they are used
Anything in physical form prone to error
Everything is perspective and perception
POW's alive
Ross Perot and Bo Gritz
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 921024-1b

921024-1b
November 10. 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ELECTION NASTINESS AND HEALTH HINTS
TIME
00:00
00:10
02:35
04:50
05:29
06:20
07:30
08:14
08:30
09:53
11:50
13:00
14:15
16:00
16:30
17:40
19:50
20:05
23:25
25:38
37:03
40:40
42:30
45:30

SUBJECT
Election Nastiness and Health Hints
Bo Gritz campaign
New toy blasted Russia at Georgian border causing major earthquake
Information sources are completely controlled
CIA and Mr. Gates
Sphere and shuttle orbiting in sync
Stand-off in space
Depopulation by year 2000
Whole new definition of Aids, new viruses and similar viruses
Why are they inoculating all of the Lakota Sioux children?
Practice of man is to be unfair
Integration takes everything out of its proper sequence
Use your soul to discern and judge
Everything is truth and valid according to its projection
Hatonn brings the Truth of who you are, what you are, and what you have to look forward to
Walter Russell was given the gift
Humanity controlled through tool of money
Masons, degrees, initiations and oaths; 33rd degree
God is not secret
Hydrogen peroxide and Vitamin C uses
DNA structure
Illusion and the magnificence of the eye
Measuring perceptions
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921024-2a

921024-2a
November 10, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SOUL ENERGY AND KNOWING
TIME
00:00
00:10
02:17
03:00
05:20
05:55
09:00
10:00
11:13
12:05
13:23
14:00
15:00
16:30
19:00
23:00
26:25
26:48
27:24
30:21
33:30
36:25
40:40
42:40
45:00

SUBJECT
Soul Energy and Knowing
Soul Energy is all there is
Purely knowing and understanding
What knowing is
Great cycle changes for our species on this planet
What Christ Sananda had to do
How do you know what you are looking for?
The Master came to measure and test to see if man would be ready
How can Hatonn fix your illusion?
Soul is the one thing no human can impact
Experiencing and beginning to create
Our world was never meant to be Heaven
You have manifest into your existence a live dream and thought patterns
Most do not want to fix the world, but go on to higher experience
When you realize you have God power
Masons, initiations and rituals
Henry Kissinger's level of understanding
Do they know they are replicas?
Promised everlasting life
Bo Gritz; should be vote?
Weaver trial and Campbell case
Prison system; patriot groups
Surviving as the remnant; what will you do with all the bodies?
Keep your goal, purpose and perception
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921024-2b

921024-2b
November 10, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A POTPOURRI OF SUBJECTS
TIME
00:00
00:20
01:50
03:50
05:00
07:30
10:20
13:13
14:55
15:55
17:00
18:00
18:30
24:30
29:00
30:00
31:00
32:14
34:00
36:00
40:18

SUBJECT
A Potpourri of Subjects
By your works shall you be judged
You perceive a shortage of time; when you have infinity
Get balanced with God; cleanse the soul
Madonna's impact
Ears hearing and receiving high frequency pitch--electronic language
You are Light energy
Earth force frequency; harmonizing
Federal Reserve System; lawsuit
Legislators and 33rd Degree Masons
Earthquake in Khazar land
Can and will Hatonn protect the children?
Hydrogen peroxide and purifying water
Eating animals; food intake spiritual intent
Extra-terrestrials; no enemies coming from space
Bolton Canyon, Arizona and a window opening
The enemy of man is incarnate on your planet
There will be no one left who willingly comes into the Light
The prophesies and messengers
Choices and intent
END OF MEEETING

921101-1a
November 14, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Wes Miller, Radio Host, Gallup, New Mexico
ELITE POLITICS--TIT FOR TAT
TIME
00:00
00:59
01:54
05:01
05:59
06:47
07:50
10:36
13:49
15:02
17:50
18:15
19:25
19:39
20:40
22:00
26:02
27:57
30:35
32:39
35:03
36:00
39:23
40:11
44:19
47:13

SUBJECT
Elite Politics--Tit for Tat
Ross Perot--a Godly person
Replicas and programming capability
Bo Gritz
The Bilderbergers meeting
The only way Bush can win is to join forces with Perot
Clinton's comments
POW's
Phaser system satellite blunders
A mirrored receiving/transmission system
No enemies in space if Godly intent
Elite-Anti-Christ group has big enemy in space
Cosmic law prohibits use of force as not Godly
Awaken to your power, you have forgotten
When total confrontation comes, we will bring you into safety
Russia and Tesla technology
Russians have bases on Mars and on the Moon
The adversary versus God is the name of the game
Nuclear weapons not allowed further out than 150 miles
Particle beams
Possible Cuban invasion to remove Castro?
Can we walk on the Sun?
Jupiter's position in space
About 178 billion inhabitable qualified planets in the whole system
God promised that the Truth would be brought forth--it has been muddled and misused
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 921101-1b

921101-1b
November 14, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Wes Miller, Radio Host, Gallup, New Mexico
SIT AND LISTEN TO WHAT GOD SAYS
TIME
00:00
00:10
00:26
05:30
07:10
08:43
10:03
10:13
10:43
12:30
13:21
15:24
15:34
16:02
17:55
18:35
22:00
22:30
24:15
25:40
27:12
28:00
30:00
31:18

SUBJECT
Sit and Listen to What God Says
Sumerian texts are being discovered along with teachings of the ancients
Those sent back with a mission to write
Elizabeth Clare Prophet
UFO activity, sightings, locations, etc.
Hatonn's people used to clone others
Elite and their safety places
There is a nuclear war fully planned
Many Atmospherians here now
Adversary can only destroy or manufacture
All souled beings are looking for their recommendation with God Creator
Viruses are simple crystalline life forms
Smallpox vaccines were given to hundreds of thousands of South Africans, Haitians too
They ended up with the Aids virus
It is genocide any way you add it up
Suggested treatment for the virus
Vitamin C creates hydrogen peroxide
Seven drops of peroxide purifies the water
What happened to Amelia Earhart?
Men who served in Saudi Arabia inoculated with Anthrax
Now to build up your immune system
Confirmation is coming, Truth will out
Pearl Harbor was known and planned
END OF INTERVIEW

921101-2
December 5, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE BEST OF TIMES AND THE WORST OF TIMES
TIME
00:00
02:22
03:05
04:19
05:27
06:04
07:20
10:20
11:15
11:59
13:01
13:31
16:00
19:21
19:28
19:41
21:04
22:02
23:21
23:42

SUBJECT
The Best of Times and the Worst of Times
You are in the time of critical change for mankind
The gun laws game
You must learn to live and function through all of those things in Light
You must learn to keep your shields about you and your discernment
A good channel and a valid channel will hold information and discern
The adversary decides what is good for you
The closer you get to the Source in your mission, the more you will be tested
So many lies about the Orions and Zeta Reticulans
Everything coming up from those underground facilities is evil
You are only a minute speck of the reason for the production of the Word
Wouldn't it be fun to reclaim the glory of a planet?
Light formation over Los Angeles area
This is the war of God and evil for your souls
This is the taking or the breaking of a planet
If you choose evil, you have denied God
The body is the gift for you to use for your lessons
Let's not waste this journey
Man is going to wake up, pray God not too late
MEETING ENDS

921108-1a
December 5, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WORKING FOR GOD
TIME
00:00
01:55
02:50
03:27
04:25
07:13
07:45
11:01
11:21
12:45
14:47
17:00
17:59
25:21
26:03
41:00
43:17
46:31

SUBJECT
Working for God
Every breath is a lesson
Review of election
Weaver incident and another set up
Bo Gritz
How Bo Gritz was set up
Learn how you can be had
The reality of which God he served
Special forces are the murdering military army of the CIA
You better get squared away with whom and what you serve
The greatest gift you can take out of this is that Space Command is here
Letter from Bo read and evaluated
Ross Perot and his role
Evil always wears its clue
Hatonn is our only way out of this place
If your nation does not stand for God, then you have nothing
You don't need Washington or Capitol Hill, you need your Constitution and you need good leaders
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921108-1b

921108-1b
December 19, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RIGGED ELECTION
TIME
00:00
00:56
01:17
04:11
05:46
06:17
07:00
07:46
18:20
21:05
22:52
24:50
25:00
25:56
34:07
34:56
37:57
38:48
39:07
39:59
45:36

SUBJECT
Rigged Election
We go with the free-will choices of many at any given segment of his experience
It will not get better without you doing something to make it get better
What Bo Gritz does is between him and God
You are learning how to do away with the doubting through knowing
Hatonn is bringing the Word of God
Letter from Hatonn to Bo Gritz read
As the election is rigged, Gritz cannot win
Gritz is working with the grinning Satan about his neck and shoulders
A Godly being cannot be robotized, but he sure can be made to see the Light
When ordered away, Hatonn goes, and with it, the shield
You are not given all to see and know
End of letter
There will be a lot more unveiling of what is going on
Weaver knows enough to hang them all
You are not dealing with the government, you are dealing with the Anti-Christ
The patriots are doing exactly what they are ordered to do under Khazarian influence
You must dilute to control--what the Khazars are best at
You sent the blacks to Germany to interbreed to dilute the German race
They are starting the racial wars
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921108-2

921108-2
December 19, 2010
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THERE ARE NO SAVIORS
TIME
00:00
01:03
01:40
03:57
04:30
05:25
05:42
07:57
09:40
11:20
12:20
17:10
21:48
23:37
24:30
25:55
30:44
32:00
35:14
39:30

SUBJECT
There Are No Saviors
Banks are being shored up until the payoffs are done
FDIC already bankrupt
God is just and always responds when petitioned
There are no lessons to be learned by somebody else doing it for you
The gifts flow when you give selflessly
You are all there is; you have to come to rightness with Self
The leader of this massive bastardized movement will come as Nostradamus said, right out of Rome
You had better defend yourself with Truth
Hatonn speaks of Michael Silverhawk
"Todays Writing" read by Oberli
Perfection comes when the doubts are removed
We grow into perfection through experience
God's realms have no titles or royalty
All Saviors are, by identification and definition, phony
God does not judge, he awaits self-judgment of self
If you do something within the laws of God, it will never be wrong
The doctrines of your man-made churches are evil
Pain is necessary, misery is chosen
END OF MEETING

921114-1a
January 23, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RUSSIA, GADDAFI, CURRENCY, ETC.
TIME
00:30
04:04
05:57
07:04
09:32
11:24
12:22
13:41
14:02
15:09
17:00
19:18
20:15
23:33
26:55
34:40
34:42
46:55

SUBJECT
Russia, Gaddafi, Currency, etc.
How do you know what you are experiencing or witnessing while you are asleep?
A phenomenal event as the Russians are going to launch a special missile
They are telling you everything you need to know about their power
As ones become speakers or receivers for various ones of the Hosts, signs, symbols, confirmations are
always given
Sananda is simply a state of being
Currently writing on the Khazars, Russia, Gog and Magog
Through the Christed teachings is the only way you are going to make it
You cannot save the spirit through the physical
You don't have the right to experience that which will damage another
Where you have assets you have evil
Some of the heinous leaders of the Christian movement are going to come from the darkest energy
forms
Monetary collapse is over our heads
In the 1700s, Russia put an incredible amount of gold into the Bank of England
Oberli reads about Nostradamus and current events
There is no greater honor in Islamic religion than to die for all, in the name of Allah
Gaddafi means the "vomiter of blood"
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921114-1b

921114-1b
January 23, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GOG, MAGOG, AND RUSSIAN SUPREMACY
TIME
00:00
01:22
02:23
05:00
06:34
07:33
09:21
09:28
15:31
18:09
19:56
22:00
23:17
34:50
38:09
38:22
46:52

SUBJECT
Gog, Magog, and Russian Supremacy
Launching of rocket and missile from Russia
This will prove they have total supremacy on every pin dot on the globe
Massive sightings over many nations of the European and Asian sectors
Mass sighting of UFO's on the day of the eclipse
Also showed particle laser beams in action
Before Adam there were the serpent people
Khazars called themselves first, serpent people and then Jews
Now you can't tell who is a child, or who is a robot, or a souled being
Their Number 2 rule is, get control of the gold and you rule the world and all in it
They have worked for centuries to ensure they get it all
You don't want a lot, you only want enough
The Word, the Truth and Knowing is the power
Russia has for a long time been the colossus of the North
Russians are either pure or mixed Mongolian
Magog is Mongolia
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921114-2a

921114-2a
March 5, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A LITTLE HISTORY LESSON
TIME
00:00
00:27
07:47
09:51
13:20
13:33
14:09
14:38
15:06
17:41
18:13
18:33
19:16
19:41
20:06
21:04
21:17
24;22
25:13
26:49
37:03
42:32
45:20

SUBJECT
A Little History Lesson
Magog in Mongolia discussion continues
British Israel
Rosh has been an element of Israel left in Russia
Mongolia and the Mongolian lineage is Magog
Russia is Gog
Libya to give problems against the Israelites
As the Russians press southerly, it will match your prophecies
As the great battles are enjoined, the Mongolians will sweep across the Euphrates
For several years you have had infiltration of the KGB training the police departments
You can't tell anymore which is the CIA from the KGB
Bill Clinton is direct lineage of Rockefeller
Your alien brothers are going to be located in places such as Philippines--areas of old Lemuria
Atmospherians live better underwater than above
The code of the Cosmos/Universal law is that they may not touch you
The Manhattan experiment
Reptilian element/Serpent people don't have scales and don't look like lizards
God gave you a brain--that's the greatest creation of all
They are going to try to take your property here
Your agreement is as an elder brother
This is where the rich get richer
Your prison system is just like the IRS--a private corporate business
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921114-2b

921114-2b
March 5, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHO IS YOUR ENEMY
TIME
00:00
01:31
03:13
03:40
05:28
06:01
06:51
08:21
10:17
15:05
15:34
24:26
26:09
26:52
27:01
28:49
29:09
31:05
35:35
39:33
40:59
45:24

SUBJECT
Who Is Your Enemy
All Hatonn can do is offer that hand
You must learn to separate out the physical expression of action and the soul
You are faced with the fact that the entire scenario is illusion
People don't like the fact that we are in the time of that cycle where the Hosts are back again
What you may wish to call the parallel planet, is prepared
Your enemy has worked since the beginning to hide himself from you
Salvation comes from the energy called soul
You can replicate the body--you cannot replicate the soul
It is a time of getting your space cleared
As long as you stay in the lighted conduit, you are going to be just fine
The Khazarian Zionists are your enemy and the Antichrist
Your planet was sucked out and formed
It is the illusion of the enemy
It is a battle for souls
The adversary cannot touch you
God creates, the adversary takes away
Even the Son knows not the hour of His coming
You do the most work during your sleep state
Most of those cloned have the expression of those from which they are cloned
If you can cross those cellular structures DNA-wise, you can produce incredible things
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921114-3a

921114-3a
March 5, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CHOICES
TIME
00:00
00:40
02:18
03:09
04:11
05:28
06:50
07:07
07:29
07:53
08:11
08:39
10:19
13:04
17:40
18:02
19:58
22:18
22:37
28:55
29:11
29:43

SUBJECT
Choices
Our penalty for making the incorrect choice
You have additive substances to trap you
They called themselves the serpent people
Don't miss it, a candlestick is a serpent with an all-consuming flame
Hatonn has never presented as a serpent
God did not bring poison unto our place
Man, evil, has manufactured the negative aspects of what just is
You were told before the ending of time you would have total rule of Satan
Entering into the density of earth, many alien brothers aren't able to get off--become heavy
They would bring technology
Tesla said to Walter Russell: "Put it away--it will be a thousand years before man is ready
You must never put yourself down, because that is an insult to God
You will choose to protect the very thing that will allow you to serve
If you understand the point of illusion, you can create the reality
The adversary cannot create the illusion
Hatonn puts conditions on service, not on love
There is no argument about aliens
Carter was the only one who saw spacecraft and aliens and said he was going to tell
Ability to appear and disappear at will
Many of the Greys can go through a wall
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921114-3b

921114-3b
March 5, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE ADVERSARY AND GOD
TIME
00:00
00:32
04:14
08:09
08:32
09:49
10:01
12:39
14:49
16:10
17:06
19:26
20:34
26:06
26:16
28:10
32:05
33:28
39:02
41:10
45:36
46:15

SUBJECT
The Adversary and God
You are not in a free nation, no free election, all prearranged
Major training of troops moving into the cities is scheduled
Why do you not question some of the stuff in your good book?
Greatest gift ever given is the gift of thought and reason and the ability to discern
You have them all the way up through the White House praying to God
You just don't recognize their God
They don't want you to make it and certainly not with any property
Great Britain intends to wipe out the black population and own all of Africa
The Club of Phoenix sucks you in as patriots
They say they are of the patriot movement and they are Christ followers
The adversary nudges you to blame God
There won't be jobs, there won't be welfare
There are little grey aliens and lizards on earth
Evil created by man and all locked on the physical plane
God is forever
If it is against Christ, it is against God
Man has left no dignity for himself
There are at least three of Mr. Bush in for repairs every week-end at Camp David
An individual writes and asks of his experience
Sananda will appear to you in the form you need to identify him
MEETING ENDS

921122-1a
March 27, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
REVEALING OF PROPHESIES
TIME
00:00
00:28
00:40
01:00
09:41
11:00
12:15
14:32
17:02
19:49
20:32
22:28
23:50
25:43
29:40
31:00
33:00
34:18
35:40

SUBJECT

Revealing of Prophesies
Experiencing what the long ages of prophecies are revealing to you
It gets harder and harder to lie to you
Hatonn covers current happenings regarding the Ekker property
They want the Word to stop going out
God provides the answer when you ask
God never leaves anybody wanting
Balance everything in reason, logic and non-judgment--judge action and not man
You can't live on Spirit alone--life has to be balanced
If you don't know the players and history, you cannot relate
There have been excellent decipherings of Nostradamus' work
Massive happenings in the economy
New York a target because the UN is there and it is the Head of the Khazarian Nation
EJ reads todays writings
Russian missile to land today
Bank closures and currencies
Bush plan to restart Gulf War
UN sanctions on Iraq
1981 movie, "The Man Who Saw Tomorrow: Prophesies of Nostradamus", Hatonn recommends
viewing this again
38:18 More on Nostradamus
42:40 Saddam's revenge and when the comet Swift Tuttle shall be seen, and its last visit
45:55 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921122-1b

921122-1b
March 27, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MAKING BREAD
TIME
00:00
00:10
04:38
11:15
14:50
15:50
18:04
23:17
26:55
28:00
28:48
30:00
32:26
33:41
35:00
41:38

SUBJECT
Making Bread
EJ continues reading Marsden's Swift Tuttle comet predictions
Pinatubo--the Moon--crescent moon--eclipses
End of reading
The Market, Japan, Hong Kong
Much international money is being held in limbo waiting for this collapse or the new currency
Bankruptcy courts--legal case of Ekkers property
Making bread--don't under estimate God
Malcolm X movie
Orchestrated chaos
Space and missiles
Other receivers in the news
NASA letter to Mr. McLaughlin
When the tones change, pay attention
Bart--his vigilance and his actions
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921122-2a

921122-2a
April 2, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and Soltec Writing
AGE OF LIGHT
TIME
00:00
00:50
01:16
02:50
05:07
06:20
06:45
07:23
08:39
09:14
09:45
12:46
16:01
16:48
22:00
26:51
28:57
30:00
32:00
39:47
41:04
45:02

SUBJECT
Age of Light
Ed Young reads Todays Writing from Soltec
You stand on the threshold of transition to the age of knowledge
San Andreas Fault
All the dark secrets shall be revealed--the age of knowing shall be known as the "Age of Light"
Through knowledge comes power
Lack of knowledge is the key to control over another
Earth and human must come into a higher state of existence
No-one is any greater than another
God created only worthy creations
With God there is no fear or guilt
Your essence cannot be destroyed, for that essence is God
End of Soltec reading
Hatonn on confirmation regarding banking, closures and currencies
Being a sovereign citizen--you must work within the system and the Laws of God
You will never gain anything by the gun
You cannot tend them all
The hardest thing you will have to face is to let go of ones, so you can move on
Welfare system--food stamps--social security
Get some food aside; God's people deserve it
Hatonn's mission depends on how well you play the game
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921122-2b

921122-2b
April 2, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BANKS AND SAUDI ARABIA
TIME
00:00
01:55
04:38
04:45
04:52
06:09
07:50
08:30
11:14
11:38
12:00
12:34
13:27
16:22
16:58
17:30
18:02
19:24
20:13
21:40
22:06
24:00
24:40

SUBJECT
Banks and Saudi Arabia
They are going to close the banks
The Market doesn't mean anything
You have been under Martial Law since 1933
Subject to Federal Reserve since 1931
When economy collapses, will gold be confiscated?
You are dealing with the King--He has worked a plan only surpassed by one--and that is God
Never under estimate the power of forming a Constitutional Federal Government of your own
Japanese are major holders in Bank of America
Bank America (not Bank of America) is the mother bank for the US at this time
Saudi Arabia
60,000 people killed in Liberia in last few months
Mr. Bush's family out of Bahrain sits over a pool of light crude under Saudi Arabia
They bought off the Sheiks while destroying the rest of Saudi Arabia
Kissinger & Associates have set up the entire Serbian/Bosnian horror
Ft. Knox gold shipped out through Annapolis
It is no God of Light that won't give you the Light
The only purpose is to regain your oneness with God--Spirituality is the only purpose
Hatonn preaches Glory and Hope
Pain is necessary, misery is choice
To limit God, by limiting self, is an insult
Part of the lesson is how we handle these things that mark our place in the Heavenly Realms
MEETING ENDS

921125-1a
April 25, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Wes Miller, Radio Host, Gallup,New Mexico
LIES, GLOBAL TAKEOVER AND MORE
TIME
00:00
03:32
04:41
06:04
08:14
14:17
16:30
18:00
20:20
21:37
24:43
30:41
32:00
33:20
33:43
34:29
35:20
36:42
40:03
41:02

SUBJECT
Lies, Global Takeover and More
President's don't like Hatonn; he represents the largest threat to their entire existence
Stand-off now between Zionists and Russians--Bill Clinton--Al Gore--Armand Hammer
Bush is and was one of the Elite puppets
Economic problems--closing banks--change to new currency--Japanese and Bank of America--Bank
America phasing out 500+ branches
Red and blue flashes are photon laser tests
Russian friendship missile launch--sunken submarine--tracking systems in the Pacific
Tornados--show of power--SDI program
Vietnam--global takeover--Sen. Kerry's role with POWs--some still alive
Flight 007--blackmail--anthrax
Jack and Robert Kennedy's assassinations--Mafia--Cuba--Bush--Johnson--Nixon
Hatonn's language--frequencies
Middle East war--comet coming in
Prophesy is written to be fulfilled
Russia helping arm Iran
Russia plans to go back to a Monarchy
Israeli intentions to blow up the Dome
Economic system is about to fold--one major disaster for emergency regulations--full blown atomic
bomb above New York City--preventing Electoral College from voting in Clinton
The adversary cannot function in Light; he can't function if his secrets are gold
INTERVIEW CONTINUES ON TAPE 921125-1b

921125-1b
April 25, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
RADIO INTERVIEW: G.C. Hatonn and Wes Miller, Radio Host, Gallup, New Mexico
WHERE IS YOUR FOCUS OF ENERGY?
TIME
00:00
00:10
02:48
04:31
04:58
06:22
06:49
07:30
08:08
09:50
11:38:
13:01
14:00
15:45
16:12
17:30
20:10
24:29
25:00
26:20
30:20
31:37
34:56

SUBJECT
Where Is Your Focus Of Energy?
Prophecies for this period of time
Questions that put ground crew in jeopardy
California fault lines being worked on again
San Francisco quake--light burst and blast
Elite all working for the same plan
Queen of England--also a target
Christian and Communist Russians--Socialist and Fascist
Mohammed--not a false prophet
Location of Great Teachers--and their teachings
Maitreya--a state of being
Different species of human experiencing on this planet
John the Baptist--Elijah--Sananda
Lineage--Akhenaten--King Tut
Jesus Christ burial location--not the Holy Land
You create your own reality--TRUTH
Middle East war--when the Beat of the North comes marching down into Israel, the war will push all the
way down into Turkey
The entire thrust is to open up to the Khazarian Protocol List
What can you do?
How do you manifest?
Hair growth and physical expression
Phycotene--regarding anti-aging
INTERVIEW ENDS

921129-1a
May 1, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
COVER-GATE OF ALL COVER-GATES
TIME
00:00
00:40
02:25
08:03
09:15
12:39
13:21
15:54
16:30
21:35
22:07
24:39
27:31
29:27
30:30
30:39
31:36
35:15
37:17
39:23
43:58

SUBJECT
Cover-Gate of All Cover-Gates
Time to rise above the Me-ness
Covering up of God--survival--financial biggy--Philippines--biggest conspiracy--gold certificates
Liberator article brings positive result
Trilateral meeting in South Africa--NWO--Freemasonry--bulk of gold in South Africa
Meeting in London
Huge building project at Sun City
There is an underground city
Clinton a puppet--Bo Gritz
Treasury-gate--off-shore banking--estate planning laws--privacy--sheltering
If they are still telling you to go offshore and get hoards of gold, you are being led down the primrose
path
Follow the laws of the land and do it properly
You have got to be as shrewd as the fox, smart and clever as the serpent, gentle as the dove
Expect a massive revolution and civil war
You have large incarceration facilities
When you have 12 ft high fences with razor wire facing inward, they plan to keep something inside
You will be provided with that which God sees you need
Watch the serpents at their work--lost missile
Flu and flu shots--vaccine for AIDS
God would not allow you to be left without a countermeasure--hydrogen peroxide--bioflavonoids and
other substances
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921129-1b

921129-1b
May 1, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TREASURY-GATE
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Treasury-Gate
00:10 Further discussion on health supplements
04:42 Dan Clan are native Indians living on a reservation by Treaty from USA--gold found--confiscation of
horses, cows, etc.--brother set fire to himself--Law Center
12:22 You ask God for help; God gives you help
13:50 Treasury-Gate--a transcription of a program on Radio Free America read and discussed--alleges the
government has perpetrated a financial fraud against its citizens--assassination attempt against 3 US
citizens--US plus 15 other nations entered into secret financial treaty--John Sununu and Brent
Scowcroft--full financial aid to Russia and all other emerging democracies
32:15 A second writing--letter to President Bush, Sr. regarding the financial fraud against the US citizens
36:36 Citizens confronted by Secret Service in hotel room--ordered to have them assassinated
43:41 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921129-2a

921129-2a
May 1, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TREASURY GATE (CONTINUED)
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Treasury Gate (Continued)
00:22 Document discussion continues--whole operation connected with Elite conspirators--San Luis Obispo,
California into Texas--payoffs
03:20 Reading of letter to President Bush, Sr. continues
06:15 End of letter
07:02 More treasury-gate information
12:20 Hatonn discusses this material
14:02 The point is to confiscate everything and hold the power over all nations--everything is only partial truth
17:12 If it is against God's Laws, it is not alright
18:48 Any human species that will allow the use of innocent beings in this obscene pornographic manner is
despicable
20:00 Hatonn's mission is of pure peace, pure friendship and pure love--ignorance is wonderful; deliberate
actions are another thing--remember, God wins
23:30 You better know about the Khazarian hierarchy
25:25 Massive escape of viral infection matter from Plum Island--a research island--off-shore wind--many
workers coming down with those long incubating diseases of the nervous system
26:31 People around New York are going to experience quite a few strange flu symptoms
27:25 If a dog or a bird can get it, you can get it too--just like radiation
28:16 Lies are beginning to be uncovered
29:20 Publicity is all that saves
29:46 You cannot do it without the Constitution
30:51 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921129-2b

921129-2b
May 1, 2011
Irene/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FULFILLING YOUR MISSION
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Fulfilling Your Mission
00:16 Unless you are willing to share now, there will not be any later-not going to sit on your assets while God
fixes it--if you want it fixed, you will fix it
01:16 You don't have to worry about overpopulation, get the planet turned around and Hatonn has places to
put these people
03:14 Hatonn comes with absolute unconditional love--when each individual acts and responds in Godliness,
not in greediness, it will happen
05:19 If you do it with the love and insight and with-in-ness with God, it will be correct
06:07 You will see why you were so willing to come back and succeed this time
07:17 Go with God, remain in peace, remain alert, attend your shielding
07:42 Coming into knowing makes it different
07:58 MEETING ENDS

921206-1a
December 6, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ANTIOXIDANTS, FREE RADICALS AND MORE
TIME
00:00
00:20
02:50
04:14
10:17
12:50
20:40
24:46
26:10
31:46
33:55
37:05
39:15
40:55

SUBJECT
Antioxidants, Free Radicals, and More
Breakdown of yesterday's writing of Soltec's recent information regarding earthquakes
California, San Andreas Fault, Garlock Fault
45,000 measureable quakes in Mojave Desert since summer
Many jobs to do; much to accomplish
Bordering on two projects--Constitutional Law Center; storehouse funding
Resources for Gaiandriana, crystalline life forms
Antioxidants
Dr. Ed Young gives a brief statement on what is an antioxidant and free radicals
Hydrogen peroxide and how it works
Dr. Young reads letter from Washington, D.C. requesting contributions
Jewish hierarchy raising funds for Holocaust Museum
Israeli government being paid off
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921206-1b

921206-1b
December 6, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GROWING FIELDS AND HEALTH PROJECTS
TIME

SUBJECT

00:00 Growing Fields and Health Projects
00:20 Somalia; Ethiopia--clandestine kidnapping raids from Israel to get black Jews
02:30 Russia sets up surveillance bases in Somalia, then moves into Ethiopia, then U.S. moves into Somalia
and destroys the government
04:25 You killed a nation under guise of U.N.
05:25 Gulf opening, entry into Red Sea, then Saudi Arabia, Bahrain
7:52 North African rift, Armageddon, Dead Sea and Red Sea
09:15 Free radicals and oxidation
10:00 Growing fields in Wisconsin for ginseng
11:35 Triticum spelta oldest original grain known to man and best remover of free radicals
16:50 B-17 an anti-carcinogenic
19:00 Today's writing read on various topics
32:34 Clinton poem and his presidency
35:27 More of today's writing
40:55 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921206-2a

921206-2a
December 6, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHERE ARE YOU HEADED?
TIME
00:00
00:20
01:13
02:00
02:45
03:55
04:57
11:05
13:00
13:30
15:35
17:57
19:00
19:30
21:25
22:00
23:57
24:57
25:30
26:18
27:34
29:12

SUBJECT

Where Are You Headed?
Today's writing continues
Bill Cooper
UFO and disinformation, misinformation
George Green, America West Publisher
AIDS and TB
Long term detention during illness
Nostradamus predictions and the Bible
Truth presents itself, you have to grasp it
End of reading
Elite trying to gain control of the World
British pound trouble; Russian bonds
Mortgage paperwork
Cambodian development in Montana
Ross Perot won the election, results manipulated
Portable laser, phaser, photon beams
Stockades, incarceration camps
How do the days get cut short?
See no direction other than weapons and violence
Always comes back to the knowing
You praise the Deity out there somewhere
Manifestation of the thought form is all there is, you have the ability and capability to project that which
you desire
29:55 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921206-2b

921206-2b
December 6, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE EXPERIENCES DON'T STOP
TIME
00:00
00:50
01:14
03:29
04:45
05:25
07:00
09:08
11:00
12:13
13:13
16:55
19:44
20:11
23:30
23:57
25:08
27:00
29:51

SUBJECT
The Experiences Don't Stop
Get informed, when you know what is wrong, only then can you begin to reverse the process
The beast will devour itself
It requires intelligent knowledge
Deliberate racial tension
Deliberately brought Asian's into Germany
Ross Perot, Independents, and Bo Gritz
Bill Clinton groomed by the Bilderberger's at request of Club of Rome to fill this role
Brent Scowcroft is the one advising Clinton
POWs
You have given away last shred of your constitutional rights
Bank closings and merging
They intend to have it all
Bank America was structured to be the mother bank in America
The bank of the world is in Basel, Switzerland
Saudi Arabia forced to put money into Chase Manhattan
FDIC is bankrupt
Social Security, funding the welfare system
END OF MEETING

921207-1a
December 18, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
EMERGENCY MEETING: G.C. Hatonn
HOW TO GET THE WORD OUT
TIME
00:00
01:00
02:40
04:27
05:50
07:15
07:55
09:00
11:27
11:43
12:17
13:00
13:17
13:45
13:55
18:00
21:00
24:40
26:35
28:00
28:30
29:55
30:45
31:11

SUBJECT
How To Get The Word Out
New fault lines in Los Angeles
Toxic fumes; inland faults parallel to plate
As America goes, so goes the World
A law to close all banks if they do not meet the capitalization required; intent is to do away with the
Federal Reserve
Major portion of military will be in control
Military has already put on notice the last 4 Presidents, the Supreme Court, Kissinger, Baker, etc. for
arrest for Treason
Recommends not sending a letter
San Andreas Fault and Marshall Law
Troops into Somalia a farce
Word will come out that Perot won election
High Treason just part of it
Zionist movement
Intent is to close all banks
Meeting called to see how to get the word out the quickest way to our readers
Problems with receiver
Hatonn's contract with ground crew
Don't try to out-guess God
How do you want it to be?
How can you force their hand?
Who can lead?
Establish what is Truth and what is set forth to do you in
Caution about getting on any list
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921207-1b

921207-1b
December 18, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
EMERGENCY MEETING: G.C. Hatonn
MORE ON GETTING THE WORD OUT
TIME
00:00
01:00
06:15
06:45
07:20
09:45

SUBJECT

More On Getting The Word Out
Hatonn speaks to ground crew about getting information out
Those who have contacts, find out what they know about it, and get them busy
Is there need to hear from all 50 republics?
Some very invalid things, some glaring errors
In Civil War days, Liberator represented the freedom of man and the constitutional justice in the U.S.A.,
and that is where you are again and that is the way it should be represented
14:52 You do have some major cosmic happenings coming, a comet headed into your vicinity, an eclipse-these are powerful signals, powerful signs
17:25 END OF MEETING

921207-2a
December 18, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
TAPED TELEPHONE CONVERSATION RE COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING LTD.
This is a 40 minute taped telephone conversation between unidentified persons regarding Cosmos Seafood
Energy Marketing, Ltd., wherein Cosmos Seafood claims to have liened every bank in this country and they
planned to wipe out the Federal Reserve before the end of the year.
Also discussed was the 83rd Congress, via document 87, pages 288 and 289, which says the United Nations
Charter is the supreme law of the land.
Further discussed was talk about our military having already put Bush, Sr., Reagan, Carter, Ford, Kissinger,
Schultz, and Baker on notice to be arrested for treason and sedition.
Taped Telephone Conversation Continues on Tape 921207-2b
See also Tapes 921212-1a and 1b

921207-2b
December 18, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
TAPED TELEPHONE CONVERSATION RE COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING LTD.
This is a 32 minute taped telephone conversation between unidentified persons concerning the actions being
taken by the United States Military and Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd., and possible future
happenings in an effort to take back the government of the United States of America and to bring this country
back under the control of the Constitution and Constitutional Law.
End of Telephone Conversation
See also Tapes 921207-2a and 921212-1a and 1b

921212-1a
December 20, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
CONFERENCE CALL BETWEEN A GROUP OF PATRIOTS
This is a 43 minute conference call between a group of patriots discussing the main thrust of The Council on
Domestic Relations (CDR).
Andy Nicholau of Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd. (incorporated March 13, 1985 in Las Vegas,
Nevada) gave a brief history, purpose and actions to be taken in an effort to getting our country back under God
and using the Constitution to restore the Republic of the United States of America.
Conference Call Continued on Tape 921212-1b

921212-1b
December 20, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
CONFERENCE CALL CONTINUED BETWEEN A GROUP OF PATRIOTS
This is a 43 minute conference call continued between a group of patriots wherein Andy Nicholau of Cosmos
Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd., discussing the United States banking system, Federal Reserve, and the names
of those individuals who are under investigation for treason.
John Quade, also known as John W. Saunders, III, spent the last 6 years designing and developing a
communications system and computer network, to which John gives detailed information, descriptions and
marketing format on these systems.
Conference Call Continues on 921212-2a

921212-2a
December 20, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
CONFERENCE CALL CONTINUED BETWEEN A GROUP OF PATRIOTS
This is a 29 minute conference call continued between a group of patriots wherein John Quade concludes his
discussion and the group continues with more information on Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd., and on
The Council of Domestic Relations (CDR).
Further discussed was the millions of people who still believe and abide by the Constitution.
Conference Call Continued on Tape 921212-2b

921212-2b
December 20, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
CONFERENCE CALL CONTINUED BETWEEN A GROUP OF PATRIOTS
This is a 25 minute conference call continued between a group of patriots.
The best way to describe the scenario as addressed in this conference call, that has been put together, is that we
the people of the Republic are the holders of the largest corporation in the world.
What is happening in this transition is the complete restoration of the Republic and, simply put, it will be a great
jubilee.
END OF CONFERENCE CALL
For clarification and responses by Commander Hatonn regarding Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd., you
are referred to The Phoenix Liberator, issue dated January 12, 1993, pages 26 through 31.

921213-1a
January 25, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
OUR RESPONSIBILITY
TIME
00:00
01:00
02:00
03:35
05:40
08:00
08:25
09:45
11:20
16:00
17:25
18:22
20:50
21:24
21:35
28:40
35:49
41:06
44:30

SUBJECT
Our Responsibility
You are the ones that will save your planet, if it be saved
Tape interrupted until 02:50
Hatonn's mission is to bring Truth
You are a humanistic nation
There is a group and it is incorporated, registered as a republic, and it begins with Cosmos
We have an opportunity if you will seize the moment to reclaim your constitution and pull down the
thieves
Over 7.0 earthquake in Indonesia and Malaysia
Ones project misrepresentation of The Constitutional Law Center
New earthquake faults located south from Seattle to Los Angeles
There are gold certificates; there are bonds
God is angry when you act like imbeciles; you are brilliant--you are chosen
God so loved the World, He came Himself
Oberli reads "todays writing"
Confirmation of the #1 goal for the banksters
Randy Weaver, false information
Constitution versus God
End of "writing"
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 921213-1b

921213-1b
January 25, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
KNOWING GIVES YOU FREEDOM
TIME
00:00
00:20
01:03
03:20
04:10
04:37
05:05
07:05
07:45
08:40
42:46

SUBJECT
Knowing Gives You Freedom
Cecil Rhodes is the father and writer of the manifesto of the New World Order in South Africa
Black persecution
It has nothing to do with blame, it has everything to do with the way it is, and it has to do with what
causes it to be this way
Raising baboons and pigs for organs for man
You have ones replicating you by the hundreds of thousands
Capability exists, knowing gives you freedom
You have got to save your constitution and get back into a semblance of freedom
Learning ground for growing soul
Replay Tape 921212-1a
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921213-2a

921213-2a
January 25, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CONTINUED REPLAY OF TAPES 921212-1a and 1b
TIME
00:00
00:10
13:45
43:29

SUBJECT
Continued Replay of Tapes 921212-1a and 1b
Continuation of Tape 921212-1a
Start of replay of Tape 921212-1b
REPLAY CONTINUES ON TAPE 921213-2b

921213-2b
January 25, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CONTINUATION OF TAPE 921212-1b AND WRITINGS FROM SOLTEC ON EARTH CHANGES
TIME
00:00
00:16
07:15
07:16
10:25
13:26
14:15
14:36
19:36
23:00
27:01
27:55
28:39
30:40
31:21
31:44
33:08
33:24
34:29
35:23
38:25
40:40

SUBJECT
Continuation of Tape 92121-1b and Writings from Soltec on Earth Changes
Continuation of Tape 921212-1b
End of replay of Tape 921212-1b
Short comment from Hatonn
Ed Young reads "writing" from Soltec, dated Friday, December 11, regarding geophysical sciences and
earth changes
Strange storms battering the Northeast
Fun and games being played on us
California and the Palmdale bulge
Liquefaction of the ground and bare facts of earthquake situations
Private ownership of land and Native American philosophy
End of "writing"
Ed Young reads "todays writing" from Soltec
Major earthquake in Indonesia
Volcanic activity
Remnants of Lemuria
Trenches and convergence of plates
Basic Law of God--the in-breathing and out-breathing, the ever on-going cycle of birth and death
Most of the earthquake activity has been directly or indirectly caused by man
Ring of Fire and man caused earthquakes
Satellites that blast preprogrammed areas
End of "writing"
END OF MEETING

921220-1a
February 11, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
UNIFY AND FOCUS
TIME
00:00
00:45
02:17
09:15
10:54
11:45
13:17
17:43
21:10
25:53
27:25
33:45
35:25
43:20

SUBJECT
Unify and Focus
Lessons are for learning and discernment
Sanction or allowances of practices and behaviors
Treasury Gate--3 trillion dollar commission
Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd.
Given an opportunity to reclaim your Constitution
Sorting out the chaff from the wheat in these groups--Bo Gritz
Discernment of information--every circumstance should be measured against
Common law--patriot groups
Fix things by claiming your God power over the adversary
Ritualistic experience is solely a physical expression
Integrate, unity, various groups, and have a central focus
Oberli reads "Today's Writing"--"Light, Goodness and Do It For Me"
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921220-1b

921220-1b
February 11, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GRITZ, WEAVER AND FOTHERINGHAM
TIME
00:00
00:20
01:20
08:09
09:20

SUBJECT

Gritz, Weaver, and Fotheringham
"Today's Writing" continued
Response to information offered in the Liberator of interchanges with and about Bo Gritz
End of "Today's Writing"
Oberli reads a paper titled "For Patterson Strategies", by James Bo Gritz concerning an article written by
Don Fotheringham, a John Birch Society Headquarters staff member on a story entitled "Randy
Weaver's Role"
14:43 Comment by Hatonn regarding Duke and the KKK
18:00 End of comment
33:55 End of Bo Gritz's paper
36:06 Discrepancies in Bo Gritz's story regarding his father
41:02 Hatonn has to work with that which is presented to him, no alternative, human format playing human
roles
43:13 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921220-2a
You can read "For Patterson Strategies" by Bo Gritz in Journal #61, Programming, Pitfalls and Puppy-Dog
Tales, page 22.

921220-2a
February 11, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ILLUSION, FANTASY, DISCERNMENT
TIME
00:00
01:00
03:12
03:32
04:44
05:20
08:17
13:20
15:25
18:25
21:43
22:22
24:00
25:27
27:00
27:55
29:15
30:43

SUBJECT
Illusion, Fantasy, Discernment
Learn to discern the levels of dimension
Illusion--thought manifest of God Father to teach you
Pleiades Journals and lawsuit from adversary
All volumes in possession will be turned over to the court
Tehachapi distribution
Rewrite the books, have the drawings and explanations directly from South Africa
Brunt of heavy surveillance and threats, the adversary wants to stop you
Unify, a patriot Godly group to reclaim leadership rules
Opinions unacceptable, back up with confirmations and facts
Walter Russell
A substantial focus of spiritual nature
Evil defined--any action, thought, or intentional effort to divert you from your path to Lighted God
Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd.
No Fly Zone
News from Moscow, Russia--billions of dollars behind, default
Hardline industrialist, moved out having raked off billions
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 921220-2b

921220-2b
February 11, 2011
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
UNIFY WITHIN
TIME
00:00
01:56
02:49
05:00
05:27
06:05
06:39
08:05
09:52
11:50
14:45
15:58
18:05

SUBJECT
Unify Within
Come into Truth as a nation and the world will follow--much depopulation
Trouble brewing in Middle East--Israelis, Palestinians, Somalia
As you move into the Light, everything else falls away
Put on this place to experience
Opportunity to choose your ending
Your goal, your vision and unity within creative focus of Light
Recognize the Balance of God
Do not focus on Cosmos, focus on the opportunity to act
Make the journey for the proper reasons
Boris Yeltsin's trip to China--Mongol tribes
Russia-China have massive arms deals going on
END OF MEEETING

921231-1a
April 6, 2010
Adam/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER MEETING
TIME
00:00
01:14
03:08
04:55
09:11
11:00
12:30
13:00
17:24
18:00
19:45
22:00
23:50
24:35
26:40
30:20
31:00
32:00
33:00
34:40
35:05
25:17
37:33
39:00
40:17

SUBJECT
Constitutional Law Center Meeting
This is not "religious" business
Hatonn transmission frequency
Records must be set straight before spiritual truth-bringing
God is simplicity, but rarely easy
Sovereignty of the State and citizen is the goal
No perfection short of God
"Common Law" a despicable term
Respect the enemy; love the man; and send them back to Hell!
USA created as lamp unto the World
Money unlimited but must be obtained in integrity
Go after top blood, who are Skull & Bones members vowed to Lucifer, act according to Law of
Bureaucracy, whatever they say is their aim, their true intentions are the opposite
Sovereign citizens marked out as troublemakers
Bush allowed to escape house arrest and flee to Somalia
Female circumcision in Somalia, children not the product of female sexual urges
No guns can counter Elite weapons
World is gone if Constitutional system fails
All law must be loaded onto computer for accessibility
Adversary will attack those working toward the goal
Hatonn is 9.5 feet tall and speaks Universal language
Adversary knows that God wins
Bible and Constitution both tampered with
God always sends Hosts to prepare for Great Teacher
A remnant must survive, Hosts have nothing to prove
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 921231-1b

921231-1b
April 6, 2010
Adam/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER MEETING (CONTINUED)
TIME
00:00
00:05
01:56
02:20
04:50
05:38
07:10
08:46
09:11
10:15
11:00
11:51
13:00
14:50
16:15
16:52
18:15
20:45
23:40
24:20
25:36
28:00
31:45
35:30

SUBJECT
Constitutional Law Center Meeting (Continued)
No evil allowed in places of God
People needed who want to save the Nation
Confirmation of writings in Phoenix Journals
Whatever is done for God will be repaid 10-fold
More than 112 Congressmen took major bribes
New money printed, but existing currency cannot be recalled yet
Tehachapi is navigational communication center for this part of the Universe
Submarines can be run underground to San Bernardino
God cares what a man is, not what he was
Give judges no alternative but to make right judgments
Knowing what is of God is within all
Workers have attained Cohan status in Higher Realms, and have returned as guides
All tasks required will be in the physical realm
Masses of people experience partly to influence workers
Man wrote the play, man must rewrite it
God reclaims ones when they express too much in a negative manner
Lawyers needed to reclaim Constitution and restore the United States of America
Communion with pure intent will achieve reclamation
Adversary has never deviated from his goal
If it is right, do it; if it is wrong in the eyes of God, do not do it, but act within the system
100% control achieved as per Protocols-- of medicine, press, judicial system, schools and money
If ones know they are destined to succeed, success will follow
END OF MEETING

